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Proton Beam Writing (PBW), pioneered at the Center for Ion Beam Applications
(CIBA), National University of Singapore, is a novel mask-less lithographic tech-
nique. It relies on a focused beam of high energy fast ions e.g. MeV protons or H+2 to
rapidly pattern resist materials with nanometer scale details. The inherent proper-
ties of protons endow the technique with unique advantages, and distinguish it from
conventional optical lithography and various Next Generation Lithography (NGL)
techniques. Potential applications of the technique are the fabrication of micro-
and nanofluidic devices and biochips by both fast prototyping and batch fabrica-
tion methods to fulfill the need for lab-on-a-chip systems. In this thesis, we describe
the development of proton beam writing for the fabrication of lab-on-a-chip devices.
Chapter 1 introduces alternative micro- and nano-fabrication technologies, in-
cluding mainstream lithographic techniques and supplementary polymer replication
techniques. The principle, application and prospective development to the respec-
tive approaches are given. In particular, fabrication strategies based on proton beam
writing technique are detailed and the objective of the study is addressed.
In Chapter 2, an overview of fluid principles is presented, and then the fast
prototyping fabrication of PMMA nanofluidic devices is described. The instrumen-
tation, substrate materials and related processing steps are explained for carrying
out proton beam writing, followed by a detailed discussion of exposure procedures
ix
xand improvement of operation conditions for high-resolution patterning. In addition,
a novel thermal bonding technique is presented, which has been demonstrated to
be useful for enclosing PMMA nano-structures to construct functional lab-on-a-chip
fluidic devices in a fast and direct way.
Chapter 3 presents a bulk fabrication strategy using PDMS elastomer. An intro-
duction to the polymer property is given, then the fabrication of SU-8 polymer stamps
and Nickel sulfamate bath electroplating of metallic stamps are described. The PDMS
replication processes are described in detail, and the surface modifications, which are
important to satisfy different application requirements, are explained.
Chapter 4 provides a fluidic characterization of PBW fabricated PDMS channels
be means of electrokinetic on-chip testings. Current monitoring and µPIV methods
are employed to examine the electrokinetic flow in the PDMS microchannels with
inner surface treatment. Results from our study suggest further applications in com-
plex bioparticle manipulations relying on electroosmosis and electrophoresis effects,
such as DNA/protiens sequencing and separation.
Chapter 5 presents a investigation into deformation behaviors of healthy human
Red Blood Cells (RBCs) in PDMS simulated micro-capillaries. The precision and
fidelity of bulk-produced fluidic microchannels provides good reproducibility in the
measured data. Preliminary analytical results on both cell deformation and trans-
portation behavior of RBCs in constricted microchannels are described, which may
be useful for the diagnosis of pathological cell samples in the future.
In Chapter 6, both PMMA and PDMS nanofluidic lab-on-a-chip devices have
been applied in Fluorescence Correlation Microscopy (FCS) measurements. Fluid
perfusion, fluorescent imaging and FCS tests are carried out in these proton beam
fabricated nanochannel systems. Results from these experiments suggest a potential
xi
application of PDMS nanochannel systems in single molecule detection and nanoflu-
idic analysis.
The final chapter gives an overall conclusion of the research projects. Both the re-
sults of the fabrication and the characterization/application of the micro- and nanoflu-
idic devices are evaluated. In addition, prospective developments of the fabrication
strategies utilizing proton beam writing technique, and their contributions to the
advancing lab-on-a-chip technologies are also presented.
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Introduction
Microfluidic devices are predicted to have high potential since their introduction.
They are designed for transporting and manipulating minute amounts of fluids or
biological samples through micro-fabricated channels and allow a fast and automated
integration of various biochemical and physical processes to take place. They are used
in a wide range of applications in the life sciences, especially in the fields of biology,
analytical chemistry, biophysics and medicine. Their analytical capabilities have been
demonstrated by early studies [1] [2]. Their advantages, including high performance,
versatility and fast processing have also been documented by some authors [3].
Micro-fabricated devices encompass miniaturized separation and detection sys-
tems, micro-reactors and micro-mixers, micro-arrays or combinations of the above.
Analytical operations of the devices involve sample preparation, sample injection,
microfluid and microparticle handling, cell culture, separation and detection of bio-
logical particles, such as cells, proteins and DNA molecules. These are carried out by
means of chromatography, electrochemistry, fluorescence, optical measurement and
other methods. The main principles of these manipulation methods, as well as mate-
rials and fabrication technologies to make these devices, have been described in detail
in several reviews [4] [5].
The fabrication technologies of most conventional fluidic devices are derived from
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2the processes used in microelectronics and are based on standard photolithography
and subsequent wet etching. Hence they are usually fabricated on Silicon (Si) or
glass substrates. However, Si and glass are relatively expensive materials, normally
many times more expensive than common polymers. Besides, the fabrication con-
tains many steps like cleaning, oxidation, resist coating, photolithography, etching
and stripping. Moreover, aggressive chemicals, such as hydrofluoric acid (HF), are
involved in the fabrication process. As each device has to go through these processes
sequentially, it increases the total fabrication time, cost and risk of introducing errors.
Furthermore the limitations of structures fabricated in glass and Si fabrication make
it difficult to obtain channels with arbitrary aspect ratios, and the optical properties
and surface chemistry of Si pose problems for the development of analytical fluidic
systems with bio-compatible properties which are desirable in biological operations.
In contrast, polymers offer an attractive alternative to Si and glass, because they
are bio-compatible, disposable, optically transparent and inexpensive [6]. Another
particular advantage for polymers is that a wide range of fabrication technologies are
available to construct polymer-based fluidic devices, either to fast prototype an exper-
imental biochip or to produce multiple identical copies for serial studies. An overview
of these fabrication techniques is presented by Holger Becker [7], where two groups
of polymer fabrication methods, namely replication methods and serial/individual
device techniques, are described in detail. In addition, device completion methods,
such as bonding methods, are also evaluated.
In recent years, one of the most exciting developments in fluidic device applica-
tions is the rapid evolution of miniaturized micro- and nanofluidic systems, so-called
micro total analysis systems (µTAS) or “lab-on-a-chip” devices, which have become
3a dominant trend in emerging nano-science and nano-technologies. The miniatur-
ization of devices leads to many practical benefits including decreased analysis time,
reduced volume of analytes and reagents, increased operation efficiency as well as
the possibility of parallel and multiple analysis [8]. If the nano-fabricated geometries
are of the order of the size of molecules that the detection samples are composed of,
the fluid transportation and molecular behavior in these nanochannels are of great
interest for future investigation. The discovery of phenomena at nanoscales, and the
development of novel experimental techniques provide new opportunities for the lab-
on-a-chip concept. In this area, many existing technologies are being optimized, and
many new micro- and nano-fabrication approaches are simultaneously being explored.
Though it is believed that the long-term impact of lab-on-a-chip technology in
our lifetime will be similar to the impact made by the microelectronics and computer
technologies, lab-on-a-chip science and engineering, as well as the systems produced,
are evolving at a relatively slow rate. The primary reason is attributed to the fact
that the lab-on-a-chip comprises highly-specialized, individual categories of products
being manufactured for specifically targeted purposes. The research and development
efforts thereby often require multidisciplinary teams to work collaboratively to build
effective systems. In contrast to other micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) sub-
areas, which typically involve different principles, such as mechanics, electronics and
optics, the development of fluidic or biologic lab-on-a-chip involves interdisciplinary
integration of basic physics, chemistry, medical science, material science, and en-
gineering. Therefore, it is also desired that the researchers involved should possess
multidisciplinary backgrounds, a requirement that is often extremely difficult to meet.
Due to the complexity and the interdisciplinary nature of this area, it is crucial
4to include a diverse range of expertise in both the fabrication and application areas
to address issues relating to lab-on-a-chip devices. This is one of the prime reasons




The design and application of micro- and nanofluidic devices are dedicated by the
availability of technologies to construct and employ them into functional analytical
systems with various detection modes. Since the lab-on-a-chip concept has been
conceived to be a powerful tool capable of performing versatile sample detection and
analysis, it is important to improve the existing technology as well as to explore new
fabrication and integration strategies, sample materials, and new chip designs.
Many next generation lithography (NGL) methods have been developed which
will lead to great advancements in the area of lab-on-a-chip devices. In this chapter,
a variety of micro and nano-fabrication techniques are discussed. This discussion
starts from an array of conventional lithographic techniques which have attained
an adequate level of maturity to allow for the production of diverse MEMS based
commercial products. Following this, important novel nano-fabrication techniques
currently under exploration are described, among which proton beam writing has a
prominent place in the development of new lab-on-chip devices.
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61.1 Optical Lithography
Standard optical lithography is a technique used to define and transfer fine features
through a mask onto a resist substrate [9]. In the process, a beam of light, usually
ultraviolet (UV) light, passes through the mask and lens and is imaged onto the
photoresist placed on a wafer or film substrate. The opaque pattern on the mask
protects the substrate from irradiation; exposed photoresist areas are chemically de-
veloped leaving the desired structure on the substrate.
Pattern
Photoresist







Figure 1.1: Schematic illustration of Optical Lithography systems: (a)Contact Im-
printing; (b)Proximity Imprinting and (c)Projection Imprinting.
A schematic illustration of optical lithography is shown in figure 1.1. To begin
with, the substrate wafer is spin-coated with a thin layer of photo-sensitive polymer
known as the resist, in a thickness of the order of hundred nanometers to a few
7micrometers. There are two different kinds of photoresists, known as positive and
negative. In the positive resist, areas irradiated under UV light will be dissolved
and removed in subsequent chemical development, whereas for the negative resist,
exposed areas remains while all the other regions are washed away.
For selective exposure of substrate areas to UV light, a patterned photomask is
required. The mask consists of a desired pattern etched into a film of opaque material,
which is usually chromium (Cr), on a transparent plate made of borosilicate glass,
fused glass, or quartz. Quartz has the advantages that it is transparent to deep UV
light (≤ 365 nm) and has a very low thermal expansion coefficient, which reduces the
distortion when the mask size is required to be large or when the minimum feature
size on resist is less than 1.5 µm. The chrome layer is typically very thin (≤ 100
nm) and covered with an anti-reflective coating to suppress interferences at the wafer
surface. The optical system produces a miniaturized image of the photomask onto
the resist and desired patterns can be transferred onto many copies. A high quality
photomask is extremely important to meet stringent requirements of surface flatness,
accuracy of design placement and the minimal feature size. Because tiny variations
of surface flatness can change the light path through the mask and largely distort
images on the resist, any pinhole present in the chrome layer results in defects during
the exposure. Therefore, in order to improve the performance of optical lithography,
an important requirement is to optimize a sequence of fabrication processes which
will result in a high resolution, high accuracy and ultimately a defect free photomask.
Depending on the type of separation between mask and substrate wafer, there are
mainly three exposure systems, known as contact, proximity and projection (figure 1.1
(a), (b) and (c)). Contact and proximity imprinting are also called shallow printing.
8These are the simplest methods of imaging and also the cheapest. In contact printing,
the mask is placed in close contact with the resist and covers the entire substrate with
the Cr side facing the resist. It requires the mask to contain the actual size of images of
patterns formed on the resist, hence it is difficult to achieve small feature resolutions.
In addition, large number of defects on both the Cr and resist surfaces are introduced
by repeated hard contact, which severely reduces the mask lifetime. In proximity
printing, a small gap is introduced to eliminate the above problems, although this
increases the diffraction effects between two surfaces and enlarges small features.
The resolution of contact and proximity photolithography Rc and Rp depends on
the wavelength λ, the distance s between the mask and the resist layer and the resist












Projection printing uses a dual-lens optical system to project mask patterns onto
the resist substrate. A “step and repeat” principle has been developed which em-
ploys a 5 to 1 reduction lens to generate a demagnified image on the resist (figure
1.2). The major advantage of the reduction system is the reduction of errors in both
positioning and less stringent accuracy in the linewidth of the patterns present on the
original mask. Projection lithography is by far the most widely used micro-fabrication
principle as it yields superior resolution in the final structures.
Two important factors determining the image quality in the projection lithography







(2) Mask held in a mask stage;
(3) Projection lens assembly;
(4) Substrate held in a substrate
stage;
(5) Control system.
Figure 1.2: Reduction excimer laser step-and-scan system.
photoresist, and the depth of focus, DOF. The DOF is typically used as a measure
of the system performance in a particular exposure, as the image quality deteriorates
if the plane of image departs from the optimal focal plane on the resist. These two
parameters are determined by illuminating wavelength λ and numerical aperture of
the reduction lens, NA, which can be defined by the Rayleigh criterion using “scaling”









where k1 and k2 are dimensionless factors determined by the exposure system and
the resist, which are usually in the range 0.5 to 0.6.
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Further refinement of resolution can be achieved by increasing the numerical aper-
ture or decreasing the illuminating wavelength. For minimum width above 0.25µm,
high pressure Arc Lamps, like a mercury arc source (436nm G-line, 405nm H-line
and 365nm I-line), is sufficient for standard optical lithography. However, for the fea-
ture sizes between 0.25 and 0.13µm, deep UV sources such as excimer lasers (248nm
krypton-fluoride and 193nm argon fluoride) are needed.
1.2 Deep UV Lithography
Preserving the typical configuration of a conventional contact UV printer, deep UV
lithography (DUV) adopts light ranging from 150 ∼ 365 nm for the generation of sub-
micrometer patterns in photoresist with a high aspect ratio of up to 15 [15]. A potent
candidate for extension to shorter wavelengths is the 193-nm laser line produced by
the argon fluoride (ArF) excimer laser. Further improvement was achieved in the
Lincoln Laboratory at MIT by a new means of liquid immersion lithography at 157-
nm [16], aiming at a much enhanced resolution below 50 nm.
A detailed report of DUV photoresist is given by Moreau [12]. A superior DUV
resist should possess properties like (1) sharp cut-off in the irradiation region (high
contrast)1; (2) good photosensitivity to realize a reasonable exposure and development
time; (3) high optical absorption coefficient in high aspect ratio structure imaging2;
(4) compatible physical and chemical properties. The resists which are typically
used for I-line (365-nm) and 248-nm UV, e.g. novolac and poly(hydroxystyrene) have
absorption depths ranging from 30 to 50 nm at 193-nm, therefore are too opaque to be
1Contrast: a measure of the resolving power of a photoresist. Example: The use of a material
with a higher photoresist contrast results in improved sidewall angles and linewidth control.
2Absorption coefficient: the fractional decrease of light traveling through a material per unit
distance traveled.
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used in single-layer resists at that wavelength. Poly-methylmethyacrylate (PMMA)
has been surveyed to respond well at a short wavelength, and is used for DUV at
114 nm [17]. In addition, PMMA is used in X-ray lithography and Electron Beam
Lithography for high aspect ratio and high spatial resolution patterning.
High-purity synthetic fused silica and crystalline calcium fluoride [18] are optimal
choices for optical materials in the fabrication of DUV systems since they are highly
transparent to DUV and robust enough to stay intact after several billions of pulses.
The advantages of fused silica are that it is low in cost and is used in existing process-
ing facilities. The DUV mask is similar to that used in conventional UV, and consists
of a thin layer of opaque material of chrome (Cr) or aluminum (Al) deposited on a
thick transparent substrate of either fused silica, quartz or sapphire. As Al has high
reflectance and extinction coefficient in DUV exposure, a thin layer of Al (50 nm)
gives a higher contrast ratio than a much thicker Cr layer (150 nm) [18]. However,
chrome masks are much more durable as they are harder.
DUV technology has been found to be comparable to other advanced technolo-
gies in nano-fabrication: sub-100nm features were patterned by using a conformable
embedded-amplitude mask, which could be an inexpensive alternative to other lithog-
raphy techniques at the 100 nm level and it has the potential to reach the 60 nm node
[15]. Combined with nanoimprint lithography (NIL), the DUV methods have success-
fully fabricated complicated nanobiosensor structures in a 200 µm × 200 µm area con-
taining 100 nm sized interdigitated nanoelectrodes [19], and this offers great opportu-
nity to fabricate versatile individual bionanosensors or sensor arrays in an economical
way. Novel micro-fabrication processes employing inclined or inclined-rotated UV pro-
jection have been devised for constructing three-dimensional (3D) micro-structures in
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negative thick photoresist, SU-8 [20]. Various restricted 3D micro-structures in con-
ventional UV, involving oblique cylinders, embedded channels, bridges, V-grooves,
truncated cones, can now be easily fabricated with this new approach.
1.3 Extreme UV Lithography
Extreme UV lithography (EUV) is a relatively new form of lithography that uses
extreme ultraviolet radiation with a wavelength of 10 ∼ 14 nm to carry out projection
imagining for printing of sub-100 nm features. The EUV technique has displayed the
ability to pattern equal line and space structures approaching 32 nm resolution and
semi-isolated lines at 27 nm at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory [21].
A EUV source needs to provide adequate power at a desired wavelength and
yield reasonable wafer throughput for the semiconductor manufacturing industry. A
number of sources can be obtained from a variety of high-temperature, high-density
laser-produced plasmas, through to intense radiation from an electron synchrotron
[22].
In many aspects, EUV has similar features as optical lithography, although EUV
technology is very different in other aspects, mainly because the properties of mate-
rials used in EUV are different from those in the visible and UV range. Due to the
strong absorption of EUV radiation in virtually all materials, even gases, a vacuum
environment is necessary for EUV imaging. The absorption also excludes the usage
of refractive optical elements, such as lenses or transmission masks, and therefore the
system is required to be entirely reflective. The reflecting surfaces in EUV systems
are covered with multilayer thin-film (MLs) coatings, known as distributed Bragg
reflectors, which can provide a resonant reflectivity when the period of the ML layers
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is approximately half the wavelength [23]. The most developed EUV MLs consist
of alternating layers of molybdenum (Mo) and Si, and they perform best for wave-
lengths of approximately 13 nm. EUV absorption in standard optical photoresist is
very high; the absorption depth in organic resists is less than 10 nm, so the printing
occurs in a very thin imaging layer at the surface of the resist. Hence new resists
and processing techniques are required. EUV masks are made of a patterned EUV
radiation absorber placed on top of a ML reflector deposited on a solid substrate, such
as a Si wafer [24]. The current challenges in mask development are the deposition of
a defect-free ML coating and the techniques for repairing occurring defects. In addi-
tion, the mirrors comprising lithographic systems are stringently required to exhibit
exceptional performance in both surface shape and smoothness. For successful EUV
lithography therefore cutting-edge techniques for both polishing and metrology are
required for fabricating the mirrors to such high precision.
1.4 X-Ray Lithography
The use of X-Ray Lithography (XRL) was noted as early as 1972 [25], and it has
been recently described as a “Next Generation Lithography” and the successor to
optical lithography as it reaches its resolution limitation in nano-fabrication. XRL
is a promising technique for manufacturing integrated circuits at dimensions below
130 nm using a broad band of X-ray radiation between 0.4 ∼ 5 nm [26]. When soft
X-rays (0.8 ∼ 2 nm) are used, the diffraction effect is negligible. X-rays are therefore
suitable for the fabrication of sub 100 nm features and since they penetrate deep into
the resist, are particularly useful for high aspect ratio structuring [27] [28].
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The principles underlying X-Ray Lithography are similar to those of contact print-
ing in optical lithography. Common resists used in XRL are also similar to those used
in DUV and Electron Beam Lithography (EBL), although the mechanism of radia-
tion absorption of the resist under X-ray irradiation is different. Unlike visible and
UV radiation, short wavelength X-rays are negligibly absorbed by valence electrons.
Instead, X-ray photons have a higher probability of ejecting an electron from an inner
shell, generating secondary electrons with an energy of a few electron-volts (eV). The
resist is then exposed by the photoelectrons and this mechanism of resist machining
in XRL is considered to be similar to that in EBL. Since X-ray is only weakly ab-
sorbed by organic polymers, the exposure times are relatively long. In general, only
by using a synchrotron radiation supplying above 200 mW/cm3 to the resist surface,
can exposure times of a few seconds be realized for some less sensitive resists e.g.
PMMA (X-ray sensitivity > 500 mJ/cm2 ) [29]. Due to the lack of suitable sensitive
X-ray resists, a high intensity, high brightness source is required for efficient bulk pro-
duction. Three types of X-ray source are considered; standard X-ray tubes, plasma
sources and synchrotron radiation [30]. X-ray tubes are limited to a lithographic pro-
cess requiring feature sizes below 1 µm. Higher beam intensities and smaller source
diameters (about 1 mm) can be obtained by plasma sources, which are all in pulsed
mode (approximately 20 ns in pulse length, 0.1 ∼ 1 Hz in frequency) [31], however
the laser wavelength, target material and laser pulse width needs to be carefully cho-
sen. Synchrotron radiation(SR) represents a combination of bright short wavelength
radiation with good collimation and hence provides X-ray lithography with an ideal
radiation source [26].
A main challenge in X-ray technology is the fragility and dimensional instability of
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the mask [32]. As most materials attenuate X-rays rapidly with increasing thickness,
the X-ray mask can no longer be made on thick plates like quartz or fused silica. The
need for a very thin membrane (around 2µm) as the transparent substrate make the
construction of X-ray masks complicated and expensive. The fabrication of 1× mask
has been by far the most difficult part in XRL. Image placement, critical dimension
(CD) control, and defect control are other factors that pose great challenges to mask
fabrication. To address these issues, there is a pressing need for an improvement in
existing mask fabrication techniques. In addition, the development of a novel beam
aligner to collimate the beam and reduce image distortions as well as penumbral
blurring is also required.
1.5 Electron Beam Lithography
Electron Beam Lithography (EBL) has been the favored choice for many years for
achieving patterned features with improved resolution below 100 nm [33]. When





where V is the accelerating voltage. For example, electrons accelerated to an
energy of 10 keV have a wavelength of 0.0123 nm, which is several orders of magnitude
smaller than that of UV radiation. An electron beam can be easily focused to a few
nanometers in diameter without diffraction limitations, and directly write a pattern
on wafer or mask via electrostatic or magnetic deflections. Two main categories for
EBL are mask-less direct writing and Electron Projection Lithography (EPL).
A common electron beam system for direct writing is the scanning electron probe
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exposure system, in which the pattern is written sequentially into the resist with a
finely focused beam at a fixed or variable size. In the scanning E-beam system, the
electron source (gun), typically consists of a thermionic cathode of LaB6/W, Zr/W,
or Ti/W and an accelerating column which can accelerate the electron beam from
5 keV to approximately 100 keV. The beam passes through a column containing
electrostatic and magnetic systems which are used for beam-blanking (deflecting off),
shaping, focusing and deflection. The beam is then shaped into a fine round “probe”
with a Gaussian current distribution (beam current densities ranging from 20 to 100
A/cm2 and a diameter of typically one quarter or one-fifth of the minimum feature
size). A motorized stage moves the wafer continuously within one field (the largest
area that can be written without movement of the wafer) and in steps (from one
field to another), allowing complete exposure of an entire wafer. Computer-aided
control packages are used for subsystems, transferring of pattern design and proximity
corrections.
Direct-writing EBL can be applied in the fabrication of UV and X-ray masks
and high-resolution patterning of specific devices. In addition, it is mainly used in
laboratory research and development, where a short turnaround time for prototype
device design is more important than a high throughout. EBL can also write critical
nano-sized features connecting to larger patterns which can be exposed with less
expensive and faster UV lithography. These are known as “mix-and-match” schemes.
While the minimum feature size is not diffraction limited, there are parameters
other than the exposure wavelength limiting the resolution of EBL system. A notable
factor is the forward scattering caused by electron-electron collisions in the resist, and
the resulting gradual spread of the beam as it enters the resist, which can result in
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backscattering of electrons from the substrate. Those backscattered electrons can
spread out spherically over a radius as large as 1 µm for 10 keV electrons. The extent
of resist exposure is therefore much larger than the original focused beam spot. As a
consequence, the exposure of one region will be affected by the exposure of another
close to it; more seriously, the actual exposure dose at the particular point can be
several times higher than the expected value. The dependence of exposure at one
point on exposure of the surrounding points is known as the proximity effect, which
makes the exposure of high density structures extremely difficult [34]. Although
electron wavelengths of the order of 1A˚ can be easily achieved, electron scattering
limits the attainable resolution to the 10 nm range for a regular EBL facility [35].
In addition to proximity effect, another limiting factor for EBL resolution is the
resist contrast. EBL resists must exhibit high resolution for submicron-patterning,
and also sufficient sensitivity to e-beam radiation to allow a high speed exposure.
The backscattering of electrons from the resist substrate restricts the thickness
of films that can be patterned with very small lithographic structures; typically less
than 100 nm. The formation of various three-dimensional (3-D) nano-structures needs
subsequent steps such as etching, electrodeposition and lift off, thereby increasing the
complexity of the process, and introducing structural artifacts in the final structure.
Since direct-write EBL uses a finely focused E-beam to scan across the substrate
surface in a serial process, the operation is slower than optical lithography, where the
whole pattern is simultaneously exposed in a parallel process. Several methods to
undertake parallel EBL projection have been developed to improve the high volume
capability. Among them, SCALPEL (SCattering with Angular Limitation Projection
Electron-beam Lithography), investigated at Bell laboratories, has achieved 35 nm
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resolution at 40 wafers/hour throughput [36].
Electron Projection Lithography (EPL) carries out massively parallel projection
to project an entire pattern onto a substrate wafer for moderate-volume production
of chips at the 65-nm node and beyond [37]. The process was established on the basis
of SCALPEL developed by Lucent Technologies at early 1990s, and later reinforced
by the development of PREVAIL (Projection Reduced Exposure with Variable Axis
Immersion Lenses) from IBM.
Both SCALPEL and PREVAIL involve strategies to project sections of a chip
pattern, or “subfields”, through a 4× mask onto a wafer. The SCALPEL proof-of-
concept system [38] was the first to implement sequential illumination of the mask
in an e-beam reduction projection system by mechanically scanning reticle and wafer
at a 4:1 speed ratio underneath a stationary beam. PREVAIL carries this concept
by further combining E-beam scanning with continuous stage motions, and provides
significantly enhanced effective field size to meet commercial requirements. The con-
sequent off-axis aberrations during beam scanning are corrected through a system of
variable-axis lens (VAL).
Nikon has been trying for a long time to initiate a full-field EPL exposure tool.
The world’s first EB-stepper “SR-EB1A” for 300 mm wafer has been designed and
delivered to Selete (Semiconductor Leading Edge Technologies, Inc.) for the first
trial device fabrication. The latest EB1A tool for Nikon’s evaluation on a 200 mm
wafer system shows full performance data and good stability characteristics. The
results demonstrated a good resolution of 50 nm for 2:1 line-and-space and 60 nm for
1:1 dense contact holes patterns. Stitching accuracy of around 18 nm, and overlay
accuracy of around 20 nm were also reported [39]. However, problematic issues still
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needed resolving, and these include better EB stepper performance, more accurate
masks, practical inspection and repairing tools, and verification software.
1.6 Ion Beam Lithography
Ion Beam Lithography (IBL) utilizes ion beams to expose resists either through a
mask by means of a broad beam [40], or via directly writing with a finely focused beam
spot [41]. As ions are much more massive than electrons, they transfer energy more
efficiently and scatter much less when penetrating into resists; the secondary electrons
produced have low energies and hence a smaller range. Therefore, in comparison to
EBL, IBL has minimal proximity effects.
The maximum intensity of the finely focused beam spot is determined by the
brightness of ion sources, where liquid metal sources [42] [43], and gas field-ionization
source [44] [45] are two modes considered for lithography. Liquid metal sources use
metals of low melting point and low vapor pressure, typically gallium that melts at
30◦C and has a vapor pressure less than 10 ∼ 12 torr. These sources produce field
evaporation of ions from the melt through contact with a tungsten (W) tip which
is held at a high potential. The gallium ions are then extracted, collimated and
scanned electrostatically. Typical gas field-ionization sources include hydrogen and
helium. The ionization occurs by immersing a high potential tungsten tip into the gas,
such as H2, where hydrogen will be attracted to the tip by polarization, and electrons
tunneling from hydrogen to the tip generate H2
+ ions which are then repelled by the
tip. A beam of fast light ions can then be created and focused to high resolution and
current density, for directly writing into the resist.
Three distinct ion beam lithography techniques (IBLs) have the potential to play
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a role as a Next Generation Lithography [46]. Among them, Focused Ion Beam (FIB)
and Proton Beam Writing (PBW) techniques are direct writing techniques; while Ion
Projection Lithography (IPL) succeeds masked optical lithography for high resolution
patterning.
1.6.1 Focused Ion Beam
Focused Ion Beam (FIB), developed during the late 1970s and early 1980s, is the most
mature technique among IBLs [41]. FIB uses slow heavy ions, such as 30 keV Ga+
ions, to directly pattern structures in virtually any material, and this ability is one of
the prominent properties of the FIB technique [46]. When energetic ions hit the solid
surface of a sample, they lose energy to electrons of the solid as well as to its atoms,
and incident ions induce important physical effects in the substrate [47]. These effects
include sputtering of ionized substrate atoms, which causes substrate milling; electron
emission, which enables imaging (but also causes charging of insulating samples); as
well as displacement of atoms in the solid and emission of photons. Chemical action
can also be employed during the FIB-CVD deposition method (see below), where
the ion breaks chemical bonds, thereby dissociating molecules which attach to the
substrate surface.
Three evident principles underlying FIB are imaging, milling and deposition. The
best imaging resolution of FIB is equivalent to the minimum ion beam spot size,
and sub 10 nm resolution have been achieved. The range of ions in the substrate is
also low (around 10 nm in PMMA) [48]. One deficiency existing in the FIB imaging
process is the inescapable implantation of Ga+ ions at the substrate surface, which
could damage the sample. Therefore, FIB is more favored for localized milling and
deposition of conductors and isolators at high precision.
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The milling of a sample results in a physical sputtering of the material. An
arbitrary shape can be machined by scanning the ion beam over the substrate. Un-
fortunately, this process is quite slow because of the limited beam intensity. The
typical yield for removing most materials is 1 to 10 atoms per ion, corresponding to a
removal rate around 0.1 ∼ 1 µm3 per nC of incident ions [46]. In order to enhance the
milling speed, gas assisted etching (GAE) can be employed, where suitable etching
gases for different materials are introduced into the working chamber. This speeds
up the etching process by chemically facilitating the removal of reaction products.
Various kinds of GAE gases for etching enhancement include Cl2 and Br2 for Al and
Si; ICl for Al, Si and W; XeF2 for W, Si, SiO2 and photoresists.
The principle employed in FIB technique for the deposition of both metal and insu-
lator materials is chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [48] [49]. FIB-CVD has improved
resolutions but slower deposition rates compared with conventional laser beam-CVD.
Platinum (Pt) and tungsten are found to be good deposited metals with standard
FIB facilities. In FIB-CVD, a gaseous compound is sprayed over a material surface
(e.g. W or SiO2). The molecular gas layer is then decomposed by the incident ion
beam, leaving the desired reaction products on the surface identical to the pattern
traced by the incident ion beam. The FIB technique is therefore particularly suited
for the repair of high resolution X-ray masks and integrated circuits, rather than for
direct pattern writing.
1.6.2 Proton Beam Writing
Proton Beam Writing, developed by Prof. Frank Watt’s group at the Center for
Ion Beam Applications (CIBA), National University of Singapore, is a novel direct
writing technique [50] utilizing a highly focused beam of fast protons to precisely
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pattern structures in suitable substrate materials like Si, PMMA, SU-8 and HSQ
etc. Unlike electrons, the relatively high energy (up to 3.5MeV) protons can produce
deep penetration (table 1.1) and an almost straight path in the resist which results
in high aspect-ratio micro- and nano-structures with vertical and smooth sidewalls.
PBW, in contrast to FIB, is a fast writing technique [51]: depending on its complexity
and resolution, a pattern in an area of 400 × 400 µm2 can be exposed down to 150
µm deep in only a few minutes. These features endow PBW with great potential
to machine real 3-D structures with nanometer details. This ability can be applied
to produce arbitrary structures (pillars or trenches) in both polymer or Si substrate
for applications in optics (e.g. waveguides, laser arrays and gratings) [52] [53] and
fluidics (micro-fluidic devices, biostructures and biochips) [54][55]. Applying different
beam energies and exposure doses, PBW can also perform machining in multilayers
to form stacked microstructures [56] and Si modifications including Si fabrication [57]
and porous Si patterning [58].





Table 1.1: Penetration depth in PMMA of specific proton beam energy
Since its establishment in the early 2000s, PBW has undergone theoretical and
technical improvements, and great efforts have been made to expand its practical
applications. The simulation and comparison of interaction effects of protons with
other kinds of radiation like electrons, UV light and X-rays with PMMA polymer re-
sist have been investigated by Chammika Udalagama [59]. Here, it was shown for the
first time, by using physical and computational modelling methods, that the PBW
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technique is superior to electron beam writing for 3-D fabrication. This reinforced the
advantages of PBW over other lithographic techniques for fast and high-aspect-ratio
prototyping. Meanwhile, a series of scanning, controlling and focusing systems and
optimized sub-100nm writing facilities for the PBW procedure were developed by An-
drew Bettiol et al. [60]. The crucial aspects of their work were to bring convenience
and automation to the design and fabrication processes. Jeroen Van Kan and his col-
leagues further demonstrated its capability by patterning high-aspect-ratio structures
with details down to 20 nm in a novel negative tone resist HSQ [61] and promoted
its commercial potential through the fabrication of Nickel stamps for nanoimprinting
lithography [62], resolution standards for ion beam nanometer-focusing [63] and high
aspect-ratio X-ray masks [64]. Furthermore, recently reported studies of electroki-
netic characterization of PBW fabricated PMMA microfluidic channels [55] and cell
mobility measurement by using PBW micro-machined PMMA 3D scaffolds [65] have
addressed its potential in biochip fabrication.
1.6.3 Ion Projection Lithography
In contrast to FIB and PBW techniques, Ion Projection Lithography (IPL) is a
masked process similar to proximity projection in photolithography and EPL [46].
IPL employs medium energy (50 ∼ 150 keV) ions, such as H+, H2+, He+ and Ar+, to
irradiate a stencil mask in vacuum (< 10−7 torr) and project demagnified transmit-
ted images (10× to 3×) which are focused onto a resist sample through electrostatic
lenses [66]. IPL adopts the merits of projection systems for high wafer throughput,
which exceeds direct writing techniques in the rapidity of mass manufacturing of
micro-components and devices. Compared with other masked projection methods,
IPL utilizing ions possesses appealing properties such as negligible scattering in the
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resist, diffraction-free penetration, and linewidth unaffected by exposure dose. Ion
Microfabrication Systems (IMS) GmbH in Vienna, Austria, established over 20 years
ago, are developing IPL systems which have demonstrated many of the favorable
attributes required for high throughput lithography process [67]. So far, minimum
dimensions down to 70 nm line-and-space with minimum distortion less than 0.15 µm
over 8 × 8 mm2 field have been achieved, with a high throughput of 70 wafers per
hour for 200 mm wafers.
1.7 Polymer materials and replication techniques
Polymers are promising materials for microsystem technologies [68]. Their proper-
ties are superior to other substrates (e.g. glass, silicon) and include low cost, simple
processing steps, a variety of mechanical and optical characteristics, resistance to
chemicals, bio-compatibility resulting in a broad range of selectivity allowing produc-
ers to choose the most suitable material for every targeted application.
The success of polymers in analytic fluidic systems is also attributed to the avail-
ability of relatively cheap and efficient manufacturing procedures, where replication
technology is employed. Replication techniques are dependent on both the fabrica-
tion of masters, comprising precise molding structures on a plane, and the use of
these stamps to pattern polymer structures with patterns opposite to the stamp re-
lief structures. The structure from which the stamp is derived, known as the master,
can be fabricated on Si with any lithographic technique described above, for example
DUV, EUV, X-ray, EBL and IBLs. The lithographically fabricated stamp can be used
directly as the replication master, or to produce more durable solid metallic stamps
(e.g. in Nickel). During the replication process the pattern is then transferred from
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the stamp to the polymer substrates they are in contact with, through such methods
as hot embossing, injection molding or contact printing, and each replication can be
performed many times to produce multiple copies of identical structures in a rapid
way.
1.7.1 Polymer material properties
Polymers are macroscale substances comprised of thousands of monomeric units,
which are formed from either only one monomer or a variety of monomers (copoly-
mers) [69] [70]. In most cases, polymers are amorphous with chain lengths varying
throughout the bulk material. Thus an exactly defined melting temperature is not
applicable to polymers. Instead, a melting interval exists, referred to as the glass
transition temperature (Tg), in which the viscosity increases dramatically, and the
material becomes a viscous mass. Most polymers solidify after cooling below the Tg,
forming a solid phase which is hard and brittle.
Polymers can be roughly categorized into three groups according to the intercon-
nection of monomer units in the chains, which will affect their properties and thus
thermal behavior. The first category is the thermal-plastic polymers, which consist
of unlinked or weakly cross-linked chain molecules. Above Tg, the polymers can be
molded, and their shape is retained on cooling. Thermal plastics are generally used
in hot embossing; for example poly-methylmethacrylate (PMMA) and polycarbonate
(PC) are popular substrates. The second group is the elastomeric polymers, which
also consist of weakly cross-linked polymer chains. These chains can be stretched
to a large extent under an external stress, but relax and return to the original state
once the force is removed. Elastomers are typically formed by a casting process, and
poly-dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is the most popular elastomer. The third group is the
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thermoset polymers, which contains heavily cross-linked molecular chains and hence
are very difficult to change shape once cast into the final shape. These polymers are
harder and more brittle than thermal-plastics.
In addition to Tg, another important polymer parameter is the thermal expansion
coefficient, which corresponds to a change in the length or volume as a result of a
specified change in temperature. These two factors are important in determining the
behavior of polymers in thermal fabrication processes such as molding and thermal
bonding.
1.7.2 Hot embossing
Hot embossing or imprinting techniques for fabricating micro-structures were first
described in the late 1990s [71] [72] [73] and many of these ideas are widely used today.
In the process, a nickel stamp, for example, is typically mounted in an imprinting
system, held parallel to a planar polymer substrate, which could be PMMA, PC,
polystyrene (PS) or polyvinylchloride (PVC). To imprint in the PMMA substrate,
the stamp and the polymer are separately heated to a temperature just above the
polymer glass transition temperature of about 106◦C, at which the polymer becomes
plastic-viscous and moldable. The stamp is brought into contact with the substrate
and then embossed with a controllable force of the order of 50 to 200 bar. Retaining
the presence of the applied force, the embossing tools are cooled down below Tg
allowing PMMA to solidify; the stamp is then mechanically driven apart from the
substrate.
The cooling of the substrate to room temperature before demolding is an impor-
tant step to avoid distortion of the imprinted components. The most critical demold-
ing step requires an automated release setup to guarantee the success, particularly in
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the cases of high aspect-ratio structures with straight sidewalls. To minimize thermal
stress in the material and imprinting errors caused by different thermal expansion co-
efficients of the stamping tool and the substrate, the overall thermal process should be
finished in a short period, approximately 5 to 10 minutes for most polymer materials.
A vacuum environment for hot embossing is also recommended as it can remove the
water vapor derived from the polymer substrate, circumvent air bubble formation in
the imprinted structures and protect the surface of the nickel stamp from corrosion.
At present, commercial imprinting machines incorporated with computer pro-
grams can precisely control temperature, pressure and time during the embossing
process for molding different kinds of polymers. Challenges existing in nanoimprint-
ing lithography (NIL) for precisely replicating large area high aspect-ratio nano-sized
features are the engineering difficulties in fabricating stamps with exactly defined
parallel relief and bottom surfaces. In addition, it is important to control the perpen-
dicularity of the mold when pressing into the substrate in order to exert an evenly
distributed force over the contacted components.
1.7.3 Injection Molding
In the macroworld, injection molding is one of the widespread standard processes
to fabricate plastic components of almost any geometry. Similar to hot embossing,
injection molding in replicating polymer microstructures uses a nickel stamp produced
from a silicon master to transfer micrometer features to a suitable substrate [74].
The process starts from heating a cylinder injector loaded with granular polymer
gradually to the melting temperature Tm of that polymer. The polymer melt is
then injected into the evacuated molding cavity mounted with a stamp, under a high
pressure (typically 600 ∼ 1000 bar). Melting temperatures Tm for different polymers
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typically range from 200 ◦C (for PMMA or PS) to around 280 ◦C (for PC) and highly
up to 350 ◦C for polytheretherketone (PEEK). The polymer fluid is of relatively low
viscosity which leads to a good contact with the surface relief resulting in well-defined
features. The cavity can be held at a temperature below the polymer Tg, normally
between 60 and 120 ◦C which is known as the cold-cavity process, to allow a rapid
molding in several seconds. In smaller structure injection, less polymer melt is needed
while surface-to-volume ratio increases, therefore the cavity should be heated closer
to Tm to allow the fluid to fully fill the tiny structures. The cavity is then cooled
down to aid the separation of the microstructured components. This process enables
the fabrication of smaller feature sizes compared with the cold-cavity method, but
increases the whole cycle time to around 1 to 3 mins.
Advantages of injection molding over hot embossing and soft lithography include
the creation of arbitrary three-dimensional structures and the capability of fabricating
integral plastic dies in dual or multi materials. However, it should be noted that as
large thermal gradients exist between the injection and departing temperature, also
the phase transition between liquid and solid state, the structural sizes and bulk
volume of polymer substrate will shrink after demolding, which need to be carefully
considered in the master fabrication.
1.7.4 Soft Lithography
Soft lithography, also known as contact imprinting, was the earliest process described
(in 1990) to form miniaturized separation devices by using cast silicone rubber [75].
It represented a significant advancement in developing microfluidic systems as an
elastomeric polymer molding technique, and currently has broad applications mainly
in the academic world for the casting of silicone-based elastomeric planar or 3-D
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microchannel structures in an inexpensive and flexible way [76].
The material used in casting is primarily poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), as it
offers good optical properties with high transparency above 230 nm but very little aut-
ofluorescence, which are critical for biochemical optical and fluorescence microscopy
research [5]. The casting process involves a mixture of elastomer base and its curing
agent poured onto a molding template, which can be made using a Si wafer through
silicon surface machining, or in a photoresist layer by lithographic patterning. Be-
cause stamps for soft lithography are not exposed to excessive pressure or elevated
high temperatures, which are necessary in hot embossing and injection molding, it
is not necessary to be in metal, unless specific considerations (e.g. thermal stability,
chemical resistance) are required. The polymer precursor is cured at room temper-
ature for at least 24 hours or elevated temperatures (65◦C for 4 hours or 95◦C for
2 hours) allowing the cross-linking of polymer chains. The cured elastomer is then
peeled off the mould surface. The stamp can be used repeatedly to yield multiple
identical polymer micro-structures as required.
One of the outstanding features of elastomer is its simple bonding with a clean
and flat surface to form a conformal contact, e.g. with glass or Si, or self-assembly
with the same material, which offers a possibility to form a complex configuration
consisting of multi-layer 3-D structures cast from the same or different stamps.
1.8 Proton Beam Writing and methods for lab-on-
a-chip production
In previous sections, we discussed important lithographic techniques representative
of NGLs. Each of them could be a potential leading technique. However practical
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constraints do exist in these processes when being applied for fabricating polymer
lab-on-a-chip devices, for example, resolution limits in UV lithography, difficulties
in mask fabrication and repair for X-ray and Ion Projection Lithography. Electron
Beam Lithography, Focused Ion Lithography and Proton Beam Writing using highly
focused beam are mask-free approaches. In the case of EBL, although a sub-10 nm
focus can be achieved in the resist surface, EBL suffers from unwanted proximity ef-
fects which greatly limit the resolution and contrast attainable for written structures.
Both FIB and PBW use focused ion beams to pattern structures in the sub-100nm
scale; however they have greatly different attributes. In FIB, a slow focused heavy
ion beam (typically 30 keV Gallium) is written over a surface to create a pattern
through modification, deposition or sputtering. The process is unfortunately slow for
resist machining. In contrast, PBW is a rapid technique which utilizes high energy
(typically MeV) fast protons to directly write precise 3-D features into the resist.
Being an attractive alternative to conventional lithographic techniques, PBW is ca-
pable of exposing resist materials in a direct manner resulting in 3D structures at
a resolution below 100 nm. In combination with other micro-fabrication methods,
e.g. electrodeposition, nanoimprinting lithography and contact printing, it is envis-
aged to have considerable potential in the fabrication of precise fluidic-components
for lab-on-a-chip systems.
1.8.1 Physical characteristics of protons
When high energy protons (e.g. 2 MeV) enter a material, the resulting path mainly
depends on electronic collisions. Due to the fact that protons are overwhelmingly
massive in comparison with electrons (Mp:Me = 1800:1), the average energy transfer
per ion-electron collision is relatively small, and hence many thousands of collisions
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occur before the ion comes to rest. The trajectory can be statistically calculated
using Monte Carlo techniques, e.g. SRIM [77]. Figure 1.3 depicts track simulations
of 2 MeV protons in thick PMMA compared with different other physical interactions





Figure 1.3: Simulation of different radiations interacting with thick PMMA.
The interaction of proton beam with material can be characterized as follows:
(1) the ion passes in an almost straight line inside the specimen without large angle
scattering; (2) the proton beam maintains its spatial resolution during the path except
at the end of range; (3) protons probe deeply into a sample without notable scattering;
(4) the exposure rate is uniform with increasing depth except at the end of range where
it increases several-fold; (5) the range straggling of proton beam is relatively small,
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for instance, a 2 MeV protons has around 1.6 µm range straggling in silicon compared
with its 47 µm range .
The nature of protons provides the technique with unique abilities in the litho-
graphic process: (a) a focused proton beam can directly write arbitrary patterns over
the resist without the usage of a prefabricated mask; (b) a proton beam has a well
defined path in resist resulting in the construction of real 3-D structures with well
defined geometries and smooth sidewall features; (c) by changing incident energies, a
proton beam is capable of fabricating channels, pillars and holes with different depth
scales; (d) complex inclined patterns can be fabricated by changing the angle of the
resist with respect to the incident beam; (e) the development of proton beam focusing
over the last few years has enabled the technique to achieve sub-100 nm resolutions,
making it a true nano-lithographic technique.
1.8.2 Application areas of proton beam fabrication
High energy proton beam fabrication is being exploited in many types of micro- and
nano-fabrication, mostly in areas that require precise 3D structuring:
• Direct writing customized micro- and nano-structures for fundamental research
areas such as fluidics, photonics or bio-applications;
• Individual 3-D stamp and mold fabrication, in combination with potential elec-
troplating procedures, which can repeatedly be used to generate large volume
of polymeric lab-on-a-chip devices through imprinting technologies.
• Production of high quality Ni resolution standards allowing rapid focusing of
MeV ion beams for high resolution microscopy studies.
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• Fabrication of X-ray masks which is a crucial element influencing the perfor-
mance of X-ray/LIGA (a combination of deep-etch X-ray lithography, electro-
plating and molding) processes in industrial fabrications, e.g. IC industry.
Results obtained so far have fully revealed the potential of PBW to advanced
manufacturing fields. 50 nm wide ridges in PMMA, 60 nm in SU-8 and 22 nm details
in HSQ have been reported; the maximal height-to-width aspect-ratio in SU-8 reached
160 with sidewall roughness down to 2.5 nm (RMS). High density Ni stamps with
line-and-space details of about 20 nm have been fabricated and a uniformly plated
Ni nano-stamp has successfully imprinted 100 nm (aspect-ratio 20) structures into a
PMMA substrate. Free standing resolution standards were produced, which enables
us to produce a fast and accurate focus of high energy ion beams with a sub-30 nm
spot size. Furthermore, recently reported achievements of fabricating Ni X-ray stencil
masks with a thickness of 2 ∼ 20 µm, with feature details of 1 µm and aspect-ratios up
to 20 indicate its potential as a mask fabrication technology: PBW has the potential
to solve one of the most difficult and expensive problems in X-ray lithography and
LIGA technology, i.e. the need for high-quality and stable exposure stencils.
1.8.3 Strategies for lab-on-a-chip fabrication
The evolvement of the lab-on-a-chip concept implies the usage of novel fabrica-
tion technologies for the design and construction of versatile analytical components.
Among various NGLs, Proton Beam Writing has attracted considerable attention for
its unique writing process and superior 3D fabrication ability. Directly patterned
polymer structures after proton beam writing can be processed into all sorts of work-
able fluidic devices, suggesting an envisaged niche area of PBW applications.
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The employment of PBW in producing lab-on-a-chip devices can be roughly di-
vided into two categories. The first is to prototype fluidic structures in a resist layer
or polymer substrate, which are afterwards directly packaged into working devices
through a suitable bonding process. This method is ideal for a rapid prototyping,
where a small number of samples are required for preliminary testing. The other
procedure is aimed at batch production, where proton beam writing is used to pat-
tern well-defined embossed structures into a resist layer, which is normally coated
onto a solid substrate e.g. Si wafer, to generate a so-called “master”. This polymer
master can then either be used as a stamp, or to generate a metallic stamp through
the electroplating process. This master can then be used as a stamp or a mold to
generate micro- and nano-structures in polymer.
Replication work is mainly performed by hot embossing through a set of steps illus-
trated in figure 1.4, or by soft lithography, where in most cases a commercial Si mold
is used. As explained before, Si etching has limitations and the wafer itself is expen-
sive and brittle. In contrast to the Si etching process, Nickel electroplating is widely
accepted as an effective way for stamp fabrication [74]. A lot of effort, especially in
hot embossing or nanoimprinting lithography (NIL) coupled with PBW [62] [78] has
already made this technique relatively mature. Nickel has advantages as compared
with other commonly used plating metals such as Gold and Copper. The Ni stamp
is more rigid and durable, exhibiting smooth surface features and high resistance to
oxidization and corrosion. The employment of combined PBW and electroplating
represents an alternative to Silicon molding-machining for soft lithography/contact
printing. Figure 1.4 schematically shows the procedure to complete a PDMS device
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Figure 1.4: Procedures for bulk producing polymer lab-on-a-chip devices utilising
PBW technique incorporated with Ni electroplating and replication techniques: (a)
Soft Lithography and (b) Hot embossing.
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1.9 Objective of the Study
The main purpose of this study was to apply the proton beam writing technique to the
fabrication of polymer micro- and nano-fluidic lab-on-a-chip devices, and demonstrate
their performance and functionality in fundamental fluidic and biological investiga-
tions.
A “fast prototyping” method was adopted to build enclosed nanochannels in
PMMA polymer, facilitated by a newly developed thermal bonding technique. The
coupling of direct writing and bonding results in a straightforward way of producing
a limited number of nanofluidic prototypes.
The mass production of microfluidic devices relies on the fabrication of both a
polymeric and electroplated nickel stamp or mold to yield large number of PDMS
structures. The advantages of soft lithography is its relatively simple processing
steps, where neither a clean room environment nor expensive imprinting equipment
are required. Moreover, silicones in principle can bond firmly to a glass coverslip in
a straightforward and reproducible manner.
In this study, PBW technique was used as a basic tool to fabricate different types
of fluidic structures for specific lab-on-a-chip designs. Apart from the complexity of
proton beam writing itself, material selection, chip design, technical constraints, and
integrated detection systems all pose challenges to the execution of the fabrication
strategy. It is hoped that results from this study shows the competence and versatility
of PBW in polymer lab-on-a-chip fabrication.
Chapter 2
Fast Prototyping of PMMA
Nanofluidic Devices
This chapter deals with issues relating to the fast production of nanofluidic sys-
tems in PMMA polymer using direct-writing and bonding techniques. All the micro-
and nano-fabrication work was conducted at the Center for Ion Beam Applications
(CIBA), National University of Singapore.
Before starting the fabrication work, it is necessary to discuss some important
aspects of fluid flow in micro- and nanochannels, since a proper understanding of the
physical principles of fluid flow at these small dimensions are necessary in the design
and fabrication of nanofluidic devices.
2.1 Descriptive overview of micro- and nanoflu-
idics
2.1.1 Classification of fluid flow
Fluid flows in the macro- and micro-worlds can be classified in many ways, depending
on specific applications. Some of the most commonly encountered terms involve [79]:
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• steady and unsteady, where the former characterizes the condition that flows
does not change with time at any position while the latter indicates the contrary;
• uniform and non − uniform, to classify the conditions as to whether or not
in a constrained channel all successive cross-sections of a fluid are identical at
any time instant;
• compressible and incompressible, to distinguish the situations where any as-
sociated pressure or temperature changes are large enough to cause significant
changes in fluid density;
• laminar and turbulent, from an engineering viewpoint to address the detailed
nature of the flow profiles in a boundary layer or in a fully developed internal
flow.
Whether the flow is laminar or turbulent is one of the most important issues
in the study of fluid flow. When a flow progresses along a channel with a smooth
parabolic flow profile, the flow is termed as laminar or viscous. On the contrary, in
turbulent flow, its velocity, pressure, and other flow quantities fluctuate irregularly in
time and space. Obviously, laminar flows are more amenable from the standpoint of
mathematical analysis and experimental operations.
2.1.2 Reynolds number
Important fluidic parameters describing the property of a fluid flow in a well defined
channel include density ρ (kg/m3), which is normally constant over wide pressure
variations indicating that a particular fluid is incompressible, and is defined by the
ratio of mass m and volume V of fluid by ρ =
m
V
; viscosity µ (g /s·m), a parameter
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indicating resistance of a fluid to flow, which is a key factor determining the flow rate;
the volume flow rate Q (m3/s) given by Q = Av¯, where A is the cross-sectional area
of the fluidic channel and v¯ is the average velocity of the fluid; and the mass flow rate
which is simply the product of Q and ρ.
From those basic elements, it is possible to define an important parameter, the
dimensionless Reynolds number, which is the ratio of the inertial forces to the viscous




where L is the characteristic length in meters, and u is the speed of fluid flow.
For a given geometry and a specified fluid, there is a transitional value of the
Reynolds number, Ret, below which the flow is considered laminar, and above which
the flow is turbulent. For typical fluidic devices, the transition from laminar to
turbulent flow has been empirically determined to happen at around Ret ≈ 2300. In
microfluidic channels, the flow is almost always laminar due to the micro length scale
L ≈ 100 µm, small velocities u ≈ 1 mm/s and kinematic viscosity 1.00 ×10−6 m2/s
(absolute viscosity µ divided by density ρ) yielding a Reynolds number of Re = 0.1.
2.1.3 Fluid property at micro- and nanoscales
In order to design and fabricate fluidic devices, one needs to understand how fluids
behave as the channels are miniaturized. The basic physics of transport phenomena
does not change since the transition from macroscale to microscale systems relies on
the assumption that the continuum hypothesis is valid at that size scale [80]. How-
ever, a different physical consideration becomes important as surface forces dominate
over body and inertial force. When characteristic length scale L (e.g. the width of
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fluidic channel) decreases, the surface force Fs decreases proportional to the square
of L (Fs ∼ L2), while the body force Fv decreases as the cube of L (Fv ∼ L3). A
tenfold shrink in L leads to a ten times increase in surface-to-volume ratio of the
channel. Although Fs decreases one hundredfold, Fv reduces to one thousandth of
the magnitude. Therefore, Fs becomes ten times more important than Fv. Table 2.1
lists the change of selected physical parameters as the system dimensions decrease
down to micro scales.
Surface tension ∼ L1
Inertial forces, buoyancy ∼ L2
Viscous forces, surfaces charge, diffusion ∼ L3
Hydraulic resistance ∼ L4
Fluid velocity, evaporation rate ∼ L−1
Table 2.1: Scaling law for micro- and nanofluidics
The main consequence of miniaturization is that surface forces, such as friction
and surface tension, become proportionally more significant than body forces, such
as inertial and gravitational forces. Due to the unique three-dimensional processing
techniques utilized in micro- and nano-fabrication, flows are well constrained within
the plane of the channel, thus, pressure forces can be equally dispelled by the drag
forces on the fluid in this region.
2.1.4 Related issues on micro- and nanofluidic devices
Micro- and nano-machining have numerous applications in fluidics, and allow for the
implementation of such systems as fluid channels, mixers, valves and pumps. A broad
variety of materials are available for fabricating the systems or components and design
concepts are evolving rapidly. However, to take full advantage of these technologies,
one has to deal with significant additional issues such as encapsulation, interfaces
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between components (often made from different materials), and testing.
When thinking about different fabrication techniques, the most important factors
are:
Dimension
A microfluidic system is a network consisting of fluidic channels and other components
such as pumps or mixers. It normally occupies an area less than one square centimeter,
with the typical channel widths of the order of 1 ∼ 100 µm. From a practical point
of view, even smaller dimensions (e.g. sub-micron and nanometers) in a lab-on-a-
chip device will involve great challenges, since the requirement for manufacturing and
handling can impose restrictions. Certainly, if the goal is to develop systems for single
cell or molecule detection and analysis, the sub-micrometer systems have advantages.
Geometry
The basic structure in a micro-fluidic network is a channel, described with such fea-
tures as length, cross-section and surface properties. After a channel is made in
a substrate (e.g. polymer substrate) it needs to be covered with a bonded lid to
form an enclosed environment where fluidic reactions will occur. Long channels are
usually fabricated if a reaction of several mixed chemicals is needed or a chemical
compound consisting of several components needs to be separated, usually by electri-
cal separation methods. Other common geometries include obstructions, ridges and
interconnections, which are incorporated in fluidic channels to create more complex
patterns. Geometrical features (e.g. surface roughness) are important factors since
they influence the characteristic resistances of a channel. In the uniform flow regime,
the hydraulic resistance R is an important concept which relates an applied pressure
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4P to the corresponding flow rate Q, expressed as R = 4P/Q; while the electrical
resistance of a channel filled with a conducting liquid is still defined as the ratio of
an applied voltage to the transmitted current.
Material and surface chemistry
The polymer-based devices are advantageous for micro- and nanofluidic applications.
The numerous merits in contrast to other substrate materials have already been in-
troduced in the earlier chapter. In principle, when choosing a polymer material for a
specific device, it is important to consider machinability relating to fabrication issues,
application requirements for adsorption and transparency at desired wavelengths,
and auto-fluorescence when using optical detection like colorimetry and fluorometry;
chemical resistance when using nonaqueous solutions; gas permeability when working
with cells; electrical insulating and thermal dissipation when working with electroki-
netic flow, and biocompatibility etc.
Fluid actuating schemes
There are two common methods by which fluids are actuated through microchannels,
pressure driven and electrokinetic effects.
In pressure driven flow, the fluid is pumped through the device via positive dis-
placement pumps, such as syringe pumps. One of the basic laws of fluid mechanics in
pressure driven laminar flow is the so-called no-slip boundary condition, which states
that the fluid velocity at the channel walls is zero. This will produce a parabolic
velocity profile within the channel, which has significant implications for the dis-
tribution of molecules transported inside. Pressure driven flow can be a relatively
inexpensive method and offers reproducible approaches to pumping fluids through
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micro-devices. With the increasing developments in biochip design, the scheme of
using pressure driven flow can also be made amenable to chip miniaturization down
to the nanoscale.
Another popular technique for driving fluid is electroosmotic pumping. In most
cases, if an electric field is applied across the channel, the walls of a microchannel will
have an electric charge and an electric double layer of counter ions will form at the
walls. The ions in the double layer move towards the electrode of opposite polarity
and drag the fluid near the walls along the channel. The motion through viscous force
then transfers into convective motion of the bulk fluid. If the channel is open at the
electrodes (i.e. with large reservoirs), the fluid velocity will have a uniform profile
across the entire width of the channel.
One of the advantages of electrokinetic flow is that the fluid velocity profile avoids
many of the diffusion nonuniformities that occur with pressure driven flow. Another
advantage to electrokinetic flow is that it is straightforward to couple with other elec-
tronic applications on-chip. However, the pumping often requires very high voltages,
making miniaturization difficult without off-chip power supplies. Another notable
drawback of electrokinetic pumping is the variability in surface properties of the fluid
channel. Proteins or molecules, for example, can easily adsorb to the walls, substan-
tially changing the surface charge characteristics. This will, thereby, change the fluid
velocity, resulting in unpredictable long-term time dependencies on the fluid flow.
In order to obtain reasonable fluid flow, it is important to choose a pumping
method that correctly matches the operational criterion of the fluidic device and is
compatible with detection methodology.
A brief introduction to those topics relating to the fluid characteristics, the design,
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fabrication and implementation of fluidic systems is intended to give a general idea
about the rules and objectives required for device development. The next section will
discuss the subject of the fabrication process, where the instrumentation used in the
chip fabrication is presented.
2.2 Instrumentation of PBW technique
The layout of the high-resolution Proton Beam Writing (PBW) facility in CIBA is
shown in figure 2.1. Protons are generated from a RF source containing hydrogen and
accelerated using a 3.5 MV high voltage single-ended accelerator (HVEE Singletron)
with high brightness and stability. The protons are energy analyzed by a 90◦ magnet
and size-defined by passing through a rectangular aperture set by object slits which
are positioned one meter in front of the switching magnet. The switching magnet
magnetically deflects the protons along any one of three beam lines for different
applications. The PBW facility is positioned at 10◦ from the straight through axis,
and is exclusively used for micro- and nano-lithography. This facility is the first of























Figure 2.1: CIBA singletron facilities and beam line applications: (a) 3.5 MV HVEE
singletron accelerator (b) X1, X2 ,Y1,Y2 Steerers (c) 90
◦ analyzing magnet (d) Object
slits (e) Blanking system (f) Switching magnet (g) Collimator slits; (1) Proton Beam
Writing end station on the 10◦ beam line (2) Nuclear microscope on 30◦ beam line










Figure 2.2: Proton Beam Writing end station setup.
Focusing system
As shown in figure 2.2, the PBW focusing system, utilizing a set of high demagnifica-
tion OM52 magnetic quadrupole lenses from Oxford Microbeams, is installed in front
of the target chamber, where the three lenses are used in a high excitation triplet
configuration. The lens system operates at an object to lens distance of 7 m and lens
to image plane distance of 70 mm which enables a demagnified beam transmitted into
the chamber with a demagnification of 228 and 60 in the lateral and vertical direction
respectively. With these beam optics parameters, focusing the proton beam to sub
100 nm diameter is routine.
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Scanning and blanking systems
Up stream of the quadrupole lenses is a set of electromagnetic scan coils used to scan
the beam during the exposure. The currents applied are controlled by an OM40e dual
scan amplifier. The magnetic scan system enables a maximum scan area of up to 0.8
× 0.8 mm2 in a single scanning field. However, due to the nature of a relatively long
settling time of the magnetic scanning coils, the proton writing speed is limited during
the magnetic scanning process. By introducing a much faster electrostatic scanning
system, the exposure speed can be greatly increased by a factor of 15. However the
limited scan area of 50 × 50 µm2 is a drawback for this type of electrostatic system,
and is therefore not used for large-scale comprehensive fluidic patterns.
During the writing process, it is very important that the proton beam can be
switched off when required in order to prevent unwanted exposure to the resist for
single exposures, or to relocate the beam for multiple non-linked scans. To pre-
vent any unwanted exposure, a blanking system is therefore employed to deflect the
proton beam from its original propagation path. The blanking system uses a high
electrostatic potential which is generated between a set of parallel metal plates and
is placed just before the switching magnet. The blanker is powered by a high-voltage
fast-switching amplifier, remotely controlled by the scan computer. A short rising
time of the blanking signal (<1 µs) allows a fast deflection of the scanning beam
when exposure is not required.
Figure 2.3 outlines the hardware setup for PBW in CIBA [60]. The systems for
beam scanning and blanking are driven by computer data acquisition (DAQ) cards
from National InstrumentsTM . The cards are chosen to perform the functions of (1)
beam manipulation through the driving of scan amplifier with a minimum update
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Figure 2.3: Outlines of hardware control system for PBW procedure.
time of 1.0 µs; (2) beam blanking by supplying the blanking amplifier 5 V which is
amplified to ±100 V on the blanking plates; (3) beam normalization by means of a
20 MHz counter-timer to collect RBS counting signals.
Target chamber:
The main part of the PBW end station is a customized stainless steel target cham-
ber operating normally under 2 × 10−5 mbar. Along with the focusing system the
chamber is installed on an optical table to minimize undesired vibrations. Inter-
nal construction of the target chamber is shown in figure 2.4. There is a computer
controlled Burleigh Inchworm XYZ stage capable of a travel distance of 25 mm in
all three axes with a spatial resolution of 20 nm. When using the stage scanning
method, where the stage moves in a controlled manner as the beam electromagneti-






Figure 2.4: Topview of the inteior outlook of PBW target chamber: (1) Microscopic
camera (2) Backscattering detector (3) Channeltron detector, and (4) Burleigh inch-
worm stage.
can be effectively increased to 25 × 25 mm2. In addition, the chamber is equipped
with (1) optical microscope connected with a CCD camera to monitor the position of
the sample; (2) annular Rutherford Backscattering (RBS) detector for exposure dose
normalization; (3) channeltron detector for beam focusing and imaging through the
detection of proton induced secondary electrons.
Software development
Researchers in CIBA have been developing specialized software for the operation of
the p-beam writer since the early 2000s [81]. “Ionscan” is the current software package
programmed in C++ language for the writing procedure [60] [82]. It supplies all
the controllable proton beam writing operations, including scan file conversion and
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loading, simulation, resist calibration, dose calculation, scan parameters settings, and
automated serial scanning.
The scan figures can be created in two kinds of file format, text files which contain
encoded scanning orders and image files (e.g. Bitmap) which outline drawings of
patterned figures. The resolution of the figure and the real scan field on the resist
decide the X and Y coordinates where the beam spot will be projected. The conversion
of scan patterns from the source files to standard EPL files (the sole file format
identified and executed by Ionscan) is through a component program “Ionutilis”,
which also enables the creation of complex scan figures by combining basic shapes
contained in individual EPL files together.
2.3 Resist materials for PBW
The prototyping of fluidic lab-on-a-chip devices using polymers has evident advan-
tages. The writing process is mask independent and direct; devices can be fabricated
in polymers, which appear to be ideal for the incorporation of photonics with fluidics
for biological investigations.
Most resist materials are organic polymers constituted of numerous monomers in
long chains, which undergo chain scission (positive tone) or cross linking (negative
tone) at exposed regions under irradiation. Latent images need to go through chemical
development before structures can be shaped. Positive resist Poly-Methylmethacrylate
(PMMA), negative tone SU-8 and Hydrogen SilsesQuioxane (HSQ) are successful can-
didates which have been explored for nanostructure patterning with the proton beam.
Photoresists are characterized by resolution, contrast, sensitivity, scattering effect,
and planar roughness. PMMA has properties suitable for the initial development of
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integrated polymeric on-chip devices.
2.3.1 General properties of PMMA
Figure 2.5: PMMA structural construction
Poly-Methylmethacrylate (PMMA) is an optically transparent amorphous poly-
mer derived from free radical polymerization of methylmethacrylate (MMA), whose
structure is shown in figure 2.5. PMMA was originally used in electron beam and
X-Ray lithography, due to its high imaging resolution and patterning accuracy [39].
When exposed to the energetic proton beam, the resist experiences main-chain scis-
sion and the exposed region is dissolved away in mildly alkaline developing solutions
(see figure 2.6).
The development of PMMA images in isopropanol (IPA) based developer (7:3
of IPA: DI Water in volume) requires an exposure dose of 150 nc/mm2 for 2 MeV
protons and 85 nc/mm2 when writing with 2 MeV H2
+, which is equivalent to 1 MeV
protons. Keeping within the dose window can result in rapid and precise structuring
with a low development time. However, an over exposure (above 1500 nc/mm2) can
make irradiated portions difficult to dissolve in the developer as cross linking occurs
as well as chain scission during the exposure.
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Figure 2.6: Mechanism of radiation-induced chain scission in PMMA
PMMA offers an alternative to glass and silicon because it is less fragile. It also
allows high transmittance of visible light and can be used in thermal processes like
hot embossing for batch production of plastic devices. Therefore, it has found broad
applications in optical and biological fields. General properties of PMMA [83] [84]
can be found in table 2.2.
2.3.2 Spin-coating of PMMA resist
PMMA is commercially available in both solid (i.e. sheet or film) and liquid forms.
In our project, the nanofluidic structure was patterned in a 2 µm PMMA resist layer
spin-coated onto a supporting substrate; in our case a 50 µm thick Kaptonr polyimide
film (Kapton HN from DuPont) was used.
The spin-coating process needs a clean room environment and starts from the
preparation of the substrates, where the substrates are cleaned and dried. We have
found that a moderate cleaning with 99% acetone is adequate for our purpose.
For the spin-coating process, the coating information are provided by the PMMA
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Density (g/cm3) 1.18 ∼ 1.2
Minimum light transmission (%) 90 ∼ 92
Refractive index 1.4 ∼ 1.45
Glass transition temperature/Tg (
◦C) 106
Elastic modulus (GPa) 3.1 ∼ 3.3
Thermal expansion coefficient (10−6K−1) 70 ∼ 90
Thermal conductivity (W m−1 K−1) 0.186
Tensile strength (MPa) 48 ∼ 76
Compress strength (MPa) 100 ∼ 117
Table 2.2: General properties of PMMA polymer.
vendor, MicroChem (see appendix A). However we have also developed our own
speed curves based on the particular equipment used. For the commonly used 950
PMMA A II resist (950 k molecular weight, 11 wt% dissolved in Anisole), different
spin speeds and resulting resist thickness were calibrated by a step-profilometer under
identical operation conditions. Figure 2.7 displays the curve of the resist thickness
corresponding to spin speeds, providing useful information needed to select correct
spin speed to obtain accurate resist thickness.
In order to form a uniform coating layer, the PMMA solution is spun at a lower
speed before accelerating up to the final spin speed and holding this speed for 45
seconds. For an accurate 2 µm thick PMMA resist for example, the spin speed
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Figure 2.7: 950 PMMA A II resist thickness versus spin-coating speed curve measured
by a step-profilometer
In summary, the complete processing steps required for spin-coating the PMMA
resist layer involve:
1. Prebaking the cleaned substrate for 60 ∼ 90 seconds at 200◦C on a hot plate;
2. Spin-coating liquid PMMA resist onto the substrate;
3. Baking PMMA resist for 30 minutes at 180◦C on a hot plate, and leaving it to
cool down to room temperature afterwards.
If a thin resist layer (e.g. of the order of 100 nm) is needed, one can consider using
an appropriate PMMA dilution or increased spin speed to get the desired value. For
a uniform thick PMMA resist layer (e.g. 10 µm), it needs the whole coating cycle (i.e.
spin-coating and baking) to be repeated several times at a correspondingly reduced
spin speed. As the final thickness is the superposition of the resulting thickness for























Figure 2.8: Speed setting versus coating time for a thin PMMA layer
2.3.3 PMMA development
The current PMMA developer is a mixture made up of 30 % DI water and 70 %
Isopropanol (IPA). When using the IPA developer, the minimum exposure dose for
2 MeV protons is required to be 150 nC/mm2. Due to the possible beam current
fluctuations occurring during the writing process, a higher exposure dose between 180
∼ 200 nC/mm2 can be applied, and this increased dose provides sufficient radiation
to the exposed areas.
The development of latent PMMA images after the proton exposure was carried
out in the CIBA clean room, where the following steps were executed in sequence:
1. Immersing the resist sample into IPA developer for 5 min to dissolve exposed
resist portions;
2. Rinsing the sample with DI water for 5 min to remove the dissolved PMMA
from the substrate to form the desired patterns;
3. Drying the structure with a gentle stream of dry nitrogen.
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The entire process took place at room temperature without agitation. For devel-
oping high aspect-ratio structures, a longer developing time or mild agitation (e.g.
water bath heating) could be used.
Compared with the traditional GG PMMA developer, which contains 60% diethy-
lene glycol monobutyl ether, 20% morpholine, 5% ethanolamine and 15% water, the
IPA based developer is much less aggressive to the unexposed PMMA resist. Hence,
the IPA-water developer ensures geometric precision of nano-sized structures which
are defined solely by the focal dimension of proton beam. In addition, this developer
has relatively low viscosity, thereby enabling rapid diffusion of the developer into the
high aspect-ratio structures.
2.4 Fabrication of PMMA nanofluidic structures
PBW is a fast method to produce high-quality 3-D structures. With in-house software,
fabrication patterns can be defined digitally and read into a computer code. Using this
code the proton beam can be scanned magnetically or electrostatically over a resist
material to form arbitrary patterns on demand. The ability of PBW to fast prototype
high aspect-ratio, high resolution 3D micro- and nanofluidic structures for research
and development purposes can be seen in figures 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11, where electron
micrographs of various patterns written into PMMA resist layers for bio-applications
are presented.
The beam employed in fabrication is normally 2 MeV protons. Since the de
Broglie wavelength is less than 0.02 pm, which is far below atomic and nuclear sizes,
the minimum resolution which can be obtained during the exposure is therefore not
limited by the diffraction. In test structures, PBW has been used to obtain a spatial
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resolution below 30 nm, which should be adequate for numerous sub-100 nm writing
applications. Its common usage in sub-100 nm fabrication is however still restricted
by some technical issues such as stage instability, beam energy fluctuations, and the
interface between magnetic scanning and stage scanning.
In this section, we present the detailed procedure of performing a PBW experiment
for patterning a 100 nm fluidic-channel system in a 2 µm PMMA layer on a 50 µm
thick Kapton substrate. In addition to the important operating steps involved in
the writing process, the methods devised to resolve those problems arising from the
high-resolution nano-fabrication are also discussed.
Figure 2.9: Sub-micrometer fluidic structure for bacterial cell separation by capillary
gel electrophoresis. The test structure was patterned in a 10 µm thick PMMA resist
with a minimum feature size (width of gap between adjacent pillars) of 800 nm.
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Figure 2.10: 300 nm nanochan-
nel array connecting to 5 µm wide
transverse microchannel written in 1
µm resist layer, designed for single
molecule detection using fluorescence
spectroscopy
Figure 2.11: 200 nm nanochannels side
by side, separated by a 100 nm wide
ridge, written in 2 µm resist layer,
designed for controllable nanoflow ve-
locimetry
2.4.1 Beam focusing
The fabrication of nano-sized structures relies on focusing the proton beam to spot
sizes below 100 nm. Previous focusing of the beam spot to the 100 nm level was carried
out by using a X-ray test mask containing 1 × 1 µm2 holes with side-wall verticality
of approximately 89.1◦. However, this is not suitable for focusing the proton beam
below 100 nm. A newly devised nickel free-standing resolution standard has thereby
replaced the X-ray mask, which allows faster and more accurately focusing of the
beam.
This development of the resolution standard was the product of combined fabri-
cation procedures: PBW, Deep UV lithography, metal etching and Ni electroplating,
developed in CIBA [85] [63]. The standard consists of a very fine grid (2 µm thick) on
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a larger and coarser supporting grid, and has an improved 89.6◦ side wall verticality
with a 20 nm projection of the side wall in the vertical direction.
Using the new Ni grid, the proton beam can be focused down below 100 nm spot
sizes by using the channeltron electron multiplayer (CEM) to detect the secondary
electron (SE) emission. Figure 2.12 shows CEM imaging maps taken during the
process of focusing a corner of the Ni grid using 2 MeV protons scanning over a 2 ×





Figure 2.12: Proton-induced secondary electron image from a free-standing nickel
grid. The grid has been fabricated by a combination of proton beam writing and
nickel electroplating. The secondary electron image has been taken by a 2 MeV
proton beam at 0.5 pA current.
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2.4.2 Adjustment of the focal plane
To pattern precise dimensions, the focal plane of the proton beam needs to co-incide
with top surface of the PMMA resist. In the PBW focusing system, the demagni-
fication lens assembly requires a short working distance (from beam focus to lens),
resulting in a relatively steep focusing angle. For the demagnification of 228× in x
direction and 60× in y direction, a mismatch between the focal plane and the sample
surface would result in increased feature sizes. To quantify this effect, we can consider
a collimator opening of 4x=10 µm, 4y=10 µm, and this will create a focal angle,
tanαx = tanαy =10 µm /7m for the object distance of 7 meters. If the focal plane is
mismatched by 4z=50 µm along the optical axis (z axis), then the beam is expanded
by 4Lx = 228·4z·tanαx = 34 nm in x direction, and 4Ly = 60·4z·tanαy = 4 nm in
y direction, which are relatively large errors for nano-fabrication aiming at the 100nm
node.
One method of reducing depth of focus problem relies on the use of a high mag-
nification microscope attached to a CCD camera which projects the optical signal
from the focal spot on a monitored screen. There are three stages of minimizing the
depth of focus problem: (1) The proton beam is focused to a small spot size using
a piece of quartz, by using the proton induced fluorescence signals captured by the
microscope. The z-position of the proton image plane is then defined by the optical
microscope focal plane; (2) A calibration grid, mounted as near as possible in the
same plane as the quartz is then moved to the proton beam axis. The z-position of
the grid is adjusted if necessary to co-incide with the optical microscope image plane.
The proton beam is then focused down to nanometer sizes by minimizing the edge
structure of the grid using proton induced electron emission captured by a CEM; (3)
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The surface of the resist material is then moved into the beam path, again adjusting
for mismatch between the focal plane and the surface of the resist (but using those
parts of the resist that are not required for exposure). In this way, the surface of
the resist material was positioned to be coincident with the focal plane of the proton
beam.
2.4.3 Dose normalization
One of the prerequisites to produce high aspect-ratio, well defined structures in the
photoresist is a sufficient and constant dose per scanned pixel during the exposure.
Currently two methods, pixel normalization and figure scanning, both depending on
Rutherford Back Scattering (RBS) detected particle signals, are employed to normal-
ize the illuminated dose.
Pixel normalization is used when the RBS signal count rate is relatively high. In
this process, the beam spot dwells on a pixel, until a specified number of backscattered
particles are collected, and then moves to the next pixel. The other method, figure
scanning, is more suitable for a situation when the number of normalization counts for
each figure is low (e.g. machining of high sensitivity resists like SU-8, which requires
a low dose exposure). Here the beam is fast scanned over a figure in many loops until
an adequate dose is attained.
However, the fabrication of nano-structures requires a much lower beam current
and reduced irradiation dose, which is beyond the detection limit RBS can achieve
(the beam current for typical nano-scaled structures is frequently less than 0.1 pA,
corresponding to RBS rates of less than 0.1 to 0.2 counts/s). In that case, it is
more advantageous to use ion induced photon emission or secondary electron emission
(e.g. CEM) for dose normalization, as these yield a much higher signal per incident
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proton compared with the backscattered signals. Unfortunately, the disadvantage of
using the CEM detector is that the normalization is greatly dependent on the surface
topography, and the composition of the substrate influences the SE emission yield
and therefore the count rates.
The employment of a silicon Pin photodiode to directly count the protons has
been reported [86] [87]. In our study, a Hamamastu Si Pin-diode (model S1223-01)
has been adopted to act as a calibration for particle dose. The pin-diode consists of
an intrinsic (high resistance) material layer contained between highly doped P and N
type materials, and is capable of high-speed response (fc = 20 MHz) when operated
with reverse bias of 20 V [88].
In each case the borosilicate glass window has been removed from the diode to
expose the silicon surface to the beam. Since the efficiency of the pin-diode detector
drops rapidly when damaged, the count rate was kept very low (typically 3000 Hz)
to perform the pin-diode calibration.
For pattern exposure with count rates higher than the pin-diode maximum oper-
ating rate, we then used the CEM to detect the count rate on the real sample surface
under reduced beam conditions. In such a manner, a conversion factor between inci-
dent protons and secondary electrons emitted from the resist can be determined by
the ratio of pin-diode/CEM signals. The obtained conversion factor (around 100) was
used to calibrate the real exposure dose by referring to the CEM signals.
2.4.4 Dose correction
The correction of exposure dose is another important aspect for exposure conditions.
In the proton beam writing process, the resulting lateral dimensions of nanochannels
is decided by the beam focal spot and the scanning pixel size. The scanning pixel
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size for a specific pattern corresponds to the ratio of scanning area and the resolution
of the figure which is defined in advance during the pattern programming. Take a
nanochannel array as an example: the pattern was programmed using a 4096 × 4096
image resolution and scanned by the proton beam over an area of 200 × 200 µm2.
Therefore, each pixel point on the real sample corresponded to a 50 nm square. If
the pattern consists of 100 parallel nanochannels with single pixel corresponding to
the channel width, the scanning program calculates the required exposure dose based
on the scanning area of Acal = 50 nm (Wc) × 200 µm (L) × 100 (no. of channels)
= 1000 µm2. However, with an actual 100 × 100 nm2 beam spot, the real exposed
area is Acal = 100 nm (Wr) × 200 µm × 100 = 2000 µm2, which is twice that of
the calculated value. Therefore, to guarantee a sufficient irradiation of the pattern,
the dose set for scanning should be doubled to compensate for the extra half of the
necessary dose for the real exposed area.
Due to the difference between the programmed and the actual scan pixel sizes,
the exposure of outlying pixels of a pattern always expands the predesigned area to
a larger size. When the pattern dimensions are of similar size compared with the
beam spot size (e.g. for nano-structures), we need to take this into account when
programming pattern files and the calculation of scanning parameters.
2.4.5 Single-loop scanning versus multi-loop scanning
The intensity fluctuation of the proton beam during the fabrication is inevitable and
unfortunately can result in insufficiently irradiated resist areas. However, this problem
can be resolved by applying multi-loop scanning. Here, the beam scans rapidly in
repeated loops with a proportionally reduced beam dwelling time (updating time)
over each pixel. The accumulated dose in each scan cycle contributes to the final
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value, which is equivalent to the amount predicted in the dose calculation. Empirical
results show that smoother channel boundaries with minimal line edge roughness can
be acquired in this manner. In comparison with single-loop scanning which uses a
longer pixel updating time [55], the dose fluctuations can be averaged and deficiencies
are compensated over several scanning loops.
However, for the fabrication of fine nanochannels, multiple scanning causes prob-
lems as it can expand the lateral channel dimension and hence degrade the spatial
resolutions. In multi-scanning, since stage coordinates are reloaded and relocated sev-
eral times, an extremely high degree of accuracy is needed to ensure the coincidence of
scanning positions in the individual loops. However, in general it is extremely difficult
to maintain the expected stability of the stage during the multiple scanning loops,
and so wherever possible single-loop scanning with adequate dose amplitude was em-
ployed in our nano-fabrication in order to avoid the problems of stage instability and
enlarged groove dimensions.
2.4.6 Exposure strategies
The central part of the nano-fluidic system is shown in figure 2.13. Two different
scanning methods, magnetic scanning and stage scanning, were used to fabricate this
fluidic structure.
For the central nanochannels, magnetic scanning in the single-loop mode was
employed due to its superior ability to obtain and keep a minimum resolution during
the fabrication. The beam was magnetically moved by a set of magnetic scanning
coils over a 200 × 200 µm2 area, with a spot size focused down to 100 × 280 nm2,
corresponding to a beam current of around 0.05 ∼ 0.06 pA corresponding to a dose of





Figure 2.13: SEM image showing
nanofluidic channel system in 2 µm
PMMA reisist
Figure 2.14: Detailed geometries of
nanochannels: a minimum feature size
is indicated to be 100nm
dimension that can be patterned for the nanochannel, the resolution in y direction
was purposely expanded in order to acquire an increased beam current and therefore
enhanced writing speed.
The channel pattern in our design was defined in a mesh of 4096 × 4096 pixels,
which when combined with the 200 × 200 µm2 effective scan size, resulted in a 50
× 50 nm2 pixel size, which was reasonably small in comparison with the beam spot
size. Figure 2.14 is the SEM image clearly showing the parallel nanochannels 100
nm wide and 2 µm high, separated by approximate 2 µm wide ridges, agreeing with
the fabrication protocol. The high aspect ratio nanochannels demonstrate a deep
penetration of high-energy protons; and the straight channel profiles witness a well-
defined pathway of the beam in the PMMA resist.
For the wider and longer micro-sized inlet and outlet channels, a combination of
magnetic scanning and stage scanning was used. As this method enables the beam
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Figure 2.15: Illustration of proton beam pathway in combined magnetic scanning and
stage scanning mode
more efficient to fabricate large-area patterns with broadened beam spot sizes. The
radiation of microchannels was determined by combining magnetic scanning, which
deflects the beam in the y direction (i.e. across the channel width) and stage scanning,
where the stage moves in the x direction perpendicular to the magnetic scanning (i.e.
along the channel length) with a constant moving speed (see figure 2.15). The stage
speed, ustage was defined by the length of the microchannel L, and the time needed





and the pixel update time (corresponding to the dwell time of beam spot on each
pixel), determined by magnetic scanning can be calculated as:
update time(µs/pixel) =
d(µm)
ustage(µm/s)× 512(pixel)× 2 (2.4.2)
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where, d is the distance the sample was laterally moved by the stage after each
magnetic loop (see figure 2.15); and in each magnetic loop the number of pixels traced
by the beam spot was 512 × 2 in the y direction. In order to achieve a uniform dose
distribution and smooth side wall features, the beam spot size should be effectively
large with respect to d, so as to evenly expose the entire pattern by overlapping each
successive magnetic loops.
In our stage scanning, the beam spot was broadened to 2 µm × 0.5 µm to expose
the microchannels in a 2000 (length) × 10 (width) µm2 area. The dose set for the
scanning area was 200 nc/mm2, beam current was about 20 pA, stage speed was
10 µm/s in a total scanning time of 200 s, and corresponded to an updating time
of 88 µs/pixel. The sample displacement d was 0.9 µm, around half of the size of
the lateral beam spot. However, the results from the scanning still show a slightly
wavy microchannel sidewall (figure 2.14), indicating that the beam spot partially
overlapped the displacements d at the edges of the channel.
The wavy edges shown in figure 2.14 are probably due to the vertical instability
of the stage during its sideway movement. Apart from this, beam energy fluctuations
can also introduce scanning artifacts. As the beam energy distribution displays a
Gaussian profile [89], only the highest intensity portion is set to pass through the
confining slits. However, during the long time running of an experiment, the proton
beam energy may drift away from the original optimal settings and result in a reduced
incident beam intensity, leading to a reduction in dose. To optimize the side wall
features of microchannels, it is suggested to perform the following strategies prior
to conducting the stage scanning: (1) adjust the accelerator object parameters (e.g.
switching magnet setting) so as to optimize the beam pathway through aperture;
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(2) extend the lateral beam spot size to cover at least three times the displacement
d; (3) in addition, multiple scanning loops can be used to compensate the intensity
fluctuations arising from individual cycles.
From the SEM image shown in figure 2.13, a misalignment of the nanochannel
array with the entrance and exit channels can be observed. This misalignment may
be attributed to rotational misalignment of the magnetic coils. The horizontal and
vertical magnetic deflections of the scanning system are not aligned perfectly per-
pendicular to each other, and this causes a slight tilting of the magnetically scanned
figures. Because of this lack of geometric accuracy, the nanochannels were fabricated
longer than the distance between the entrance and exit microchannels. The mismatch
between the nanochannels and the microchannels are evident in figure 2.13. This mis-
match however does not affect the experiments since the inlet and outlet channels still
couple with the nanochannels thereby ensuring the whole fluidic system functioning
correctly.
Careful calculation of exposure parameters is required for fabricating precise and
delicate nanochannel features; the proper choice of exposure strategy and performance
of optimizing steps are necessary for fully utilizing the fabrication advantages of PBW.
Furthermore, the success of PBW in functional lab-on-a-chip production relies greatly
on the incorporation of other fabrication procedures, for example, thermal bonding,
an important packaging technique responsible for integrating the polymer structure
into a workable fluidic device.
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2.5 Integration of nanofluidic device
2.5.1 Bonding techniques
The sealing of PBW patterned channels to form enclosed fluidic environments requires
an effective bonding procedure to make the construction complete. Typical bonding
methods are mainly explored in the integrated circuit (IC) industry for packaging of
Si or glass components, including anodic bonding, fusion bonding, adhesive bonding
and conventional thermal bonding [7] [90]. Among these methods, anodic bonding
employs high electric field while fusion bonding depends on high temperature. Neither
of them can be employed for polymers, as the high electric field and high temperature
required in the process can easily degrade polymeric structures. Although the other
two methods, adhesive and conventional thermal bonding [91] [92], were demonstrated
successfully for polymers, they are not considered as optimal options for nanometer
pattern sizes, because of the risk of the nanochannels clogging or distorting during
the bonding process.
Up to now, effective technologies for sealing 3-D PMMA channels at submicron
scales have been reported only rarely. Because we need to create an enclosed envi-
ronment where micro- and nanofluidic phenomena occur and also are observed, we
have developed a novel thermal bonding method for enclosing the PMMA nanofluidic
structures.
2.5.2 Nanochannel integration by novel thermal bonding method
To enable a fluidic system to work properly, it is crucial to seal the open channels
contained in the structure, otherwise rapid evaporation of the fluid will occur. A
simple and effective way is to seal the PMMA channels with PMMA to avoid any
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induced stress in the interface [93] [94] [95]. However, because the penetration depth
of 2 MeV protons in PMMA is around 60 µm, then we must use an intermediate
substrate material upon which a thin layer (e.g. 2 µm PMMA) is spin-coated. The
substrate layer chosen is Kapton, since it is resistant to proton beam damage, and also
easily detached from the PMMA. The bonding process is schematically represented














Figure 2.16: Schematic illustration for fast prototyping the PMMA nanofluidic devices
utilizing novel thermal bonding method
1. Perform proton beam writing exposure to fabricate nanofluidic structures in 2
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µm thick PMMA resist coated on the Kapton substrate;
2. After chemical development, a piece of 3 mm thick bulk PMMA sheet (PLEXIGLASr
GS, Rohm GmbH TM) drilled with two through holes, which serve as fluid reser-
voirs, is aligned and mounted onto the top of the fluidic channel with the aid
of a microscope;
3. Thermal bonding is carried out, where a uniform pressure is applied on the top
PMMA housing and thermal heating is applied to the underside of the chip;
4. When the bonded chip cools down to room temperature, the Kapton film is
gently peeled off from the bottom side of the structure, leaving the patterned
PMMA layer attached to the top housing;
5. A flat PMMA sheet (ME30, GoodFellowTM) is bonded onto the bottom side of
the open structure using the same thermal process, yielding an enclosed pure
PMMA nanochannel system in a sandwich-like configuration.
Various bonding conditions were investigated by varying the pressure and the
temperature applied at the bonding interface. Experiments showed that too low
bonding pressure and temperature would result in low bonding strength between
top housing and the structured layer, and therefore the patterned resist attached
to the Kapton substrate was not transferred. On the contrary, if we increased the
temperature and pressure too much, distorted and deformed structures were observed.
The optimal bonding condition with minimum geometrical distortion was found at a
pressure of 1.2 Bar, at an interface temperature of 105 ◦C for a total process time of
2 hours. The process temperature is slightly lower than the PMMA glass transition
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temperature. SEM images in figure 2.17 show the nanofluidic channels transferred to
the bulk PMMA after the first bonding and detachment from the Kapton substrate.
These nanochannels, which are about 100 nm wide and 2 µm high, kept to their
original dimensions, indicating that the bonding process did not affect the structural
integrity of the high-aspect-ratio nano-structures.
Figure 2.17: SEM image of the
nanofluidic channel transferred to the
bulk PMMA top housing after ther-
mal bonding and detachment from the
Kapton film.
Figure 2.18: Exposed cross-section of
buried nanochannel on the completion
of entire bonding process
The same procedure was performed to seal the bottom side by a thinner PMMA
sheet so as to build up an encapsulated working device. In order to visualize and in-
spect the enclosed channels, the finalized chip was micro-machined laterally across the
nanochannel region to a depth of 20 µm by applying PBW. The revealed cross-sections
of the buried nanochannels are displayed in figure 2.18. Well-preserved nanochannel
geometries suggest that the bonding procedure was successful, implying that the
channel would work well in fluidic investigations. Subsequent characterizations of
the fluidic devices was conducted via fluid perfusion and fluorescence monitoring and
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imaging. Details of the experiments and the results will be presented in chapter 6.
2.5.3 Optimization of bonding process
In the section above we have described a new process for nanochannel bonding. There
are however several additional practical factors which were incorporated into the
process in order to optimize the technique.
A uniform pressure distribution over the entire sample area is a key factor leading
to success, and this very much relies on the flatness of the contact surfaces, and
matching thermal expansion of the substrate material, which is also the reason that
a flexible Kapton film is chosen as a supporting material instead of more rigid glass
or silicon substrates. To improve the surface smoothness of the bulk PMMA sheet, a
flattening process was incorporated after the drilling of access-holes and prior to the
thermal bonding stage. The bulk PMMA was flattened by pressing the bulk PMMA
onto a silicon wafer at a pressure of 1.5 Bar and a temperature of 110 ◦C for 1 hour. In
addition, a piece of 3 mm thick PDMS (Sylard 184, Dow Coring Corp.) cushion was
loosely attached beneath the bonding substrate to improve the uniformity of contact
pressure over the whole area.
Before bonding, all the components were wet-cleaned by ultrasonification (in 99%
IPA and then DI water). Unevaporated liquid trapped in the tiny structures could
form air bubbles during subsequent heating, and the bubbles could be sealed between
the bonded surfaces. The bubbles weaken the adhesion between the PMMA structure
and the top housing and can cause chip failure. To eliminate bubble formation, a two-
step heating method was used. The bulk PMMA and the structured substrate were
first heated at a lower temperature of 75◦C for 15 min to allow a thorough dehydra-
tion of the bonding pieces, and then pressure was applied after the temperature was
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elevated to the final value. This method was effective in preventing bonding defects
induced by liquid vapors, hence improving the success rate.
During the chip integration, the Kapton film serves as a transfer layer to pass on
the structured PMMA to the top cover. This process relies on the bonding strength
of PMMA-PMMA to be larger than the binding of PMMA-Kapton, which makes
it possible to separate the Kapton film from the PMMA structures. To promote
the release, an anti-adhesive layer could be deposited onto the Kapton film before
spin-coating the PMMA resist, and this should improve the transfer success rate by
decreasing the formation of torn structures. For 100% success rate in fabricating this
type of bonded chip, future work will focus on this issue, where both chemical solvent
deposition and physical vapor deposition could be considered.
One obvious question in the bonding process is why we did not retain the Kapton
substrate thereby fabricating a bipolymeric (PMMA-Kapton) fluidic channel. There
are several reasons for this. In the presence of electrokinetic effects, different ma-
terial surfaces will exhibit different zeta potentials, which introduce complexities in
the electroosmotic flow within the enclosed fluidic channel (refer to Chapter 4). Fur-
thermore, since our final goal is to integrate detection optics into fabricated devices,
creating a powerful lab-on-a-chip system readily to perform fluidic analysis, Kapton,
unfortunately, exhibits high levels of autofluorescence resulting in a high fluorescence
background. For this reason, PMMA, which exhibits very low autofluorescence, was
used as the sealing substrate. One interesting aspect of this configuration is that
it suggests a potential process for 3-D channel fabrication, by replacing the current
uniform PMMA sheet using for sealing with a patterned PMMA film. This will al-
low the fabrication of stacked 3-D fluidic structures in vertical interconnects within
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the multilayers. This type of thermal bonding technique therefore can be utilized to
fabricate more complex, 3D fluidic devices.
2.6 Conclusion
The inherent 3D fabrication properties of proton beam writing implies high poten-
tial for lab-on-a-chip fabrication. The fast prototyping of nanofluidic devices has
been realized by using proton beam exposure to accurately pattern nano-sized flu-
idic channels in PMMA resist, by investigating the exposure strategies and correctly
evaluating scanning parameters.
A thermal bonding method has been devised and optimized for the purpose of
sealing open structures in PMMA chips. This high quality bonding is necessary for
the operation of fluidic system: (i) the bonding eliminates leakages; (ii) it prevents
the fast evaporation of the fluid, which is of increasing importance for extremely small
fluid volumes in nanochannels; (iii) it realizes a simple nano-capillary environment
formed from pure PMMA channels. Nanofluidic devices with 100 nm wide enclosed
channels have been fabricated using proton beam writing and thermal bonding using
an intermediate sacrificial layer. The precision and integrity of bonded structures
using this protocol show the potential of the technique for fabricating miniaturized
3D lab-on-a-chip systems.
Chapter 3
Batch Fabrication of PDMS Micro-
and Nanofluidic Devices
There is no doubt that advanced lithographic techniques, such as proton beam writ-
ing, are capable of the fabrication of arbitrary or periodic structures with precise
micro- and nanometer resolutions for integrated fluidic devices, which can be used to
study biochemical and biophysical events occurring on miniaturized scales. However,
these techniques are serial methods, and unfortunately of low throughput. Direct
write techniques do not meet the demands of systematic investigations, where a large
number of identical and disposable devices are necessary for well-controlled experi-
ments. Thus, the development of a high throughput, low cost fabrication procedure is
a natural goal, and one of the most promising ones, which is both flexible and easily
accessible for patterning well-defined structures, is soft lithography.
Aiming at the bulk production of high-quality lab-on-a-chip fluidic devices, this
chapter describes the application of PBW for developing PDMS fluidic systems by
means of the soft lithography technique. Related issues will be presented, which in-
volve choice of polymer material, fabrication of replication stamps, PDMS molding





Polymer costs Very low Medium Medium
Tool requirements and costs Very low High High
Equipment availability No special needs Medium Many suppliers
Aggression to masters No Possible No
Geometric flexibility High Medium High
Automation Very low Medium High
Cycle time Long Medium Short
(hours) (mins) (secs ∼ mins)
Pre-replication process Fast Medium Fast
Post-replication process Readily Slow Slow
Table 3.1: Comparison of performance parameters of different replication processes,
where the pre-replication refers to preparation of replication materials, loading stamps
and substrates etc.; the post-replication process means integration of structures etc.
overview of the replication methods: soft lithography, hot embossing and injection
molding has been given in chapter 1. Here, a brief discussion of the technique em-
ployed in our work and an introduction to the choice and properties of the chosen
replication polymer will be given.
3.1 Soft lithography and substrate material
Polymer replication techniques have gained high levels of attention in previous years
as a powerful tool for the mass production of micro- and nano-structures. Among
those promising candidates, soft lithography, also known as contact printing, rep-
resents a non-lithographic strategy based on replica molding and self-assembly for
patterning fluidic channels and forming working devices [96]. Soft lithography is low
in material and operation costs, has a choice of advantageous polymer properties
and convenient manufacturing processes which make it a very popular technique for
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replication. Table 3.1 summarizes and compares the various replication techniques
in lab-on-a-chip fabrication with respect to their cost and availability parameters
[97]. It becomes clear that the soft lithography, which relies on a casting method,
offers an inexpensive and simple path with overall high processing efficiency to meet
manufacturing needs.
3.1.1 Material properties of PMDS
Poly-dimethysiloxane (PDMS) is a siloxane-based silicone elastomer and is the most
prominent soft material used as a substrate to replicate fluidic structures of a stamp
or a mold relief. It has a unique combination of properties resulting from the presence
of an inorganic siloxane backbone and organic methyl groups attached to silicon [98].
The structure of the polymer is depicted in figure 3.1 [99].
(H3C)[SiO(CH3)2]nSi(CH3)3
Figure 3.1: The chemical structure and formula of PDMS
The elastomer is used because it can make conformal contact with stamp surfaces
[8] [100], regardless of the backside smoothness of the stamp (the backside feature
is a crucial factor influencing the printing qualities in hot embossing). Hence, a rel-




UV cutoff (nm) 240
Breakdown voltage (Vm−1) 2 × 107
Elastic modulus (MPa) 0.36 ∼ 0.87
Compressive strength (MPa) 2.0
Thermal expansion coefficient (10−6K−1) 310
Thermal conductivity (W m−1 K−1) 0.18
Table 3.2: Material properties of PDMS
from rigid stamps or molds. In addition, PDMS offers a variety of useful proper-
ties. The commercially available PDMS prepolymer kit is 50 times cheaper than
silicon on a per volume basis [101]. The curing of liquid prepolymer can happen at
a temperature of 60 ∼ 90◦ or by UV cross-linking, forming complex structures in
several hours. The cured elastomer has minimal autofluorescence in comparison with
other materials in the polymer world, and is optically transparent to light down to
about 250 nm, which are essential properties for biological diagnosis of cells, DNA
molecules and proteins in optical/fluorescent detection modes. PDMS also provides a
surface of low interfacial free energy, good chemical stability and electrical insulation.
The structured PDMS sheets are therefore particularly suited for hydrophilic surface
treatment using an oxygen plasma, permitting a tight seal with silicon and glass or
self-assembly. Moreover, elastomers have distinct mechanical properties: the Young’s
modulus can be tuned over two orders of magnitude by controlling the amount of
cross linking between polymer chains [102]. Other important parameters describing
optical, electrical, mechanical and thermal properties of PDMS polymer are listed in
table 3.2.
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3.1.2 Technical problems of PDMS molding
Numerous advantages make PDMS popular in bio- or biochemical applications. How-
ever, the nature of PDMS presents a number of technical problems encountered in
lab-on-a-chip devices that contain micro- and nano-structures.
The influence of elasticity and thermal properties of the polymer makes it difficult
to get high-fidelity structures, e.g. PDMS shrinks by ∼ 1.5% after curing [100]. Sharp
structural features upon release from the master tend to become rounded because of
the material surface tension. Moreover, the low elastic modulus and low compres-
sive strength limit the aspect ratio of the structures that can be molded in PDMS,










(d>>h) (a) (h>>d, h>>l) (b)
Figure 3.2: Deformations of PDMS elastomer
Figure 3.2 illustrates representative deformations of PDMS that occur when the
sub-micro structures are released from the stamps.
Roof collapse: Structures with wide and shallow concave features (e.g. channels,
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grooves) in contact with hard surfaces tend to collapse at aspect ratios (h/d) of less
than 0.3 [104]. Under the optical microscope, this deformation is evident by changes
in interference patterns when placed in contact with a flat glass coverslip. PDMS
sheets patterned with 1 µm grooves were found to easily lose their shapes when these
features were less than 350 nm high. The sagging problem caused by compressive
forces between the PDMS structure and the substrate excludes any design with widely
separated patterns, unless supports can be introduced into the non-contact regions.
Lateral collapse: Two types of lateral collapse can be observed at aspect ratios
h/d and l/d larger than 5. When pressed against a flat substrate, the closely spaced
narrow channels readily deform and stick to the side-walls due to the low moduli of
the elastomer. High aspect ratio projecting structures (e.g. pillars, ridges etc.) were
found to be too soft to stand upright and collapsed as a consequence. Figure 3.3
shows a SEM graph representing an example of lateral collapse occurring after the
demolding of a high aspect-ratio (h=13 µm, l=2.5 µm) ridge in PDMS.
Figure 3.3: Collapsed PDMS wall at high aspect-ratio (around 5).
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The aspect-ratio of the relief structural features have been examined by Dela-
marche et al. [104] [105]; an effective range between 0.3 and 2 was shown to give
defect-free PDMS replications for molds or stamps. Schimid et al. [106] examined a
composite design that used a rigid support (glass or quartz) for a thin PDMS layer
and replicated high-density patterns at the 100 nm scale. However, in this case a man-
ual pressure on the replica is needed to form a conformal contact of PDMS with a
substrate, which may cause nonuniform structure distortions over large contact areas.
Whitesides and co-workers [107] adopted a polymeric composite formulation based
on vinyl and hydrosilane end-linked polymers, termed as h-PDMS (“hard” PDMS),
to fabricate a bilayer structure comprised of a thin stiff h-PDMS layer in support
of thick PDMS to extend soft lithography to the sub-100nm regime. Although the
high modulus (9 N/mm2) h-PDMS prevents the general deformations exhibited by
normal PDMS, handling these structures is difficult: cutting and peeling of stamps
could cause splits across the surface of the replica and cause debris to form inside
the stamp structures. Cooling of the components may result in spontaneous breaking
of the Si master due to the high thermal expansion coefficient of h-PDMS (540 ×
10−6K−1). Apart from the mechanical properties, the surface chemistry, and optical
properties of the new polymer are also different from the initial elastomer because of
the modified siloxane formula. Problems therefore may emerge with respect to the
compatibility of the fabricated fluidic systems with investigated biosamples, and also
with their detection modes.
Therefore, the technical constraints presented by soft PDMS replication remain
to be solved before soft lithography can become a general micro-fabrication strategy.
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3.2 Polymer replication stamps
The success of contact printing is greatly dependent on high-quality masters, as the
underlying principle of the procedure is to replicate reverse structural features con-
tained by the master to yield desired polymer patterns. Hence, any surface defect on
the master will be faithfully replicated to the polymers. Two important aspects with
regard to the master quality need to be considered: firstly, undercuts existing on the
surface relief can not be allowed, as separation from the master can easily tear the
replica and damage the molded structures; secondly, surface quality largely influences
the ease of release and lifetime of the master. In general a smoother master surface
presents lower frictional force between the contacted surfaces during the separation
process.
The application of PBW to fabricate replication tools can be realized in two
ways. The first is to pattern well-defined structures into resist layers, which can be
used directly as masters. This work is currently carried out in PMMA [94], SU-8
and HSQ as the stamp material, and bulk polymer (e.g. Kapton film), Si or metal
deposited Si wafer as the stamp base. The second way is to produce solid metallic
stamps through electroplating polymer templates patterned by PBW. This produces
an enduring stamp with a relatively long lifetime. This section focuses on the use
of polymer negative photoresist SU-8 as the stamp material. Its chemical properties,
processing steps, replication results and limitations are presented.
3.2.1 SU-8 stamp
SU-8 resist is a negative tone, epoxy-type photoresist based on epoxy resin and the
“8” in the name donates the 8 epoxy groups contained in a single molecule [108]. The
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structure of such epoxy resin and the monomer of SU-8 are shown in figure 3.4.
Epoxy ring
Figure 3.4: Monomer structure of SU-8
Mixed with a photoinitiator, SU-8 epoxy is dissolved in standard gamma-butyrolactone
(GBL). Under proton beam exposure, the SU-8 molecule crosslinks to transform from
a low molecular weight material to highly cross-linked network, which is unremovable
in the developer. Due to its low optical absorption, it can be patterned using optical
lithography to a thickness of hundred micrometers with very high aspect-ratios [109].
SU-8 is a negative resist in which structures form at radiated areas after develop-
ment, which are then suitable for printing depressed fluidic patterns into PDMS such
as channels and wells.
The standard spin-coating and lithography procedures to process, for example,
10µm thick SU-8 (SU-8 10, MicroChemTM) include:
1. Pretreating the substrate by cleaning and drying on a hot plate at 200 ◦C for
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5min;
2. Spin-coating SU-8 at 3000 rpm for 30 sec as recommended in the data sheet
provided by the vendor (see appendix A);
3. Soft-baking the coated substrate at 65◦C for 2 min and 95◦C for 5 min to
evaporate the solvent on a leveled hot plate.
4. Proton beam exposure using a normal dose of 50 nC/mm2 (for 2 MeV protons);
5. Post-baking at 65◦C for 1 min and 95◦C for 2 min sequentially;
6. Developing the sample by immersing into the SU-8 nano-developerr (MicroChemTM)
for 2 min, followed by a brief IPA rinse, then DI water, and drying with a gentle
stream of dry nirogen.
The complete curing of SU-8 resist is finished in two steps: the formation of acid
during the exposure and thermal epoxy cross-linking during the post-exposure bake.
Since the SU-8 micro-structures are used as the final replication stamps, the controlled
hard bake is important to further cross-link the exposed SU-8 resist.
A plane Si wafer has been used as the stamp base. In comparison with polymer
base materials such as Kapton, the surface roughness RMS of Si (' 0.57 nm) was
revealed to be much smaller under the inspection of Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
(surface roughness of Kapton: 20 ∼ 30nm [110]). Further attempts were carried out
on chrome (Cr) and gold (Au) deposited Si wafer which yielded a surface roughness
RMS ' 0.8 nm. Since the smoother surfaces induce less frictional forces, both of
the stamp substrates were found to support a defect-free release of PDMS micro-
structures. Figure 3.5 and 3.6 illustrate examples of SU-8 stamps used to fabricate
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Figure 3.5: Polymeric stamps (a) 30µm thick SU-8 on Si wafer (b) 10µm thick SU-8
on Au and Cr coated Si wafer
Unfortunately, polymer based stamps face problems due to the relatively poor
resistance to organic solvents, which are necessary for cleaning the masters (e.g. n-
Hexane to dissolve PDMS residues), as the solvents can seriously reduce the lifetime
of the stamps. Besides, all the polymer masters lack an adequate thermal stability. In
order to obtain sufficient cross-linking for PDMS curing, long-period high-temperature
baking has to be performed. During this process, the polymer stamps may easily lose
structural fidelity. Furthermore, fabricated PDMS structures are restricted for high
aspect-ratios, which is a problem not only because of the inherent softness of PDMS,
but also due to the incapability of polymeric stamps to pass the features to PDMS
replicas. Since high aspect ratio protruding resist structures have less contact area
with the substrate wafer relative to their longitudinal cross sections, the weak binding
at the interfaces are likely to fracture while peeling off the cured polymer, and this
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.6: PDMS microfluidic channels replicated from polymer stamp master
will cause severe damage to both the molding tool and the substrate.
3.3 Metallic replication stamp
Density (g m−3) 8.90
Young’s modulus (MPa) 200,000
Thermal expansion coefficient at 25◦C (106 K−1) 13.4
Thermal Conductivity (W m−1 K−1) 90.7
Table 3.3: Properties of Ni stamps
A durable and firm metallic nickel stamp with high aspect-ratio and high reso-
lution relief structures has the potential to satisfy such a demand for high quality
stamp masters. Its basic properties, which are important in thermal processing, are
listed in table 3.3. Using nickel electroplating for the production of the mold master
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is an important step in the micro- and nano-fabrication. In this section, a descrip-
tion of electroplating, as well as strategies to fabricate high resolution Ni stamp are
presented.
3.3.1 Electroplating principles
Electroplating or electrodeposition is a technology for depositing a functional surface
layer on metals or metalized, nonconducting materials. In this process, a solid metal
layer is grown on a conductive cathode by applying an electric potential between the
anode and cathode immersed into a bath of metal salts [111].
The metal salts are dissolved within the electroplating solution, known as elec-
trolyte. The current flowing through the electroplating bath is a flow of positive ions
(with electrons in the opposite direction) and can be used to measure the electro-
chemical reaction rate.
The process at the anode is oxidation,
M →Mn+ + ne− (3.3.1)
while a reduction action occurs at the cathode:
Mn+ + ne− →M (3.3.2)
If the current efficiencies at both electrodes are assumed equal, the mass of metal
ions would be constant through the deposition. Figure 3.7 schematically shows a
basic electroplating setup, which consists of electrodes, a liquid metal solution, and
a potential supply.
The anode consists of the metal of the plating ions, while the plating seed layer,
which is normally a thin metal layer deposited onto the substrate, serves as the cath-










Figure 3.7: Schematic illustration of electroplating setup
through the electrolyte. As the metal ions in the electrolyte obtain electrons from the
cathode, they are reduced to nano-sized metal particles and deposit on the surface of
the metal film coated on the substrate.
Nickel has been commonly used for electroplating due to its excellent electroplating
properties. The aqueous-metal solution is typically made of nickel, Ni2+, hydrogen,
H+ and sulfate ions, SO2−4 . Nickel ions are attracted to the negatively biased cathode
and receive free electrons upon their arrival. The nickel ions are converted into
metallic nickel and deposit at the cathode surface to form a thin Ni layer. Meanwhile,
the nickel anode is consumed to replenish the plating solution of the ions through
electrochemical etching. The plating process may also produce hydrogen gas because
hydrogen ions also gain electrons from the cathode and form bubbles. This is an
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undesired product as the bubbles can obstruct the deposition thereby lowering the
plating efficiency.
The electroplating rate and deposited thickness of the nickel layer can be calcu-
lated using Faraday’s law:
m =
Aw
F · nel I · t (3.3.3)
where m is the amount of mass of Ni deposited at the cathode or dissolved at the
anode, Aw is the atomic weight of Ni, nel is the number of electrons involved in the
reaction, F= 96487 (C/mol) is Faraday’s constant, I is the current flowing through
the plating tank, and t is the electroplating time.
The thickness of Ni deposition h is calculated by considering the volume and
density ρ, stated as follows,
h =
m
ρ · A (3.3.4)
where A is the area being electroplated. In practice, side electrochemical reactions
may occur such as the formation of hydrogen, which consumes a small portion of the
current. Hence, an item of plating efficiency η is introduced to describe the effective
performance of current to deposit the metal. The deposited thickness can then be
determined by:
h = η
Aw · I · t
ρ · A · F · nel (3.3.5)





ρ · F · nel (3.3.6)
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where J is the current density. With respect to nickel, the atomic weight is
58.69g/mol, the number of electrons involved nel= 2, and its mass density ρ= 8.9g/cm
3.
The thickness of nickel deposition can be calculated as,
h = η
58.69




where h is in cm, J is A/cm2, and t is in seconds. If we consider current efficiency
at the cathode to be 95.5%, with a typical current density of 50 mA/cm2, then the
time required to plate a 50 µm thick nickel film is around 51 minutes.
3.3.2 Nickel sulfamate electroplating
Table 3.4: Composition and operation conditions for nickel sulfamate solution.
Ni(SO3NH2)2 (Nickel sulfamate) (g/l) 370 ∼ 390
NiCl2 · 6H2O (Nickel cloride) (g/l) 10
B(OH)3 (Boric acid) (g/l) 40 ∼ 55
CH3(CH2)11OSO3Na (Sodium laury sulfate) (ml/l) 0.05 ∼ 0.10
Temperature (◦C) 50 ∼ 52
PH value 3.5 ∼ 3.8
Flow rate (l/min) 9 ∼ 12
Nickel sulfamate solution is the most commonly used electrolyte for electroplating
in engineering applications. It exhibits high plating rates, low residual stress and good
ductility [112]. In this project, a Nickel plating machine (Technotrans AG, RD.50),
installed in the CIBA clean room (1000 P/ft3), was employed for nickel sulfamate
electroplating to generate stamps used in batch fabrication of PDMS structures. The
composition of the solution and plating parameters are illustrated in table 3.4.
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Nickel sulfamate is the primary source of nickel ions (Ni2+); the sulfamate solution
is popular in most of the micro-fabrication works. Our electroplating cell contains
100 liters of the plating solution in a poly-propylene electrolyte tank. The processing
cell has an anode basket, comprising spherical nickel pellets (INCO S-nickel pellets),
which dissolve at nearly 100% efficiency into the electrolyte. A filtration bag is at-
tached to the anode to protect the plating solution from insoluble particles and impure
chemicals. A low concentration of nickel chloride is needed to increase anode dissolu-
tion and solution conductivity, thereby reducing voltage requirements and improving
uniformity of deposition distributions. However, since the chloride is highly corrosive,
then in order to protect the anode, a low chloride content should be maintained [113].
Boric acid in the bath serves as a buffer to help control the pH of the solution [114].
Since the cathode efficiency (95 ∼ 97%) is typically lower than the anode efficiency
(approaching 100%), the nickel ion concentration and the pH value will gradually
increase during the plating process. Surfactant (sodium laury sulfate) is added as a
wetting agent [115] to lower the surface tension of the electrolyte, and to avoid air
and hydrogen bubbles attaching to the sample surface.
The temperature and pH can influence the hardness and internal stress of the
plated metal. A temperature around 50 ∼ 52◦C and pH below 4.0 are necessary
for the plating solutions [116]. In normal conditions, the pH tends to rise hence a
regular addition of dilute sulfuric acid (H2SO4) is necessary to adjust the pH value.
In addition, agitation is also important to dispel bubbles from the cathode surface,
which otherwise may cause pitting in the formed Ni structures.
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Figure 3.8: Processes to electroplate Ni stamp over PMMA resist template
The flow chart illustrating the nickel electroplating procedure is shown in figure
3.8. A two-inch silicon wafer was used as the plating substrate, on top of which a
PMMA resist layer was coated and structured using PBW. Pretreatment of the Si
wafer was by acid piranha etching, which involves the use of a mixture of concentrated
sulfuric acid (98% H2SO4) with hydrogen peroxide (33% H2O2) in the volume ratio
of 3:1 to remove organic residuals and adhered impurities from the surface. Cleaned
wafers were kept in a dehydrating container to protect the surface from oxidization
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and humidity corrosion.
Since the Si wafer does not possess adequate electric conductivity for electroplat-
ing, a conductive metal layer was coated onto the wafer to serve as a plating seed
layer, where nickel particles could deposit and grow. This conductive layer (Au) was
deposited on a intermediate layer of chromium (Cr) to improve the adhesion between
the gold seed layer and the silicon.
To form the gold and chromium films, a Cr or Au target was bombarded with
high-energy inert ions in a vacuum chamber operating at a pressure under 5 × 10−3
Torr. Argon ions were produced by a glow discharge plasma using DC bias between
the sample wafer and the metal target (cathode). The ion bombardment removed
individual atoms or clusters from the metal target surface and ejected them towards
the wafer, thereby forming a thin metal layer. Empirical evaluation of the plating
results suggests that a 20 ∼ 30 nm Cr layer and 60 ∼ 200 nm Au layer could provide
good adhesion and adequate electric conductivity.
PMMA resist was then spin-coated onto the sputtered seed layer on the Si wafer,
followed by high energy PBW over the resist surface to pattern specified structures.
For electroplating Ni stamps with submicron cross-sections, it is necessary to limit
the plating current to small values (e.g. pico-ampere to nano-ampere). This small
current is difficult to control and maintain constant. In order to increase the effective
plating current, we increase the effective plating area, which then also improved the
uniformity of current density distribution over the template surface. This was carried
out by exposing the resist on the fringes of the wafer to reveal larger areas of the Au
layer, which then served as a dummy load during the plating. This large area exposure
was performed using Deep UV (248 nm) lithography in a proximity configuration,
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using an aluminum (Al) coated fused silica mask. The DUV procedure here was
developed as a fast exposure scheme for the removal of large areas of photoresist from
the substrate sample. This process is much more efficient than proton beam scanning
for routine fabrication work requiring line-widths of more than 20 µm. The auxiliary
areas and proton beam fabricated fluidic structures were then developed together to
form the plating template.
Due to the non-conductive PMMA resist layer, a metal deposition is needed to
cover the polymer structures prior to the structure being plated. Here, titanium
(Ti) deposition (2 ∼ 3 nm) was performed by means of filtered cathode vacuum arc
(FCVA) deposition method, which was demonstrated to provide a favorable nanofilm
quality. FCVA is a new PVD coating technique, where the coating species are pure
ions with tuneable energies. The arc requires a higher vacuum (10−6 ∼ 10−7 Torr) in
comparison with the sputtering, and a better coating adhesion and lower substrate






Etching to remove 
step coverage 
(b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.9: Schematic illustration of Ti deposition on high-aspect-ratio structures and
two-step electroplating: (a) a slight sidewall deposition connecting top and bottom
seed layers (b) Etching to remove Ti layer from sidewall (c) Electroplating step 1:
Ni growing from bottom seed layer at low plating speed (d) Step 2: overplating Ni
stamp base at a higher plating speed
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Conformal metallic nanofilms can be coated using FCVA (figure 3.9(a)). Using
the parallel ion beam deposition of FCVA, the Ti deposition on structure sidewall is
less than that on the top surface. In order to remove the sidewall Ti (which would
provide an unwanted sidewall seed layer for plating thereby increasing the possible
formation of plating voids), the whole structure was subjected to a wet etch step.
Using a weak nickel sulfamate etchant, any sidewall deposition was removed, while
leaving the top surface Ti conductive layer intact (figure 3.9(b)). This metal layer
provided good electrical conductivity for the subsequent overplating process.
The electroplating of Ni stamps was then performed in two steps. First, a low
current density of 0.04 A/cm2 was employed, generating a low deposition rate of
about 10 nm/min. The slow deposition speed resulted in smaller Ni crystal formation
thereby resulting in a smoother finish in the plated channels (see figure 3.9(c)).
When the plating growth front reaches the top seed layer, overplating begins,
which forms the base of the stamp (see figure 3.9(d)). The second step coincides with
the overplating, and the current density is then increased to 2 ∼ 4 A/cm2, allowing
a higher deposition rate of 0.5 ∼ 1 µm/min, and enabling a 300 ∼ 350 µm thick Ni
base to be produced within several hours.
To delaminate the stamp from the template, the plated components were soaked
in toluene at 40 ◦C from 1 min (1 µm thick PMMA resist) to 1 h (30 µm thick PMMA
resist) to dissolve the PMMA interlayer. As soon as the stamp separated from the
template, a thorough cleaning with acetone was necessary to remove the residual
resist from the Ni surface. Figure 3.10 and 3.11 show SEM micrographs of fabricated
Ni stamps containing sub-micron structure sizes using the plating processes described
above.
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Figure 3.10: SEM graphs of Ni stamps through electroplating: 600 nm (W) × 1 µm
(H) ridges on stamp base
3.4 PDMS fabrication strategies
The technical problems of fabricating deformable PDMS structures have been pre-
sented. The mechanical properties of the cured elastomer can be controlled by altering
the ratio of the two PDMS components: base prepolymer and its curing agent. Study
reports show that the elastic modulus increases as the mixing ratios decreases [117].
However, too high a modulus and surface hardness may lead to brittleness that can
no longer conform to a device substrate [104].
A typical fabrication process needs to be adapted to fit the requirements of tar-
geted projects. The following sections will detail the fabrication process of the PDMS
structures, starting from the casting of PDMS over the electroplated Ni stamp until
it becomes fully functional for experimental uses.
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Figure 3.11: Nickel nanoelectroplating: 300 nm (W) × 1 µm (H) ridge lattice on
stamp base
3.4.1 Replication procedure
The PDMS elastomer applied is SylgardTM 184 obtained from Dow Corning Corp.
It is supplied in a two-part kit: a liquid silicon rubber base (i.e. a vinyl-terminated
PDMS) and a catalyst or curing agent (i.e. a mixture of a platinum complex and
copolymers of methylhydrosiloxane). Once mixed, poured onto the mold and heated
at a high temperature, the liquid mixture becomes a solid, cross-linked elastomer
in a few hours. The curing process is via hydrosilylation reaction between vinyl
(SiCH=CH2) groups and hydrosilane (SiH) groups [98].
Adopting the Ni stamp as a replication master, a series of steps to fabricate PDMS
modules and fluidic devices include:
Stamp cleaning and mounting The Ni stamp was washed by 95% Acetone
and then 99% IPA for 2 min, and dried by a stream of dry nitrogen. The cleaned
stamp was placed into a disposable plastic container, fixed by a piece of PTFE tape
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(3MTM PTFE Film Tape 5491), forming a reservoir for the PDMS precursor.
Preparation of prepolymer The PDMS base and the curing agent were mixed
at a ratio of 10:1, and mildly blended to facilitate the dissolving of the catalyst into
the base polymer. The mixture was then degassed in a glass desiccator connected to
a vacuum pump to remove the air introduced during the mixing.
Casting and degassing The PDMS-catalyst mixture was poured onto the Ni
stamp and degassed again to draw out the air bubbles trapped inside the deep and
narrow trenches of the stamp.
Curing The prepolymer was then allowed to cure by placing in an oven for 4
hours at 65 ◦C. A faster cross-linking can happen at an elevated temperature (e.g.
95 ◦C) in a reduced time (e.g. 2 hour). It was also noticed that extending the curing
time (e.g. ≤24 hour) resulted in improved strength, which is advantageous since it
protects any vulnerable high-aspect-ratio PDMS structures against collapse.
Demolding and inspection The cured PDMS slab was carefully peeled from
the master, by first separating the boundary areas and then smoothly moving to the
central complex structures. The separated PDMS structure was inspected under an
optical microscope by placing the relief surface in contact with a flat glass substrate.
Punching and cleaning Access holes (0.5 ∼ 1 mm in diameter) were punched
through each end of the fluidic channel using a needle punch (Harris Uni-Core, Jed
Pella Inc.). Afterwards, the PDMS structure was washed in 100% ethanol for 5 min
in a sonicator, dried and trimmed into appropriate size for final encapsulation.
Bonding The PDMS structure, together with a microscope glass slip, were placed
into a plasma cleanser (PDC-32G, Harrick Plasma), and treated in vacuum (300
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mTorr) for 10 ∼ 20 sec. The substrates were brought into conformal contact im-
mediately after the removal from the cleanser and an irreversible seal was created
spontaneously. To render the bonding action permanent, the assembled pieces were
heated on hot plate at 80◦C for 5 ∼10 min.
Height-to-width aspect ratios up to 5 were achieved in PDMS fabrication by ap-
plying the above procedure. SEM graphs of the molded structures (before bonding)
are shown in figure 3.12.
Figure 3.12: SEM photo of 13 µm high, 2.5 and 5 µm wide walls in a cell corral
replicated through PDMS casting from the Ni stamp.
In view of a possible residual stress present in the polymerized PDMS, which
could bend or distort the structures contained in the final chip, it is desirable to
employ the devices in fluidic manipulations immediately after finishing the whole
process. Alternatively, PDMS structures/devices can be preserved in an oven (65◦C)
for durations longer than 24 hours, which could help to minimize any residual stress.
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3.4.2 Surface dynamic coatings
Electrokinetic pumping is a well-established actuating scheme for the manipulation
of small particles and biological species. However, most of the polymer materials,
including PDMS, present a common problem of a poorly defined electroosmosis flow
(EOF) [118]. Since capillary electrophoresis (CE) is a powerful analyzing method
popular for biomolecule separations [4] [119], the problem becomes significant as the
EOF typically dominates the linear flow velocity of both the running buffer and
the analytes in CE. In addition, as the device may consist of multiple substrate
materials (e.g. PDMS and glass), each will be characterized by a unique ζ-potential,
causing difficulties if a constant flow velocity over the channel cross section is required.
This will diminish separation efficiency as the result of the nonuniform flow profile.
Therefore, an effective treatment is needed to solve this potential problem before
conducting any fluidic studies.
UV-laser ablation [120] and plasma oxidation [121] were reported effective in im-
proving EOF, although these treatments are less stable and the oxidized surfaces are
subject to operational conditions and storage environments, and can easily lose their
activity. The noncovalent bonding method [122] offers advantages due to its simple
processing steps and good reliability, and has been found to be suitable in control of
EOF by providing stable coatings to capillary channel walls.
In this study, we employed and subsequently modified a novel permanent coating
procedure, polyelectrolyte multilayers (PEML) [123] to control the direction and per-
formance of EOF in PDMS microchannels. The PEMLs are composed of oppositely
charged long-chain polymers, alternatively deposited and electrostatically bound to
the channel walls or to the previous (oppositely charged) ionic layer. This method
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is preferred for its simple coating process, which is dependent only on rinsing. In
addition, this permanent treatment is a better choice from the viewpoint of natural
protein and molecule analysis using the CE technique, where the results need to be
reproducible.
Rinsing with NaOH and DI water
(a)
Rinsing with cationic polymer PB
(b)
Rinsing with anionic polymer DS
(c)
Figure 3.13: Successive polyelectrolyte multilayers coating: (a) activation of the
silanol groups; (b) first layer coating; (c) second layer coating.
Sealed devices with PDMS microchannels were subject to this procedure, which
is schematically depicted in figure 3.13. Cationic polymer hexadimethrine bromide
(Polybrene/PB, Aldrich) and anionic polymer dextran sulfate (DS, Sigma) were
adopted as the coating reagents. The native surface of PDMS contains silanol groups
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Table 3.5: PEML coating procedure
Step Reagent Concentration Rinsing time Waiting time
(minute) (minute)
1 NaOH 0.1M 4 2
2 H2O 4 2
3 Polybrene (PB) 5% (weight) 2 15
4 Dextran sulfate (DS) 3% (weight) 2 15
(SiOH) which will be charged (SiO−) with neutral buffers, therefore PB (Polybrene)
polymer was first made to flow through the channel after preconditioning with NaOH
and deionized water, so that a thin positively charged layer could form on the capil-
lary walls. Negative DS was then deposited onto PB, so as to support a positive EOF
mobility (EOF from anode towards cathode) within the PDMS channel. Detailed
coating procedure and conditions are illustrated in table 3.5, where sample injections
were performed by pressure from an adapted syringe pump at room temperature.
The double-layer PB-DS coating was proven to be stable due to the electric double
layers (EDL) of the alternative ionic polymers, and could be simply refreshed after a
long period of use by recoating the top electrolyte layer. The overall EOF stability
with PB-DS layers was shown to be significantly improved in our later characterization
experiments explained in the next chapter.
3.4.3 Hydrophilic treatment
Another problem with PDMS for the application in microfluidics is its strong affinity
for hydrophobic or partly hydrophobic species, e.g. proteins. The nonspecific adsorp-
tion of proteins is due to the inherent hydrophobicity of PDMS polymer. Plasma
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modifications (e.g. oxygen-containing plasma or nitrogen-containing plasma) were
proven to be useful to improve the hydrophilicity of polymer surfaces [121]. How-
ever, durability of the plasma produced hydrophilic layer is very poor. Measurements
showed that contact angle of water on treated PDMS changed from 30◦ to 79◦ in 15
min and returned to the value of native PDMS after 45 min if the sample was exposed
to the atmosphere [124], though the oxidization could be prolonged if the surface was
placed under liquid immediately after the treatment.
Other methods to reduce protein binding include biopassivation using a 3-layer
coating: antibody-neutravidin-dextran [125], lipid bilayer formation on a plasma-
oxidized PDMS surface [126] and coating with poly(vinyl alcohol) [127]. These meth-
ods however are complex or the adsorption reduction (100∼ 1000 fold) is not sufficient
for some high sensitivity applications.
The addition of surfactant to the running buffer represents a fast and simple
solution. n-Dodecyl-β-D-maltoside (DDM), an alkyl polyglucoside, as an example,
is a very mild nonionic surfactant, which adsorbs strongly on hydrophobic PDMS
surfaces and creates a monolayer [128]. This monolayer coverage causes the surface
to become hydrophilic, thus efficiently reducing the interaction between the protein
and the surface.
An appropriate choice of hydrophilic treating method is important to operate
polymeric fluidic devices and make them to perform bio-characterizations efficiently.
The use of both PDMS and PMMA or other polymer substrates in microfluidic sys-
tems is anticipated to progress rapidly as the surface chemistries of various polymers
are characterized, and stable methods for surface modifications become available.
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3.5 Conclusion
The combination of soft lithography/contact printing and PBW to fabricate stamp
masters indicates a potential strategy for the mass production of polymer fluidic lab-
on-a-chips. Both polymeric stamps (e.g. SU-8) and metallic stamps (e.g. nickel) have
been developed in an attempt to replicate PDMS fluidic structures in a repeatable
process for a high product output. Ni stamps, with preferred endurance and thermal
stability, are ideal as the replication tool for soft lithography.
Further optimization of electroplating procedures is still a core objective for im-
proved fabrication. Prospective developments involve improved etching processes to
ensure high-aspect-ratio and void-free nano-stamps, and release coating to obtain
defect-free PDMS replicas and stamp surface protection.
Soft lithography is still in an early stage of technical development; there are a
number of issues that remain to be solved. Due to the deformation and distortion
of elastomer, high-aspect-ratio PDMS fabrication is still challenging and this limits
the geometric design applicable in functional micro- and nanofluidic devices. It is a
common problem also faced by other manufacturers [107] [96]. Besides, to employ
the devices in fluidic manipulations with biological analytes, certain criteria, such
as solvent resistance, hydrophobicity, ζ-potential and associated EOF mobility, are
related problems requiring appropriate solutions.
These technical problems, nevertheless, do not detract from superiority that PDMS
and soft lithography offer for the development of lab-on-a-chip devices. As a conve-
nient replication method, soft lithography with its derivative techniques is highly
promising for low-cost high-throughput fabrication, an indispensable complement for





Elecrokinetic pumping and particle manipulation techniques are widely used to move
liquids and particles at small scales because they are implemented through surface
forces, which become prominent when scales of characteristic length decrease [129]
[130]. Also, electrokinetic techniques have the advantages of being easily integrated
into microfluidic systems in comparison with external fluid driving systems like sy-
ringe pumps. Hence, electrokinetics is a topic of great significance in theoretical and
practical applications of bio-microelectromechanical systems (bio-MEMS).
This section will provide a brief overview of electrokinetic effects. The concen-
tration here will be on electroosmosis and electrophoresis, the two most important
electrokinetic phenomena that use electric fields to induce fluid and analyte motion.
4.1.1 Electroosmosis
Electroosmosis is a good place to start any discussion of electrokinetic phenomena,
because the process can be simply regarded as a liquid flow in contact with a planar
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channel wall. When a polar liquid, such as water, and a solid channel surface are
brought into contact, the surface of the wall acquires an electric charge. The surface
charge then influences the migration of charges within the fluid adjacent to the wall.
Ions in the liquid are strongly drawn towards the surface and form a very thin layer.
This layer is called the stern layer in which ions in the fluid are paired with the surface
charges. The stern layer then influences the charge distribution deeper in the fluid and
creates a thicker layer of excessive charges of the same sign as those in the stern layer
called the diffuse layer. These two layers together form the electric double layer, or
EDL [131] [132]. Because of the proximity of charges, the stern layer is fixed in place,
while the diffuse layer has a net charge and can be moved with an electric field applied
across the channel. The boundary between the stern layer and the diffuse layer is
called the shear plane because of the relative movement across it. Consequently, the
bulk flow is drawn by the diffuse layer towards the counter-electrode and forms a
continuous electroosmotic flow (EOF) with a plug-like velocity profile. The potential
at the wall is called the wall potential φw, and the potential at the shear plane is
defined as the zeta potential ζ. This situation is illustrated in figure 4.1 presenting
the typical charge distributions observed in many microfluidic channels. Both glass
and polymer based microfluidic devices tend to possess negatively charged surfaces
which means that the EDL is positively charged.


























Figure 4.1: Sketch of the electroosmosis flow showing (a) the electrical double layer
and (b) the resulting potentials.











where k is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature, c is the bulk
concentration of ions far away from the surface, z is the charge number (valence) of
each ion, ε = εr ε0 is the dielectric constant, and F is Faraday’s constant, which is
equal to the charge of one mole of singly ionized molecules. Under the microfluidic
condition in which the relative thickness of the EDL is usually small enough, through
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λD is the electrical double layer length, also called the Debye length. The thickness
of the double layer depends on the temperature T , concentration c and valence number
z of the ions, but normally it is of the order 1 ∼ 10 nm. Moreover, since λD ∝ (z2c)−1/2
the double layer is compressed if the electrolyte concentration or the ionic strength is
increased. This affects the potential distribution, and the zeta potential is reduced.
The solution to the differential equation 4.1.3 is found to be:
φ = φw exp(− y
λD
) (4.1.5)
Hence the Debye length presents the 1/e decay distance for the potential at wall
of the electric field at low potentials.
This potential can be added into the Navier-Stokes equation to calculate the flow
produced by the electroosmotic effect. Considering the geometry shown in figure 4.1
where the flow is confined in the geometry of constant cross sections, we can use
the simplified form of Navier-Stokes equation to reflect the balance of the viscous
dissipation and the columbic force density which is further modified by applying
Poisson’s equation.
ηO2ueof = −ρEE = εEelO2φ (4.1.6)
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Here, we use the relationship stated in equation 4.11 and Eel is the electric field
along the channel. The equation considers the effect of electric field and the compo-
nent of flow due to electroosmosis is denoted ueof . If the flow in the channels is fully









This differential equation can be solved by two integrations with respect to y and
the usage of appropriate boundary conditions. The boundary conditions means that
at the edge of EDL, the gradients in the fluid velocity and the potential should be
zero (i.e. both the potential and velocity are constant outside the EDL). At the wall
location, the potential is set equal to the potential of the zeta potential of the wall.





This equation is known as the Helmholtz−Smoluchowski equation, in which the
velocity field is assumed proportional to the electric field provided that:
• The Debye layer is thin enough relative to the channel dimension;
• The zeta potential is uniform everywhere;
• There is no applied pressure gradient.
For the purpose of comparing the effectiveness of several different electroosmotic






The electroosmotic mobility is a useful, empirical quantity that aids in the pre-
diction of flow velocities subject to different electric fields imposed. In the absence
of appreciable Joule heating, the proportionality is very good. The zeta potential ζ
which is an approximate quantity should be a function of wall material and surface
chemistry and is necessary in calculating the electroosmotic flow.
4.1.2 Electrophoresis
Electroosmosis deals with the motion of bulk flow within the channel, while elec-
trophoresis is the manipulation of particles or molecules through the use of an elec-
tric field. Capillary electrophoresis (CE) is commonly used to fractionate or separate
DNA molecules according to their length as well as in genetic research such as the
human genome project [129].
This effect is closely related to electroosmosis, and the analysis of particles moving
in fluids necessarily includes some drag models to account for the effect of fluid on
the particle. Assuming the particles to be small and slowly moving, the Reynolds
number would be a small number, probably less than unity. Given this reasoning, it
is reasonable to balance the viscous Stokes drag with the electric force for a particle
at a constant speed. The force balance on the particle then becomes:
qsEel = 6piuephr0η (4.1.10)
where qs is the surface charge on the particle, ueph is the electrophoretic velocity of
the particle relative to the fluid and r0 is its radius. Working in spherical coordinates,
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It is obvious that there are two cases limiting this expression: λD > ro and
λD < ro. This relation should be related to the net charge q in the EL according to:




The electrophoretic motion often meets the limit of λD > ro, because the effective









where the first form of the equation is well suited to the condition that the total
charge q = qs of the molecule may be known (valence number). The second form is
more suited to very small particles for which the zeta potential might be known.
The limit of λD < ro is suitable for particles with a diameter in excess of 100 nm.
Examples of this situation include polystyrene spheres used to “tag” biomolecules
as well as single cells. Under this condition, the EDL dynamics are approximately






which is simply the form of Helmholtz − Smoluchowski equation from the elec-
troosmosis phenomena. The effectiveness of electrophoresis is quantified by using a
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where ηeph can be thought of as motion introduced per unit field.
4.2 Characterization of electroosmotic effect
4.2.1 Current monitoring
Polymers such as PDMS are widely used in fluidic devices operating by electroosmosis
effect to transport liquids through micro-fabricated channels [133]. To operate these
devices, it is important to characterize the electro-osmotically pumped flow. As the
flow rates involved in microfluidics are very small (e.g. 5∼10 µL/hour), it is extremely
difficult to directly measure the flow rates or fluid velocities. Here we present a current
monitoring method [134] to evaluate the fluid velocity and study electroosmosis effects
inside a PDMS microchannel via fluid mobility and zeta potential.
In this method, a microchannel is filled with a conductive solution which is then
brought into contact with another solution of the same kind but at a slightly different
concentration. As long as the two are in contact, a voltage is applied to the channel.
In this way, the second solution is gradually pumped into the channel and replaces
the first one through electroosmosis. As more and more new solution is pumped in,
the former one is driven out from the channel, and this will contribute a change to the
overall fluid conductivity, as they have different ionic concentrations; the electrical
current being monitored also changes accordingly. The current will reach a constant
value when the new solution completely flows into the channel. Knowing the di-
mension of channel length Ltotal and the recorded time 4t for the current change to
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through which, important characteristic values such as mobility of electroosmosis
flow ηeof and zeta potential ζ can be computed.
The observed ζ potential is approximately equal to the average value between the
two buffers. For accuracy, this technique requires the possible smallest concentration
difference to be used, so that the change in buffer leads to negligible change in zeta
potential and local field strength, so as to circumvent possible electrokinetically gen-
erated pressure gradients [135]. Therefore, a 5% difference in ionic concentration of
the solutions has been suggested [136].
4.2.2 Experimental setup and method
Microfluidic channels used in the project were fabricated in silicone polymer PDMS
(Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) through the replication of a SU-8 polymeric stamp which
is directly patterned by proton beam writing on a Si substrate. The channel is long
enough for an effective assessment of the electrokinetic flow with the dimensions: 50
µm (width) × 30 µm (height) × 2 cm (length). Reservoirs at both ends of the channel
are featured with sufficiently large diameter (1.0 mm) to guarantee a minimal change
in ionic concentration due to the fast solution evaporation, and diminish electrolysis
effects at the electrodes. Prior to the measurement, the channel surfaces need to be
modified by coating a thin anionic polymer layer of stable silanol groups to the inner
walls, thus the negatively charged layers can react with the ions in the electrolytes
and create positive EDLs. The procedures of the fabrication and surface treatment
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can be found in chapter 3.
PDMS
18mM Buffer solution 20mM Buffer solution
Computer controlled data 
accuisition soft ware with 
A/D converter to monitor 





Figure 4.2: Schematic presentation of the current monitoring setup and method to
measure electroosmotic flow in a PDMS microchannel.
The experimental approach in our project is similar to that proposed by Ren et.
al. [137]. The process started with the perfusion of the microfluidic channel with an
electrolyte solution of a small concentration (e.g. 18 millimolar1). The fluid in one of
the channel reservoirs was carefully removed by a needle pump, then the same kind of
solution of a higher concentration (e.g. 20 millimolar) was injected. External voltage
(of the order of around 100V) was applied to the channel immediately after loading
the new solution and inserting platinum electrodes into the reservoirs. The current be-
ing monitored increased gradually as high concentration solution continuously flowed
into the channel, and reached a constant value implying that the high concentration
1Mole: one mole is the mass numerically equal (in grams) to the relative molecular mass of
a substance; the elementary unit must be specified and may be an atom, molecule, ion, electron,
photon, or even a specified group of such units. Molar: concentration of a solution expressed in
moles of solute; one molar corresponds to aqueous solution that contains 1 mole (gram-molecular
weight) of solute in 1 L of the solution.
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solution had fully filled the channel. A high precision Keithley picoammeter (power
source Model 237) was used to apply voltages and record current(µA) - time(s) data
at 1 second interval. The picoammeter was under the control of a computer program
based on LabVIEV platform. A sketch of the experimental setup and method are
illustrated in figure 4.2. Two kinds of electrolytes chosen for the experiments, phos-
phate buffer solution (pH=7.02, 1stBase) and Tris buffer solution (pH=8.0, 1stBase),
were diluted to the concentrations of 18 mM and 20 mM respectively.
4.2.3 Results and discussion
According to Ohm’s law, the current monitored as a function of applied voltage
should follow a linear relationship when the fluid resistance is constant. Utilizing
the 20 mM buffers, currents in the presence of both phosphate and tris solutions
were recorded with the external voltages applied across the channel at 100V, 200V
and 400V separately (electric field strength: 50, 100, 200 V/cm). With each voltage
applied, current readings were taken at the time period of 10 ∼ 20 s, and current
densities were then calculated as I/A, where I is the monitored current and A is the
channel cross section area.
Figure 4.3 presents the values of current density as a function of electric field
strength, where the high correlation coefficient of the linear regression graphs (Phos-
phate r = 0.998, Tris r = 1.0) means a constant fluid conductivity and ionic strength
when the electric field increases. Because Phosphate solution has a higher ionic
strength than that of Tris solution, therefore shows a correspondingly higher current
density under the same electric field strength. The current density did not show an
elevated value deviating from the predicted curve at higher voltages, indicating a





































Phosphate pH = 7.02 
Tris pH = 8.0
Figure 4.3: Current density as a function of electric field strength for 20mM Phosphate
and 20mM Tris solutions.
electric current flows through the channel, and excessive heating could increase the
ionic mobility in EDL and enhance the flow rate, resulting in a changing ζ-potential
[138].
The measured current versus time data are illustrated in figure 4.4. Electric fields
were applied to move the 20 mM phosphate solution entering the channel thereby
replacing the 18 mM solutions. The same procedure was carried out for the Tris
solutions. The current curves in figure 4.4 display a rising tendency with a positive
slope, implying a gradual increment of measured current, and a plateau on the tail




















































































































Figure 4.4: Current-time data obtained from current monitoring (a) 20mM Phophate
solution replacing 18mM solution (pH=7.02) and (b) 20mM Tris solution replacing
18mM solution (pH=8.0).
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As explained earlier, when the concentration difference is small, the ζ potential
which determines the net charge density can be considered constant, thereby resulting
in an unchanged average fluid velocity. As the two solutions have relatively consistent
velocities while moving inside the channel, the overall fluidic conductivity will change
linearly, hence the slope of current-time curve should be constant during the course,
and this can be seen from the graphs presented in figure 4.4.












where u¯ave is the average velocity of electroosmotic flow, E is the applied elec-
tric field strength, cross section area A and length L are dimensional values of
the microchannel, (c2 − c1) is the electric conductivity difference between 20 mM
solution and 18 mM solution. With all of those parameters known, through the
Helmhotlz − Smoluchowski approximation for a thin EDL, the electroosmotic mo-
bility and ζ-potential can be calculated accordingly.
The slope of current-time curves was extracted from a linear regression fitting
using OriginPro 7.5r, the average electroosmotic flow velocities have been calculated
by using equation 4.2.2. Figure 4.5 shows flow velocity of phosphate and tris buffers
as a function of the applied voltage in the PDMS microfluidic channel. As depicted in
the plot, the average flow velocities and the applied electric field strength developed
a linear association, suggesting a small fluctuation of electroosmotic mobility with
increasing electric field strength. These effects are seen clearly from the plots shown
in figure 4.6, where the measured electroosmotic mobility of the tris solution stays






















Tris pH = 8.0
Phosphate pH = 7.02
Figure 4.5: Electroosmotic flow velocity as a function of applied electric field strength
in PDMS channels.
for phosphate solution was observed from the flow mobility curve. A reasonable
explanation for the increment of mobility with applied electric field could be that the
increased voltage possibly introduces additional surface polarization to the channel
walls, and hence increases surface charge and consequently flow mobility [139].
Table 4.1 itemizes the electroosmotic mobilities ηeof as well as ζ-potentials for
the phosphate and tris solutions measured under different electric field settings. The
calculations were conducted by using the equations 4.1.8, 4.1.9 and 4.2.2 explained
in the previous sections. By assuming the property of buffer solution to be similar to
that of deionized water, dielectric constant k = ε/ε0 =80.1, vacuum permittivity of ε0
= 8.854×10−12 C2N−1m−2, and viscosity of 0.001 Nsm−2 were used in the calculations.
From the table, overall EOF mobilities and ζ-potentials to characterize PDMS
channels in our measurements are observed to be in good agreement with the results
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Figure 4.6: Electroosmotic mobility as a function of applied electric field strength in
PDMS channels.
whose pH > 7.0 (i.e. phosphate = 7.02, tris = 8.0), the reproducibility of the EOF
was found to be satisfactory, which is also a fact known for most electroosmotic
characterizations. Under all conditions in this study, the EOF in PDMS channel was
significantly lower than that examined in a fused silica capillary of 50 µm internal
diameter (ηeof = 6 ∼ 8 10−4cm2/Vs, pH > 7.0) [140] [136], meaning a lower surface
charge in the PDMS channels. In comparison with other polymers, the magnitude of
EOF in PDMS is comparable to that in PMMA or polycarbonate [55] [142]. It implies
that the effective dynamic coating method of depositing polyelectrolyte multilayers on
PDMS surface plays a key role in obtaining uniformly charged EDLs, stable currents
and steady electroosmotic flows.
4.3 Characterization of electrophoretic effect
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Solution E ueof ηeof ζeof
(V/cm) (mm/s) (10−4cm2/Vs) (mV)
Phosphate 50 0.16 3.12 44.06
pH=7.02 100 0.34 3.45 48.62
200 0.87 4.35 61.31
Tris 50 0.19 3.74 52.71
pH=8.0 100 0.41 4.08 57.55
200 0.90 4.48 63.23
Table 4.1: Electroosmotic flow velocity, mobility and zeta potential for phosphate
and tris solutions in PDMS microfluidic channel.
4.3.1 Micro-particle image velocimetry (µPIV)
Micro-particle image velocimetry (µPIV) is a technique used to obtain high spatial-
resolution two-dimensional velocity fields in microscopic flows. The experimental
procedure is conceptually simple to understand. A flow is made visible by seeding it
with micro- or sub-micro sized particles. The particles’ movements driven by elec-
trokinetic flow within a channel are imaged and videoed under an optical microscope
incorporated with CCD camera which is connected to a computer with an image
grabber card interface. The videos are sectioned into sequential images separated
by a small amount of time δt. The motion of the group of particles in each frame is
determined by mathematically comparing the two successive images. Velocity vectors
then can be calculated with the distance and the time which can be measured.
4.3.2 Experimental setup and procedure
In this study, a µPIV system has been developed in the CIBA photonics lab, and used
to measure electrokinetically driven flow in a PDMS microchannel, in order to deduce
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electrophoretic effects of seeded analytes. The channel used for µPIV has a similar
geometry to that used for current monitoring: 50 µm (W) × 30 µm (H) × 2 cm (L),
and was also treated with a multilayer coating to guarantee a uniform electroosmotic
flow.
The liquid flow in the microchannel was monitored using the fluorescence from 500
nm polystyrene spheres (FluoSpheresr, Molecular Probes) which have an excitation
peak at 580 nm and an emission peak at 605 nm. The concentration of fluorescent
beads is 0.01% volume fraction, hence all the spheres are evenly suspended throughout
the 20 mM phosphate buffer solution (pH = 7.0). It is necessary to dilute the fluid
to a small particle concentration, since this has a significant influence on the µPIV
performance due to the following reasons: (1) to avoid sphere aggregation, which
could reduce accuracy for identifying and tracking individual particles; (2) to suppress
intermolecular reactions between adjacent spheres, as the interaction could affect
the motion and diffusion of spheres within the solution and induce errors to overall
measured results; (3) to maintain a good contrast between the focal plane and the
background, since the background noise increases with increasing particle density,
while the particle image intensity remains unchanged [143]. Figure 4.7 (a) displays
a 20× magnified fluorescent image of 500 nm polystyrene spheres flowing inside a
PDMS channel. As the PDMS surface is inherently hydrophobic, a drop of 10%
DDM was added to the solution to reduce surface tension, ease the filling of solution
and avoid sphere adhesion to channel side walls by producing a hydrophilic film.
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Figure 4.7: 500nm Polystyrene spheres in the PDMS microchannel (a) fluorescent im-
age (b) IDL (Interactive Data Language) performing interface, where the black cross
represents an individual sphere found and being tracked during the entire movement
throughout the focal zone.
The schematic experimental setup for a µPIV system is illustrated in figure 4.8.
The electric field was generated by the Keithley picoammeter, through two platinum
electrodes placed in the open reservoirs, and longitudinally applied to the channel.
The PDMS/glass device is placed on a XY motorized stage (ASI MS2000) incor-




















Figure 4.8: Schematic of µPIV system. A Hg light illuminator is used to excite
fluorescent particles, and a cooled CCD camera is to record particle images.
was used to produce illuminating light to excite the particles. The 575 nm light
was guided to the fluidic device by passing through a fluorescence filter cube and
20× inverted objective (NA = 0.45) lens. The filter cube, located below the objec-
tive lens, is an assembly of exciter (green filter), emitter (red filter) and a dichroic
mirror. The beam coming out of the objective lens illuminated the fluid and the
particles in the fluid. The fluorescent signal was collected by a colour video CCD
camera (JVC: TK-C921EG) attached to computer, which was installed with a con-
trol program (InterVedio WinDVD Creator, version 2.0) for capturing video images.
The CCD monochrome camera enabled the video frequency of averagely 25 frames
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per second, displayed in 700 × 400 pixel GPEG format, and the videos were sub-
sequently converted into a series of successive images through “VirtualDub” for the
correlation process.
In PIV experiments, the image plane needs to be defined. The depth of the
µPIV image plane is much smaller than conventional PIV image planes because the
objective lens in a microscopic system usually have larger magnification and numerical
aperture, and are characterized with a very narrow depth-of-field. The formation of







where n is the refractive index of the immersion medium between the microflu-
idic device and the objective and equivalent to 1 for air in the current system, the
wavelength of illuminating light λ = 575 nm, the numerical aperture NA = 0.45,
the objective magnification M = 20, and the spacing between pixels that can be re-
solved by CCD camera e = 12.5 µm. The resulting depth-of-field is calculated to be
approximately δz = 4.23 µm in the µPIV experiment.
4.3.3 Results and discussion
Accurate results from µPIV can be obtained by using a low electric field strength
applied to the channel. This prevents heating and therefore an increase in local
conductivity [145]. In view of this possible effect, low electric fields of different mag-
nitudes of 15V/cm, 30V/cm and 45V/cm were used to study the sphere velocities.
The direction of electroosmotic flow within the channel was observed to be towards
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the cathode, with the presence of positively charged EDLs. The polystyrene parti-
cles meanwhile, with a high density of carboxylic acids on their surfaces, were moved
towards the anode.
The measured velocity of a seeding particle up in µPIV to quantify electrokinetic
flow is a linear combination of the velocity components consisting of electroosmotic
ueof , electrophoretic ueph and brownian motion ubm. The thermal brownian effects
inside the flow may not be negligible when sub-micrometer spheres are used in the
system, because the brownian diffusive motion of particle increases rapidly with the
decreasing of particle diameter. Here, the brownian motion is considered to have the
same effects on each sphere in all directions statistically.
The image processing and calculations were performed by using “Interactive Data
Language” (IDL), a powerful language platform with numerous mathematical analy-
sis and graphical display techniques for data analysis, visualization and cross-platform
applications. IDL programs in the correlating analysis functioned in three sequen-
tial stages: “finding spheres”, which uses the local fluorescent intensity to identify
the spheres and links the time resolved particle positions into trajectories; “tracking
(spheres’) displacements”, which determines the positions of identified particles in the
given image which are most likely related to that in the prior image; and finally “nor-
malizing (displacement’s) histogram” which presents particle velocities as Gaussian
distributions.
Figure 4.7 (b) illustrates an IDL operating window used in the computer program
for the particle search. The horizontal and vertical axes show the pixel numbers of
the captured images. The pixels were then changed into particle displacements by
using a standard copper calibration grid (2000 Mesh grid, Agar Scientific) using the
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same experimental setup.
For each electric field test, there were more than 600 frames of pictures involved
in the correlation analysis. Figure 4.9 shows particle moving trajectories determined
from the series of images for different electric field settings. Brownian motion in the
span-wise direction of the channel (along y axis) can be noticed at lower electric field
strength (e.g. 15V/cm). These effects become less visible as the electric field increases
(e.g. 45V/cm), and the particle velocities along x axis increase accordingly.
Gaussian fitting was applied to each of the resulting curves, and the normalized
histograms of particle velocities in both the channel stream-wise (x axis) direction and
span-wise (y axis) direction are presented in figure 4.10. The velocities measured along
the x axis contain both electroosmotic and electrophoretic components. We assume
that the velocity component of Brownian motion in the x direction is averaged to
zero.
The electrophoretic velocity of the polystyrene particles is in general a function of
the electrostatic force on the surface charge, and zeta potential on the viscous drag
[146]. As the applied electric field decides the maximum electrophoretic force, the
resulting electrophoretic velocity from Stokes viscous drag would be proportional to
the electric field strength. Incorporating this effect into the results from the current
monitoring study where the electroosmotic flow increases with the rising electric field,
the total particle velocity is depicted in a linear relationship with the applied electric
field strength, which can be seen in figure 4.11.
The total mobility ηp obtained from figure 4.11 comprised both electroosmotic
mobility ηeof and electrophoretic mobility ηeph. Hence, the average electrophoretic
mobility of the particles can be calculated from:
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ηp = ηeof + ηeph (4.3.2)
From equation 4.3.2, ηeph is simply the difference of the mean of ηp and ηeof .
Considering the average ηp = 2.62 ×10−4 cm2/Vs, and ηeof = 3.13 ×10−4 cm2/Vs,














Figure 4.9: Particle tracking displacements for polystyrene spheres driven by the
electric field: 15 V/cm, 30 V/cm and 45 V/cm respectively.
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Particle velocities (µm/s) Brownian velocities (µm/s)
Particle velocities (µm/s) Brownian velocities (µm/s)
E  = 15 V/cm
vp = 40.34 µm/s
σp = 12.40 µm/s
E    = 15 V/cm
vBM = 0.002 µm/s
σBM = 7.93 µm/s
E  = 30 V/cm
vp = 76.22 µm/s
σp = 17.28 µm/s
E    = 30 V/cm
vBM = 0.54 µm/s
σBM = 7.65 µm/s
E  = 45 V/cm
vp = 118.06 µm/s
σp = 18.83 µm/s
E    = 45 V/cm
vBM = 0.64 µm/s
σBM = 8.17 µm/s




































































Figure 4.10: Normalized histograms with Gaussian distribution showing electrokinetic


























20 mM Sodium Phosphate
Figure 4.11: Particles velocities as a function of applied electric fields.
The variation of particle velocities in the longitudinal direction were induced by
the differences of particle electrophoretic mobility and brownian motion, while, in the
lateral direction, the variation should be solely due to the brownian effects [147]. The









From the Gaussian fits displayed in figure 4.10, we find σx = 0.42 ×10−4 cm2/Vs,
and σbm = 0.18 ×10−4 cm2/Vs. Using the above equations, the standard devia-
tion for electrophoretic mobility was calculated to be σeph = 0.377 ×10−4 cm2/Vs.
These results characterize the PDMS channel, and are a prerequisite for designing




In this chapter, the electrokinetic effects in a modified PDMS microfluidic channel
have been characterized through electroosmosis flow (EOF) and electrophoresis. The
EOF velocity in microchannels formed by PDMS and glass was determined as a func-
tion of applied electric field using the current monitoring method. The computed
EOF mobility showed reasonably reproducible results, implying a uniform EDLs.
The characterized ζ potentials were lower than the values measured in fused silica
capillaries, indicating a lower surface charge density in PDMS channels. This is a
favorable finding for separation techniques in biology and biochemistry, where capil-
lary electrophoresis is the essential principle. As the use of PDMS devices avoids the
fabrication of excessively long separation channels, it can reduce the operation time
and increase the separation efficiency.
The µPIV technique allowed the analysis of electrophoretic effects in PDMS chan-
nels by evaluating the electrokinetic velocities of 500 nm fluorescent polystyrene
spheres by applying IDL programs. In comparison with typical PIV experiments
that use normal colloidal beads detected under a light microscope, our system is
preferable: firstly, the fluorescent signals from individual spheres are much easier to
detect, which is important for correlation analysis; and secondly, low particle density
and hydrophilic treatment largely reduce the sphere aggregations, and also reduce
the chance of particle misidentification in the analysis stages.
In conclusion, the electrokinetic effects in PDMS channels are observed as pow-
erful pumping mechanisms for high-performance capillary electrophoresis (HPCE).
From the normalized histograms, the electrokinetic flow was indicated to be laminar,
featured with a smooth profile of fully developed velocity vectors in the channel [148].
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Due to this uniformly shaped plug-like electroosmotic flow, all of the solute molecules
experience the same velocity component caused by electroosmosis, regardless of their
cross-sectional positions in the channel [149]. Because of these essential attributes,
PDMS fluidic devices could be adapted well to various electrokinetic performance in-
cluding micro-pumping, micro-injection, and applications in bio-sample preparation,
sequencing and separation based on HPCE principles.
Chapter 5
Investigation of Red Blood Cell
(RBC) Deformability in PDMS
Microchannels
Red Blood Cells (RBCs), namely erythrocytes, are one of the most fundamental
structural and functional group of units in the blood. They typically operate as in-
dependent machines, and information on the state of health is available from their
characteristics, mechanical behaviors, histological and physio-pathological function-
alities [150].
RBCs are suspended in a fluid medium, known as blood plasma, and dominate
populations of cells in the blood, because they need to deliver oxygen on a regular
basis to other cells for aerobic metabolic chemical reactions. A single drop of blood
contains millions of RBCs which are constantly traveling within the vascular system
to convey oxygen from lungs to body tissues and to transfer carbon dioxide produced
from the tissues to the lungs.
The mechanical performances of RBCs in human vessels has drawn significant
interest and has led to the creation of numerous detection models in vitro or in vivo
to address these issues. Physical deformation of RBCs plays a key role in their free
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transportation through wide arteries (in millimeters) to arterioles (≥ 0.3 mm) and
eventually capillaries, which have a diameter of average 3 µm ∼ 8 µm.
In this chapter, we focus on a fundamental investigation of healthy human RBCs’
deformability and present a microfluidic method to study the cell deformation and
transportation in PDMS simulated capillary environments. A general introduction
to RBCs and detection modes will be given, followed by a description of device fab-
rication and experimental method. Both quantitative and qualitative results are
presented, from which essential deformation properties of RBCs in a micro-vascular
regime are characterized.
5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 Physiological and mechanical properties of RBCs
Human RBCs mainly consist of a protein, known as hemoglobin (335 mg/mL of the
cell, and 95 % of cell dried weight). Hemoglobin contains heme groups which con-
tribute to the red color of the cells [151] [152]. Elemental iron contained in hemoglobin
allows the transportation of oxygen from the lungs to cells throughout the body. The
hemoglobin molecules can also bond with the tissue’s carbon dioxide or other waste
gases, removing them via the lungs.
The RBC membranes are composed of a lipid bilayer and a cytoskeletal net-
work beneath [153], permitting a ready diffusion of oxygen molecules through the cell
membrane. Adult RBCs in human bodies are anucleate, meaning that they lack a cell
nucleus, and thus there is no DNA molecule present in the cell. The absence of nu-
cleus and organelles prevent RBCs from producing new structures or repair proteins
and enzymes and thus limits their lifespan (a total of about 120 days). However, new
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cells are continually produced by bone marrow at a rate of about 2 million per second
through a process called erythropoiesis, in which stem cells develop via reticulocytes
to mature RBCs in approximately 7 days, replenishing the supply.
Adult women have 4.5 ∼ 5 million RBCs per cubic millimeter (µliter) of blood,
and men about 5 ∼ 6 million. As compared to 4 ∼ 11 ×103 leucocytes (white blood




Figure 5.1: Normal human Red Blood Cells featured with biconcave shapes [155].
RBCs have a circular and bi-concave shape, flattened and depressed in the center.
In profile they are observed to be elongated with rounded ends and a constricted
middle part, more marked on one side than the other (see figure 5.1 [154]). Under
normal conditions, the size of RBCs are very uniform, around 8 µm in diameter, and
1The population of erythrocyte has the ability to vary over a large range depending on such
factors as age, health, and altitude. For example, people living at 18,000 feet with low oxygen
tension may have as many as 8.3 ×106 RBCs per µl.
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2 µm thick at the edge. However, aged cells are observed to swell up to a sphere-like
shape. In addition, the density of the surrounding fluid (ρout) can also alter their
shapes to crenated (if ρout is larger than the density of internal fluid ρint, ρout > ρint)
or swelled (ρout < ρint) forms. The normal, unstressed shape of RBCs has a cross
sectional profile illustrated in figure 5.2. The top profile simulates the unstressed
shape of a RBC studied by Fung and Tong [155]. The bottom one is the normal




Figure 5.2: Simulated unstressed models of erythrocytes [156] [157].
The bi-concave shape, as well as the absence of organelles and nuclei, give the RBC
a large surface area for the exposure of hemoglobin to dissolved oxygen, enabling a
maximum saturation and exchange of O2. Owing to this unique shape, its high
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surface-volume ratio, and also the elastic nature of its cytoskeleton and low internal
viscosity, the RBC is extremely soft and flexible. A minute mechanical influence can
easily distort it into an irregular shape. As soon as the external force ceases to act,
the RBC can rapidly recover its original shape. This phenomenon can be seen clearly
during the in vivo investigations: when an erythrocyte squeezes into a capillary of
small dimension, its body becomes considerably stretched but quickly restores to the
disk shape when the cell enters a larger vessel. The elastic deformation when the
RBC enters and transfers from a small capillary is depicted in figure 5.3 [157]. This
kind of ability for the RBCs to change shape in response to a deforming force, is
known as cell deformability [158], an important characteristics permitting RBCs to
fit through tiny capillaries, where they accomplish the task of releasing oxygen and
absorbing CO2 from tissues.
5.1.2 Inspection techniques
The large elastic deformations of RBCs in the normal blood circulation system have
been described by many observers [159] [160]. There have been several attempts
to explain the transformation of the normal biconcave shape of human RBCs under
shear-strain and stresses, on the basis of the elastic behavior of their membranes [161]
[162].
Scientists have come up with various methods to address the deformation prop-
erties of RBCs, involving flow cytometry, micro-filtrometer, micro-pipette aspiration
and optical/laser tweezers. Among those, micro-pipette aspiration (MA) for mea-
suring elastic properties of RBCs [163] was pioneered as early as 1954 [158]. In this
approach, a single cell of interest is chosen from a cell suspension observed using a
microscope, and partially or completely drawn into a micro-pipette, with a diameter
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Cell slowly recover to its original 







Figure 5.3: Elastic deformation of RBC when entering capillary and restoring body
shape after the transit, adapted from [158].
ranging from 3 to 10 µm (see figure 5.4 [164]). From this process, physiological and
mechanical properties of the cell, e.g. membrane visco-elasticity and shear modulus,
can be examined. However the limitation of the technique is that only a small part of
the cell is picked up, and the elastic property of the entire membrane can not hence
be sufficiently probed.
Optical tweezers are an improved technique for the study of individual cells [165].
It has been popularized in various biological research fields to evaluate, for example,
polymeric properties of single-strand DNA molecules [166], or trapping effects of
bacteria cells [167]. The operation is through the use of two silica beads affixed at
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Figure 5.4: Illustrative and actual experimental diagram on probing mechanical prop-
erties of RBCs using micro-pipette aspiration [165].
two diametrically opposite points on the broadest edge of the cell suspended on a glass
slide. One of the beads will be grasped by optical tweezers, while the other which is
attached to a glass slide will be moved slightly (see figure 5.5) [168]. Consequently,
the RBC can be stretched by a minute strain force of the order of pico-newtons.
Optical tweezers have proved to be a powerful tool to perform cell manipulation and
examine mechanical properties of RBCs.
Figure 5.5: Illustration of an optical tweezer method for cell stretching [169].
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Microfluidics has founded numerous applications in biology and biochemistry re-
search including tissue engineering, immunoassays, and flow cytometry [169]. De-
vices made for microfluidic experiments, such as micro-pumps or micro-mixers, have
demonstrated the ability perform sample extraction and synthesis, cell manipulation,
and drug delivery [170]. Because of recent advancements in fabrication technologies,
microfluidic systems can be obtained in large quantities, and provide efficiently con-
trolled and replicated micro-environments for testing either bulk samples or single
entities, such as individual cells.
Microfluidic channel devices (µFCD), which involve the fabrication and utilization
of micro-sized fluidic channels, can be used as a capillary model to investigate rheolog-
ical properties of blood particles [171]. These studies are based on a population study
to observe a large number of RBCs passing through microchannels. Compared with
those methods which quantitatively measure a small portion of cell or an individual
cell each time (e.g. MA or optical tweezers), an advantage of µFCD is its quantitative
detection scheme, from which measurements are argued to be more representative of
RBCs’ response in vivo. In addition, only a small volume of fluid sample is required
to perform high throughput tests with a high degree of accuracy and reproducibility.
With regards to RBCs, the sort of the deformation that cells go through during the
process of squeezing through the microfluidic channel is in better agreement with the
physiological conditions (e.g. RBCs flowing through narrow blood capillaries).
Initial attempts have been made to design capillary-like channel systems in silicon
and glass to investigate RBCs [172] [173]. Although these devices possess geometrical
similarity to human capillaries, silicon and glass channels do not have structural
properties, such as elastic modulus of capillary tissues. Therefore they are difficult
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to simulate an in vivo micro-capillary condition.
With the prevalence of silicone elastomeric fluidic devices, a PDMS channel has
been reported to provide good functionality in analyzing structural information of
normal RBCs [100] [171]. In the present study, we adopt similar fluidic schemes
to detect cell deformation and transportation phenomena to closely mimic PDMS
capillary environments.
5.2 Fabrication of microfluidic channel-device
In our project, a set of microfluidic channels have been fabricated to investigate RBCs’
deformability under different channel constraints. To study the cell deformation be-
havior, four types of capillary channels of depths of 2 µm and length of 50 µm, but
with different channel widths of 2 µm, 4 µm, 6 µm, 8 µm have been fabricated. A
trumpet-like entrance of the constricted channel was designed to facilitate cell flow
towards the channels. Connected between the micro-capillaries and large open reser-
voirs is a 30 µm wide channel. The total length of the system is 3850 µm, and the
channel layout can be seen in figure 5.6 and 5.7.
In the RBC transportation study, a modified pattern of fluidic channel was used
(see figure 5.8). The length of the fluidic channel was increased to 80 µm to provide a
sufficient traveling distance for the RBCs. In addition, the dimension of access reser-
voirs gradually narrows down to the width of the central capillaries, which leads to
an improved aspiration, allowing RBCs to enter the constricted channel sequentially.
To fabricate the elastomeric fluidic devices, we applied a combined strategy in-
volving the use of proton beam writing, Ni electroplating and soft lithography. The
channel prototype was directly written in PMMA resist, which was spin-coated on
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Figure 5.6: Scanning electron micro-
graph illustrating fluidic channel relief
in a Ni stamp
Figure 5.7: Microfluidic channel repli-
cated in PDMS
a Cr and Au coated Si wafer, by using high energy 2 MeV proton beam. In this
experiment it was important to make sure that the channel depth was accurately
fabricated. Since the channel depth is determined by the thickness of spin-coated
PMMA resist, a precise spin-coating process was carried out, facilitated by the use of
a step-profilometer to confirm the final result.
The PMMA template was then electroplated using procedures described previ-
ously and the microchannel relief pattern on the resulting Ni stamp is shown in figure
5.6. Using this stamp, multiple fluidic channels with well-regulated geometries can
be replicated.
PDMS elastomer was chosen for fluidic channels, mainly because it is elastic and
optically transparent, and therefore suitable for optical microscopy. The elastic mod-
ulus of PDMS can be slightly tuned during the casting procedure, providing a good
approximation of geometric and structural properties of live capillaries.
From the Ni stamp, the PDMS channel was molded (see figure 5.7) and then
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Figure 5.8: SEM picture shows the modified pattern of fluidic-channel with gradually
confined channel boundaries leading to the central micro-capillaries
punched with access holes (0.75 mm in diameter) functioning as reservoirs for channel
perfusion. Sample injection was achieved by connecting to external flow generators.
The channel surfaces were oxidized by air plasma enabling an instant and permanent
bonding with a standard microscopic glass coverslip (150 µm thick) to create an en-
closed transparent microfluidic environment. Neither surface coating nor surfactant
add-in solution were considered for the modification of channel hydrophobicity. In-
stead, the plasma oxidation process was used to obtain a hydrophilic layer, ensuring a
smooth filling of liquids. In order to maintain the oxidation state, the PDMS channel
should be perfused with buffer and cell sample solution shortly after the bonding.
Using the methodology described above, RBCs were readily visualized and analyzed
within the enclosed channel.
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5.3 Experimental instruments and methodology
5.3.1 Flow generating systems
To initially demonstrate the capability of the fluidic device, we adopted two types of
flow regulating systems, both depending on pressure to introduce flow into the system
and drive RBCs along the channel.
In the study of RBCs deformation, a commercial syringe pump, acquired from
Harvard ApparatusTM (Model 33), was used to provide a continuous flow to the
channel. The connection between the syringe and the fluidic chip was achieved by a
Polyethylene tubing, which had one end inserted into the channel reservoir, forming
a tight seal against pressure and fluid leakage, and the other point attached to a
syringe held in the syringe pump, from which a smooth fluid flow was delivered into
the channel.
To investigate RBCs transportation in constrained channels, we developed a
simple yet effective manometer-based pressure generator to regulate and maintain a
constant pressure differential to the channel (figure 5.9). Briefly, the setup involved
the use of two identical burettes clamp-fixed on a retort stand held at the same level.
The burettes were filled with 1× PBS (phosphate buffered saline, PH=7.4) and the
pressure differential p generated in the microfluidic channels can be simply calculated
by: p = ρgh, where ρ is the density of 1× PBS, g is the acceleration of gravity, and
h is the height difference between two PBS columns.
There is a multi-valve tap attached at the bottom of each burette. This is to
control the PBS flow, and also allows us to apply additional pressure to the channel
through the syringe (see figure 5.9).










Figure 5.9: Schematic illustration of the pressure generating setup
was maintained at 10 cm PBS column, equivalent to 932 Pa. The density of 1× PBS
is carefully calculated by weighting 1 mL PBS sample solution, and was confirmed at
approximately 0.9 ∼ 1.0 g/ml.
5.3.2 Visualization and data processing systems
The investigation was carried out at the Nano Biomechanics Laboratory, Division
of Bioengineering, National University of Singapore. In the experiments, the testing
devices were pre-mounted on a sample stage of a Leica DC 500 inverted optical
microscope. A 63× (NA = 0.75) objective was installed to provide a bright-field
imaging during the course of the observation. In the study of RBCs deformation,
all motion photographs were taken at a frame rate of 30 frames per second by a
Sony DXC-190 CCD camera coupled to the microscope. The digital images were
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conveyed to computer via a digital video creator (Dazzle 150). Computer software
Studio Quickstart (version 8) was used for previewing and capturing the cell motion
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Figure 5.10: Schematic of the RBCs visualization system
In the standard video system, it proved difficult to clearly detect a sequential
movement of an erythrocyte moving inside the narrow channel from the image record-
ings. Therefore, a high-speed camera (Quantem 512SC) with a fast shutter speed of
more than 100 frames/sec was applied to monitor RBCs transportation in the
constricted capillaries. The fast camera was capable of registering the entire transit
of RBCs through the monitoring zone with a high level of clarity. The computer sup-




For each test, a drop of blood (less than 5µL) was taken from a young healthy
volunteer by using a venepuncture. The blood sample was immediately washed and
diluted into a volume ratio of around 1:10 with filtered cell cultural medium, which
would provide nutrients and sustain a longer survival of RBCs in vitro. The dilution
greatly reduces blood hematocrit 2 and guarantees individual passage of erythrocytes
through the constrained channels. Prior to the sample injection, the fluidic channel
and reservoirs were fully filled with 1× PBS using the syringe. Upon the completion
of perfusion and establishment of a bubble-free flow path, the blood sample was
injected into the reservoir, which was linked to the syringe pump, or alternatively
to the pressure differential system. A stable and slow flow was thus generated and
the RBCs moved in a controlled manner from the reservoir, via the wide entrance
microchannel, to the central constrained access capillaries.
Every experiment with the RBCs was completed within 3 hours after their removal
from the intravital environment. The manipulation and visualization of RBCs were
conducted at a room temperature of around 22◦C.
5.4 Deformation of RBCs in micro-capillaries
All four types of fluidic channels were tested with the cell sample. Figure 5.11 il-
lustrates various deformed shapes of the RBCs (in two-dimensional plane) traversing
throughout the central capillary zones.
It was observed that the cells were able to pass through the 8 µm and 6 µm wide










Figure 5.11: Video images depicting normal RBCs traversing through fluidic-channels.
The white bar at the bottom right corner of each image indicates a length of 2 µm.
channels easily. Slightly changed forms were noticed when the cells were traveling
along the 6 µm channel, which is reasonable since this was narrower than the average
diameter of the RBCs. When the channel width was reduced to 4 µm, they undergo
deformations by adapting the original disk-like shapes into elongated forms to respond
to channel constraints, but nevertheless successfully passed through the entire channel
length. For the 2 µm capillary, the erythrocytes can be classed as entering the channel
in three distinct stages: (1) the RBC is moved by the bulk flow until part of the cell
touches the entrance to the capillary; (2) the cell undergoes a gradual deformation
by stretching the leading edge of the cell body further into the channel; (3) the cell
manages to fully extend and rapidly passed through the channel. In most of the cases,
healthy RBCs were pliant enough to dramatically transform their shape, permitting
them to squeeze into the 2 µm channel only one quarter of the cell diameter. However,
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exceptions occurred as particular cells incapable of exceeding the required distortion,
got stuck permanently at the channel mouth, blocking other cells from passing. In
living human vessels, such incidents would have severe consequences, as the blockage
would reduce blood flow to a part of the body, and cells would begin to die through
lack of oxygen supply. Figure 5.12 illustrates such a case of single cell obstructing the
microcapillary and paralyzing the entire fluid flow.
5µm
Figure 5.12: Channel blockage caused by a single erythrocyte.
The deformability that erythrocytes exhibit in constraining environments mainly
depend on elastic properties of the RBC membranes [174]. From a mechanical point of
view, the cell membrane will experience shear stress as the cell enters and moves along
the cappilary. If the membrane of the erythrocyte is too rigid and unable to distribute
the shear stresses throughout the whole cell body, the cell remains entrapped as a
consequence.
In order to characterize the elastic performance of single cell in the deformation
stage, we define a projection index (PI) to characterize this phenomenon.
Projection Index (PI) = Lp/L (5.4.1)
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Here, LP is the projection length inside the capillary and L is the overall length







Figure 5.13: Defining the RBC projection length Lp and overall length L.
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From the recorded videos, independent RBCs, which were separated from clusters
to avoid intercellular actions, were picked out for the PI analysis. Each group of PI
data was calculated on a real elapsed time base through a series of images, which were
converted from the decomposed videos and separated by the time interval of 33 ms. A
total of 15 RBCs were captured and the transient PI magnitude versus time observed
from each of the frames were measured. Figure 5.14 depicts the relationship between
PI and cell deformation time t in ms, where every marker represents a computed PI
of the specified cell corresponding to a certain stage during its deformation. In this


































Figure 5.14: Plots on PI (projection index) versus deformation time for healthy RBCs
observed at 2 µm channel entrance.
Displayed PI curves were fitted by applying an exponential function. The fitting
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parameters for normal RBCs could be documented and used to judge the deformation
of pathological cells in future study. All data series in the graph were displayed with
corresponding correlation coefficients (r). From each curve, the single cell deformation
can be approximately estimated. The fully developed cell deformation may happen
at the PI threshold ranging from around 0.75 ∼ 0.82. The time required for RBCs
to extend to their maximum LP varied from cell to cell. This could be attributed to
a large degree of heterogeneity in the cell sample. The difference is due to variations
in cell geometry, different rheologic property of the membrane and internal fluid,
and physiological specificities (e.g. aging and pathological attributions). To further
investigate these attributes, a periodic constrained channel pattern can be considered
and adopted in the study, so that interesting cells could be made to pass through
the channel repeatedly and therefore effects of aging or fatigue on cell’s deformation














Figure 5.15: Scattered plot of average L and deformation time T for detected RBCs
We also studied the relationship between cells’ averaged length L¯ and their defor-
mation time T . From figure 5.15, the deformation time T indicates a rising tendency
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with the increase in L¯. This implies that larger cells, as expected, may spend a longer
time squeezing into the constrained channel. From this we could postulate that the
cell configuration (e.g. body length or volume) plays a role in determining the single
cell’s deformation behavior.
5.5 Transportation of RBCs in micro-capillaries
The experiments described above indicate the high deformable ability of RBCs, en-
abling them to pass through narrow capillaries of dimensions much smaller than the
cell diameter.
The following experiments attempt to further investigate this ability by measuring
the velocity of RBCs inside the fluidic channels. The principle supporting this study
is established by the rationale that membrane fluidity represents an important aspect
in RBCs’ deformability [153] [174]. Since frictional forces exist during the movement
of RBCs within the capillaries, a more fluidic membrane will reduce the frictional
contact forces between the cell and the channel wall.
The modified fluidic channels as shown in figure 5.8 were used to evaluate cell
transportation. Driven by the 10 cm PBS pressure differential, RBCs passed through
microfluidic channels in a well-regulated manner. The motion of RBCs was visualized
and recorded by the high speed camera with a frame rate over 100 frames/second.
The velocity of individual RBCs was then measured by analyzing video frames (image
frequency: 7 ∼ 9 ms). The position of the leading edge of the moving cell with respect
to time was noted, and the distance the cell traveled between frames were quantified.
The cell velocities were then calculated by dividing the distance cell traveled by the
time taken.
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Figure 5.16 shows graphs of the cell velocities in the constrained channels under
the same pressure. Each data point in the graph represents an independent cell and
more than 20 cells were measured in 2 µm, 4 µm, and 6 µm wide channels separately.
An inverse correlation between cell length and traveling speed is suggested from the
fitted curves. Similar results can also be seen from other group’s findings [175].
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Figure 5.16: Sequence of RBC velocity to full body length in 6µm, 4µm and 2µm
wide channels. Each datum point represents an individual cell target.
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A simple explanation for the results can be obtained by considering kinetic friction
in the constrained channels, which can be broken down into two variables. The
deformation of a RBC will result in a normal force N exerted against the walls due to
the stress applied to the cell membrane, and also a retarding frictional force Ff = kN
characterized by the kinetic coefficient k. As the cell movement is confined by the
channel dimensions, any increase in cell volume or membrane-bending modulus [176]
(describing the rigidity of cell membrane ∼ 1.8 × 10−12 dyn/cm) could both result
in a greater normal force N , and a larger frictional force. Larger cells therefore will
experience greater normal force resulting in more frictional force [177] and hence lower
velocity.
Under normal conditions, the surface area of RBCs is proportional to the body
volume [178]. In the present study, the cell length is also a potent representation
of characteristic body size. Since the RBCs moving inside a fluidic channel approxi-
mately occupy the channel cross-section, the body strain therefore is assumed to be
solely in the longitudinal direction of the channel. In the planer detection field, a
more stretched figure denotes a larger volume size, and also a greater surface area for
the specific cell, and this leads to a reduced velocity owing to the kinetic friction as
explained above.
We can explain this argument by using the example of the 2 µm channel, where the
ratio between channel contact area and the overall cell surface is relatively high. In
this case, the frictional force becomes a dominant influence on the elastic deformation
of cell membranes. The measured velocity data have a better congruence with the
curve fitting (correlation coefficient r=0.86).
The deformation behavior of RBCs in capillaries are intricate phenomena resulting
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from deforming stress (force per unit area), and are determined by various factors.
For laboratory experiments in vitro, macro conditions such as temperature, volume
flow rate, fluid density and viscosity, capillary geometry and surface chemistry all
influence the rheological properties of the cell membranes, for example, fluid shear
stress, bending modulus/rigidity, local membrane aspiration, plasma double layer
thickness [179]. On top of that, factors originating from the cells will involve internal
fluidics and cell configuration etc.
Despite the seeming simplicity of RBCs, there clearly exist important unresolved
or undiscovered issues concerning their elastic properties, for example time depen-
dence (age of the cell), and structural changes of biological significance.
5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, examples of integral fluidic systems featuring precisely machined
micro-channels, fluid control, real time imaging and processing have been presented
and used to simulate RBC deformability inside microvascular environments.
PDMS simulated micro-capillaries are found to be well suited for controllable
measurements on RBCs. By using these microchannel devices, the deformability of
normal RBCs was studied in both a qualitative and quantitative way. The novelty
of our approach was to use channels of a rectangular cross section, such that the
deformation took place only in the longitudinal direction. This approach enabled us
to analyze independently some of the mechanisms involved in single cell or cell-by-
cell approaches. It was interesting to observe that the RBCs were flexible enough
to easily pass through capillaries much smaller than the cell diameter by adapting
themselves into extremely elongated shapes. The cell volume determines the shape
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inside the capillary, and this creates a great influence on the cell deformation mode
and transportation speed, which are important factors assessing the deformability of
RBCs.
The results from our investigation provide a preliminary understanding of rhe-
ological behaviors of RBCs in live capillary surroundings. The usage of the fluidic
channel device is not merely advantageous to the deduction of mechanical behav-
iors of healthy RBCs, but also for the potential study of other type of cells. More
importantly, we have developed a new detection protocol to diagnose pathological
erythrocytes, where the possible existence of a subpopulation of more rigid or abnor-
mally sized and shaped cells can be investigated. These pathological cells can only be
recognized by firstly recognizing the characteristics of normal RBCs. The suggested
fields of application could include sickle-cell anemia [180], which is a genetic disease
resulting in abnormal hemoglobin molecules and sickle shaped RBCs, which are more
rigid and cause vascular blockages and strokes. Alternatively one can consider malaria
[181], a Plasmodium Fulcrum infected disease developed in three stages (ring stage,
trophozoite and schizont), where the infected RBC becomes stickier and stiffer as
parasite spends part of its life-cycle in the RBC, feeds on its hemoglobin and then
breaks it apart, causing severe fever.
Since the detection system developed in this study represents a novel way of
probing cell-by-cell flow and measuring the deformation properties of blood or other
cells, work in the future will be to fabricate customized devices with specified channel
configurations (e.g. channel array/matrix or more sophisticated stacked 3-D channels)
to measure the biomechanics of biological cells at the micro- and nano-level.
Chapter 6
Application of Nanofluidic Devices
in Fluorescence Correlation
Spectroscopy
Nowadays, it is virtually impossible to go through daily life without bumping into
the words like genetic engineering, gene manipulation etc. The tremendous impacts
of life sciences to our lives are self-evident. However, research work in laborato-
ries that deal with those essential issues, relating to perhaps the most sophisticated
functional machines in organisms, do not always proceed smoothly without a hitch.
Actually, many investigations and speculations on these topics suffer a large degree
of uncertainty due to the extreme complexities of living systems. Lots of biological
mechanisms are known to exist without being well understood. Therefore, the impor-
tance of current research is not just to discover, but also to accurately characterize the
physical-chemical properties of individual proteins and nucleic acids. These molecules
are believed to be the smallest functional units of life.
To probe these minute quantities, either extremely sensitive techniques or signifi-
cantly down-scaled detection environments are required. Knowing the high sensitivity
of fluorescent spectroscopy and the unique characteristics of nanofluidic systems, we
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have made initial attempts to couple these two cutting-edge techniques together and
test the performance of the combination.
6.1 Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy(FCS)
Fluorescence spectroscopy and atomic force microscopy (AFM) are known as two
powerful candidates for sensitive measurements at single molecule level [182]. Flu-
orescence correlation spectroscopy(FCS) is one of the many different modes of fluo-
rescence microscopy. FCS is endowed with high spatial resolution and an ability for
temporal analysis of biomolecules at extremely low concentrations [183]. The name
of FCS explains the procedure, which is to detect fluorescent signals from bio-samples
and to process the signals through a mathematical process known as “correlation” to
provide useful information about the target samples.
6.1.1 FCS setup
FCS uses a confocal microscope configuration, which is illustrated in figure 6.1 to
improve the collection of fluorescence. In the confocal setup, the exciting laser beam
is directed by a dichroic mirror into a high numerical aperture water immersed ob-
jective lens, which focuses the laser beam into the fluorescent sample. The emitted
fluorescence is collected by the same objective and focused onto a pinhole at the image
plane. The conjugation of the pinhole and the objective lens creates a field aperture,
which efficiently cuts the sample volume to a diffraction limited size and blocks any
fluorescence light not originating from the focal field. After the pinhole, the fluo-
rescence signal passes through an emission filter and is collected by an avalanche













Figure 6.1: Schematic illustration of a standard FCS confocal microscopic setup
then delivered to a correlator and processed into an auto-correlation function.
6.1.2 What can be studied using FCS?
Different from other fluorescence techniques, the parameters investigated in FCS is
not the emission intensity of the fluorescence itself, but rather the minute spontaneous
fluctuations of physical parameters that are reflected by the fluorescence emission from
the detected molecules within a small laser focal volume [184]. In general, all physical
parameters that give rise to fluorescence fluctuations can be accessed by FCS. These
fluctuations occur incessantly in the system and can be quantified in both amplitude
and duration by temporally autocorrelating the recorded signal intensity. Therefore
essential information carried by the signal from molecules of low concentration can be
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determined, such as brownian diffusion or flow, local concentration and aggregation,
or characteristic constants of inter- or intra-molecular reactions of fluorescence labeled
bio-molecules [185] [186].
6.1.3 How to read FCS results?
The FCS results are presented as an autocorrelation function (ACF), statistically ex-
plaining the similarity and persistence of a time series fluorescence signal [187][188][189].
To calculate ACF, one compares the measured data with a time-shifted version (the
lag time τ) of itself. If the shift is small, both data traces are identical and correlation
amplitude is high; while if the time shift is large, the correlation is low because the
two traces are quite different. Statistically the comparison is done by integrating over






F (t) · F (t+ τ) · dt =< F (t) · F (t+ τ) > (6.1.1)
The fluorescence emitted by the molecules in the focal plane is recorded photon
by photon. Assuming a constant excitation power, the measured intensity can be
described as the fluctuations of the fluorescence signal plus the temporal average of
the signal:
F (t) = δF (t)+ < F (t) > (6.1.2)






By assuming all fluctuations arising only from changes in the local concentration
δC within the effective volume Veff of the laser focus, the variations may be written
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as:
δF (t) = κ
∫
V
I(~r) · S(~r) · δ(σ · q · C(~r, t)) · dV (6.1.4)
Here, the individual parameters are describing the possibility of exciting for ex-
ample a fluorophore within the laser focal volume and detecting the emitted photon
afterwards due to the final detection efficiency of the setup: κ is the overall detection
efficiency; I(~r) is the spatial distribution of the excitation energy with the maximum
amplitude I0; S(~r) is the collection efficiency function that determines the spatial
filtering effect of the pinhole on the point spread function (PSF). The PSF of the op-
tical system describes the intensity distribution of the image of a point emitter [191]
[192]; δ(σ · q · C(~r, t)) describes dynamics of the fluorophore on the single-particle
level, where δσ, δq and δC(~r, t) represent respectively the fluctuations in the molecu-
lar absorption cross-section, the quantum yield and the local molecule concentration
at time t e.g. due to brownian motion.
Hence the alternative form of the ACF by considering function 6.1.2 is
G(τ) =< δF (t) · δF (t+ τ) > + < F (t) >2 (6.1.5)
It is common to normalize the ACF as:
G(τ) =
< δF (t) · δF (t+ τ) >
< F (t) >2
+ 1 (6.1.6)










)−1/2 + 1 (6.1.7)
where N is the average number of molecules in the effective focal volume, τd is the
diffusion time during which molecules diffuse into and out of the focal volume, and is
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defined by τd = w
2
0/4D where D is the diffusion coefficient, andK is defined as w0/wz,
an important factor to characterize the optical alignment, as w0 and wz are the e
−2
radius of the focal laser volume along its radial and axial directions respectively.
The measurement of flow speed by using FCS is on the assumption that the flow
is uniform and single directional in a plane perpendicular to the optical axis [193].
The normalized ACF in the case of single flow component coupled with free diffusion




g(τ) exp[−(τ/τf )2g(τ)] + 1 (6.1.8)
with







Here, τf is the traveling time of molecules through the focal volume. The flow
speed is calculated as V = w0/τf .
Figure 6.2 [187] presents a typical autocorrelation curve with fast triplet conditions
1. The different parameters shown in the curve are explained in the above equations.
6.1.4 How to improve FCS performance?
To improve FCS performance, the setup and operation of the technique are subject to
the following conditions: (1) the dyes in the experiments must have high brightness
(high fluorescence yield and high extinction coefficient) and low triplet state quantum
yield [194]; (2) the laser beam in the confocal FCS should define a smallest laser focus
and its intensity should be low enough (typically of the order of tens of microwatts)
1Three relevant states of the dye in fluorescence fluctuations that are measured by FCS are
ground state S0 (singlet), singlet excited state S1 and triplet state T . In the triplet condition,
the dye temporally fails to emit fluorescence and appears dark until relaxing back to the ground
state(S0) and being excited again (S0→S1).
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Decay to 1/e
Triplet time =0.002 ms
Amplitude =1/No. of particles
N = 1/1.4 = 0.7



















Figure 6.2: Auto-correlation curve showing the parameters from a FCS measurement
[188]
to ensure a linear dependence of dye emission on excitation power; (3) a high power
water immersed objective lens (NA ∼1.2) should be used for small focusing of laser
excitation volume and the collection of fluorescence, and they are designed and char-
acterized by a high refractive index environment (that of water or glass coverslip)
(4) a pinhole is considered in some confocal microscopy setups to acquire the best
signal to background ratio, alternatively an optical fiber can be used to define the
detection volume and direct light into the detector [195] [196]; (5) the introduction
of a sensitive detector, e.g. an avalanche photodiode or photo-multiplier, which is
responsive to single photon emission, is probably the most crucial part in FCS. To
secure precise measurements, the operation of FCS requires an environment with no
background light.
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6.1.5 FCS for single molecule detection
Single molecule detection (SMD) can provide information about kinetic process often
not achievable in ensemble measurements. Common techniques for studying single
molecules include FCS and direct detection using diffraction-limited optics.
Strategies to minimize the number of molecules in the effective detection volume,
so that single molecule measurements can be made, are first to simply dilute the
sample concentration and second to reduce the observation volume. To date, most
FCS measurements are performed on fluorescence labeled biomolecules diffused in
aqueous buffer with sample concentrations in the nanomolar range. The combination
of FCS and confocal detection optimizes and reduces the detection volume to less
than one femtoliter (10−15liter, w0: 0.25 ∼ 0.35µm, wz: 1 ∼ 1.5µm), where diffraction
limits the focal volume. Since we are at the limits of this technique, can we improve
on this?
To respond to this question, one may naturally consider how to make the obser-
vation occurring within an environment much smaller than the current laser focal
volume. The use of a nanofluidic channel, which confines the movement of molecules
by its width and depth smaller than the confocal detection volume, is obviously one
solution.
6.2 Nanoscale fluidic channels
In order to match a typical confocal detection volume of less than 1 femtoliter, chan-
nels with cross-sections of less than 1µm × 1µm have to be fabricated. And this
will create a detection volume of the order of tens of attoliters (10−18liter), which is
roughly 100 times smaller than the effective laser volume in a typical FCS.
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If such an effectively reduced channel geometry can be realized, FCS can (i) ex-
tend its application for higher- concentration SMD, which is important for studying
many biochemical processes that naturally occur at such concentration levels , and
also for the studies of weak binding interactions where relatively high concentrations
for sufficient complex formation is required [197]; (ii) operate with improved signal-
to-noise ratios resulting from the decreased out-of-focus background fluorescence by
guaranteeing that molecules will pass through the center of laser illumination 2; (iii)
achieve integrated detection by probing the laser focus into closely separated parallel
nanochannels, which will create parallel detection volumes; (iv) acquire high through-
put, statistically more accurate results by guaranteeing that all molecules flowing
through the nanochannel can be detected. Furthermore, nano-fabricated channels
may constitute useful model structures (e.g. 1-dimensional diffusion mode) allowing
for a better understanding of the diffusion dynamics in, for example, cytosol and sub-
cellular compartments. Since the confined analytes in the subcellular structures are
estimated to have modified mobility, the resulting FCS curves should show different
expressions.
Pioneering work has been carried out to fabricate and use sub-micro and nanome-
ter channels for single molecule detection (SMD), which include DNA fragment sizing
[198], detection of individual quantum dots conjugated with organic fluorophores [199]
and single fluorescence labeled proteins [200]. Most of these previous work has been
carried out using silicon or glass substrates. Since silicon is not optically transparent
and glass/fused silica is considered expensive for applications where disposability is
often required, polymers are thought to be promising alternatives.
2In conventional detection of 3D diffusion, the majority of detected molecules traverse the fringe
of the laser volume, hence contribute a high-noise signal since fewer photons are emitted.
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When using nanochannels in confocal detection, new issues arise for both fabrica-
tion and implementation. These include channel clogging, increased molecule-surface
interactions, integrating microchannel access to the nanochannels and interfacing to
macro scaled instruments. In addition, nanochannels are more difficult to infuse due
to extremely high back pressures involved when hydrodynamic pumping is used to
infuse the fluid [201].
Some of these problems can be resolved by a proper design of the nanofluidic
device. For example, parallel channel arrays can be designed to reduce the chances of
channel clogging, and microchannels can be used to access the nanochannels, which
are easier to connect with external detection systems.
Another important consideration for nanofluidic devices is the selection of suit-
able substrate materials, which are required to be compatible with the highly sensitive
FCS detectors. Many polymers possess good light transmission properties for use in
optical detection. However, most of them show high auto-fluorescent backgrounds in
the visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum compared with glass [202]. A high
background will jeopardize delicate detectors and overwhelm single photon counts
from molecules. We have carried out comprehensive tests on a wide variety of mate-
rials, and our results show that PMMA and PDMS are the only polymeric materials
found to be close to glass in terms of their low fluorescence properties over a wide
range of excitation wavelength (λexc > 480nm) [203].
Prototyping of nanofluidic channel systems has been carried out using proton
beam writing in both PMMA and PDMS substrates. Using these devices through
FCS measurements, we have investigated whether or not we can develop a potential
procedure dedicated to the cutting-edge single molecule detection and nanofluidic
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analysis.
6.3 PMMA nanofluidic devices for FCS measure-
ments
6.3.1 Channel design and fabrication
A schematic diagram of the nanofluidic system is illustrated in figure 6.3. The pattern
consists of multiple parallel nanochannels, with dimensions of 100 nm in width and
10 µm in length, connecting to 10 µm wide inlet and outlet channels. The distance
separating adjacent nanochannels is 2 µm, enabling the laser to probe individual
nanochannels. The overall channel system is 4 mm long, terminated by two 500 µm
× 500 µm reservoirs.
 
Top housing (3D view)
PMMA Structure  (top view)





Figure 6.3: Schematic drawing of PMMA nanofluidic channel system and the device
integration principle
The structure was directly written into a 2 µm thick PMMA layer using a 2
MeV proton beam focused down to a sub-100 nm spot size in the lateral direction.
The thermal bonding technique was adopted to integrate the fluidic structure into a
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PMMA enclosed nanofluidic device (see figure 6.3). For detailed procedures, please
refer to chapter 2.
6.3.2 FCS instruments
The perfusion experiment and FCS measurements were conducted at the Biophysical
Fluorescence Laboratory, Department of Chemistry, National University of Singa-
pore. The main optical setup consists of a commercially available laser scanning
confocal microscope (FV300, Olympus, Singapore) modified by coupling the emis-
sion light out to avalanche photodiodes (SPCM-AQR-14, Pacer Components, UK)
for FCS measurements. The generated laser lines (HeNe 543 nm) are directed by an
excitation dichroic mirror and scanning mirror to a water immersion objective (60×,
NA=1.2, Olympus) which focuses the light into fluorescent samples. The fluorescence
emission detected from the confocal volume (about 1 femtolitre) is collected by the
same objective, introduced through the dichroic mirror, then focused into a small
pinhole. The fluorescence at the pinhole is picked up by a lens (Achromats f = 45
mm, Linos, Germany), transmitted by an emission filter (595AF60, Omega, USA),
and finally imaged onto the active area of the APD detector. The TTL output signal
from the detector is processed online by an autocorrelator (correlator.com, Zhejiang,
China), which produces an experimental autocorrelation curve. Software that uti-
lizes a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is used to fit the function (program in Igor
Pro WaveMatrics, Lake Oswego, OR, USA) in order to extract quantitative results.
As introduced before, typical FCS objective lenses are designed to be compatible
with a standard glass coverslip (170 µm) as a carrier, through which the focused laser
light passes and probes the fluorescent samples. However, since the nanofluidic lab-on-










Figure 6.4: Optical property characterization of PMMA sheets in different thicknesses
(100, 150, 200 and 250 µm respectively) compared with 170 µm glass coverslip.
the PMMA has on the point spread function (PSF). Optical property characterization
for several substrate material (100, 150, 200, 250 µm PMMA sheets and a standard
170 µm glass coverslip) was performed by visualizing transverse projections of the
PSF in the X-Y, X-Z and Y-Z plane (see the characterization scheme in figure 6.4).
Comparing laser profiles in different observation planes, it was found that 150 or 200
µm PMMA sheet has the closest optical properties to that of a conventional glass
coverslip.
6.3.3 Perfusion and fluorescence imaging
A Rhodamine class dye Atto 565 (Sigma, Singapore) at concentration of 1 nanomolar
(nM) was perfused into the channel system by using a syringe pump connected the
two reservoirs. Driven by a mechanical force generated by the pump, the fluid flowed
through the inlet microchannel (width 8 µm, length 2 mm), and successfully passed
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through the nanochannel (width 100 nm, length 10 µm) array to finally reach the
outlet channel. The fully perfused nanochannel system is illustrated in figure 6.6,
where it can be seen that the fluorescent dye is perfusing the nanochannels.
The perfusion progress was also imaged using the FCS setup. Monitoring of the
fluorescence intensity showed that the fluid passed along the inlet channel in around
450 s, and through the nanochannels to the observation area in another 60 s (as shown
in figure 6.5). However, the entire perfusion of the fluid into the complete outlet
channel took another 4 hours of continuous pumping, which is too time-consuming
for a practical device. This time can be shortened by redesigning the chip to reduce
the volume of the inlet and outlet channels. Alternatively, since PMMA is naturally
hydrophobic [204], a prompt perfusion can be performed by utilizing a syringe to
directly inject the dye solution containing sodium dodecyl sulphate solution (SDS,
10% in H2O). Since SDS is an anionic detergent, it can help to modify the PMMA
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Figure 6.5: Fluorescence monitoring showing the progress of the fluid infusion (a)
fluid entering the lower inlet microchannel, passing through nanochannels, but not
yet filling the outlet microchannel, (b) fluorescence intensity (counts) monitored at





Figure 6.6: The PMMA nanochannel system showing complete perfusion (a) optical
image showing the channels filled with dye solution before being excited (b) fluores-
cence imaged channels (c) nanochannels in confocal microscopy mode.
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6.3.4 FCS measurements in confined nanochannels
The investigation into the confining effect of nanochannels was carried out by com-
paring the free diffusion mode of dye Atto 565 in 2 nM concentration in the open
volume on a standard glass coverslip, to the diffusion in nanochannels. This com-
parison was investigated using an identical optical setup. Depending on observation
positions, a different effective laser probing volume is created. When the laser is
focused into the fluorescent samples in open volume, there is no confinement in any
of the three dimensions. In contrast, when probing into a nanochannel, the laser
volume is restricted in one lateral dimension. The fluorescence signals were collected
and auto-correlated to generate autocorrelation function (ACF) curves for both ex-
perimental conditions. The FCS curve obtained from the open volume was fitted with
a standard three-dimensional Gaussian approximation, while a better fit for confined
diffusion case was achieved by using the two-dimensional model. The information
contained in the ACF curves in figure 6.7 (b) reflects the boundary confinement in
the nanochannels. The lower auto-correlation amplitude observed in the nanochannel
FCS curve corresponds to a larger average number of particles in the detection vol-
ume, when compared to that of the free diffusion ACF curve, probably due to the dye
aggregation or hydrodynamic coupling, as the fluid may exhibit a different viscosity














































Figure 6.7: ACF curves for (a) free diffusion mode and (b) diffusion in PMMA con-
fined nanochannel.
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6.4 PDMS nanofluidic devices for FCS measure-
ments
6.4.1 Channel design and fabrication
The fabrication of PMMA nanochannel devices by proton beam writing is time con-
suming and inefficient when many devices are required. We therefore adopted the
PDMS replication method for producing multiple copies. In this case, a series of
sub-micron and nano-sized fluidic channels constitute the central channel array, with
dimensions ranging from 1 µm to 300 nm. For the purpose of a faster perfusion, the
length of the nanochannels, as well as the total micro-inlet and outlet, were reduced
to 5 µm and 3 mm respectively. The overall channel system height was kept to 1 µm,
and this brought an additional vertical confinement to the FCS focal volume. The
channel replication was through an electroplated Ni stamp with a surface coating of
Teflon AF layer to aid a defect-free elastomer release.
6.4.2 Perfusion and fluorescence imaging
The fluidic channels were preconditioned by flowing a detergent solution (1% Hell-
manex(R) II, HELLMA GmbhTM) to prevent dye adhesion to the channel walls and
ease the liquid injection through the channels. Using this method, standard 10 nM
fluorescein was successfully perfused into the nanocapillaries and the whole channel
system was filled within 10 min from the beginning of the perfusion process. The

















Figure 6.8: PDMS nanochannel system upon the completion of perfusion (a) optical
image showing the channels filled with dye solution before fluorescence being excitated
(b) fluorescence labeled nanochannels (c) fluorescence intensity dependence plotted
against lateral laser focus position within the nanochannel region.
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The fluorescence was excited by a 488 nm laser beam line, emitting at 512 nm.
Figure 6.8 (b) explicitly shows the smallest nanochannels illuminated by the green
fluorescence. The fluorescence intensity dependence on the lateral laser focus positions
within the nanochannel region was used to identify the dimension of the nanochannels
(figure 6.8 (c)). The fluorescence intensity with respect to background level was
detected laterally over a 6 µm range, and the FWHM (full-width of half-maximum)
using Gaussian illumination profiles revealed a channel width of about 330 nm, in
good agreement with the value estimated from the fabrication protocol.
6.4.3 FCS measurements in confining micro- and nanochan-
nels
As before, the confining effects of the microchannels and nanochannels were investi-
gated by comparing the diffusion of 1 nM fluorescein in a 3D open volume on a glass
coverslip to a 10 nM solution inside the micro- and nano-capillaries respectively. In
addition, analyte transport (flow) effects were also tested in the fluidic channels (see
figure 6.9). The flow was delivered via the syringe pump, until it attained stability.
Following the complete perfusion of the channels, at least 15 minutes time elapsed
before diffusion FCS was performed. This was considered necessary in order for the
fluid to reach equilibrium.
Fittings to the FCS curves correctly reflected the boundaries of observation vol-
ume set by the channel height and width [205]. Figure 6.10 shows the ACF curves
describing diffusion effects in the following three conditions: open volume, microchan-
nel and nanochannel. The FCS curve obtained in the open volume was fitted with
the standard three-dimensional Gaussian approximation. For the microchannels, the
focal volume was restricted by the micro channel height in the vertical direction and
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therefore a better fit was acquired by assuming a two-dimensional model. When the
laser probed a nanochannel, one further confinement was created by the nanochannel
side walls, and hence an accurate fitting was obtained by considering a modified one-
dimensional model. All the measurements were performed repeatedly in addressable


















Figure 6.10: ACF curves for (a) free diffusion mode and (b) diffusion in axially con-
fined microchannel and (c) diffusion in axially and laterally confined PDMS nanochan-
nel
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Condition C Fitting N I Brightness Veff
(nM) (kHz) (kHz/molecule) (10−18L)
Open volume 1 3D 1.05 11.1 10.57 1741
Microchannel-diffusion 10 2D 5.02 53.5 10.65 829
Nanochannel-diffusion 10 1D 0.44 6.8 15.45 74
Microchannel-flow 10 2D 5.07 69.3 13.66
Nanochannel-flow 10 1D 1.22 15.3 12.54
Table 6.1: Parameters obtained from FCS measurements in nanofluidic system. Sym-
bols: C fluorophore concentration; N average number of molecules in effective obser-
vation volume Veff ; I average fluorescence intensity.
Parameters acquired from the FCS measurements for the three conditions are
presented in table 6.1. When the fluorophore concentration was increased by a factor
of 10 for the measurements in the channels, the average number of molecules N in
the effective volume set by the microchannel was five times that of the open solution.
As expected, the restriction effect was more obvious in the narrow nanochannel due
to the additional lateral confinement, resulting in a 10-fold reduction in the observed
molecule number. The reduced effective detection volume was acquired from Veff =
N/C, and it indicated an approximate 20 times decrease in Veff in the nanochannel
when compared with the value in the open solution. The flow effects were investigated
in the microchannel and nanochannel by comparing the respective ACF curves (figure
6.9). The relatively larger correlation amplitude G(0) of the nanochannel ACF curve
suggests a smaller number of molecules (table 6.1) present in the detection volume.
From these results we can carefully conclude that in both the diffusion and flow
modes, the investigation of single molecule behavior can be achieved by reducing the
detection volume using the channel boundaries.
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The confinement created by the channels not only improves the measurement
of single molecule effects, but also increases the detection quality due to decreased
background noise. As anticipated, the molecular brightness, derived from I / N ,
was increased when the laser focus was centered at the channel interior (table 6.1).
Within the effective observation volume, the most radiant portion of laser illumina-
tion in concentrated within the channels. In terms of the assessment of molecular
brightness, the signal-to-noise ratios were improved using the confinement effects of
fluidic channels, providing improved detection for FCS measurements.
The ACF diffusion curves in nano-capillaries exhibit an extended time tail mean-
ing a longer traveling (i.e. diffusion or flow) time for the molecules. In the absence
of flow, the channel confinements can extend analyte residence time in the detec-
tion volume because diffusion is effectively one-dimensional. This effect can lead to
higher statistical accuracy of dynamic processes, e.g. enzyme turnover and transient
molecular interactions.
6.5 Conclusion
Integrated micro- and nanofluidic channel devices continue to provide impetus to
the biochemical and biophysical sciences for specialized and more accurate analysis,
and with minimal analyte assumption compared with current research procedures.
For this reason, the fabrication of sub-micro and nano-sized capillaries has attracted
significant attention.
The combination of PBW fabricated nanofluidic channels with precise FCS mea-
surements represents an important method for single molecule detection. Preliminary
FCS results show the potential for their application in the future. PDMS devices have
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been found to be amenable to FCS operations, attributed to the surface chemistry
and superior optical property of the substrate material. If we restrict the observa-
tion volume by using nanochannels, we can use higher concentration analytes which
reduce the number of detected molecules passing through the detection volume, and
improve the signal-noise ratio of the detected signals.
By introducing the flow effects to FCS measurements, we can improve the detec-
tion efficiency. As single molecule analysis depends on individually monitoring an
ensemble of molecules to interpret the average dynamic behavior and underlying dis-
tributions, inducing the possibility to induce flow to the channel fluid should improve
the molecule detection rate and thus statistical accuracy of the measurements.
There are difficulties involved in the characterization of FCS measurements, which
need proper consideration and effective solutions. These problems include the exact
positioning of the focal volume with respect to the channel, and the implementation of
a controlled flow pumping system to the nanochannels. With respect to these issues,
future work will concentrate on optimizing the prototyping procedure and improving
the fluidic device performance. This will be achieved by employing electrokinetic
force to drive the fluid.
Chapter 7
Overall conclusions
In an endeavor to demonstrate the capability of Proton Beam Writing (PBW) in the
fabrication of versatile lab-on-a-chip devices, this research project applied this new
technique as a primary lithographic tool, combining different fabrication approaches,
including packaging technique, electrodeposition and polymer replication technology.
We have designed, patterned and integrated various micro- and nanofluidic chips in
the popular polymer materials PMMA and PDMS, and further demonstrated their
fluidic performance and functionality in biological investigations.
Great efforts were placed on the construction of enclosed nanochannels in PMMA
polymer as a fast prototyping procedure. Conventional bonding techniques lack ad-
equate reliability in packaging polymer based fluidic devices containing nanosized
structures. A novel thermal bonding method was therefore developed for the fab-
rication process, which proved successful in enclosing PMMA open channels with
fabrication details down to 100 nm whilst preserving channel geometries. The result-
ing high quality bonding contributed to the good performance for the fluidic systems,
as testified in the fluid perfusion and fluorescent imaging experiments. The bond-
ing secures the fluidic device against leakage and fast liquid evaporation, which is
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vitally important for systems incorporating nanochannels. On top of that, the novel
bonding-peeling-bonding process described in this thesis allows the fabrication of a
channel geometry with two-dimensional confinement using the same material through
the device. Furthermore, the process implies a potential future use of the bonding
technique in the construction of a 3-D stacked-channel configuration, which has al-
ready been listed in our schedule for future lab-on-chip development.
For the mass production of polymer fluidic devices, nickel electroplating through
a PBW patterned PMMA template and soft lithography represents a promising com-
bined procedure. Soft lithography was developed as a high throughput, low cost,
simple and repeatable fabrication technique for patterning polymer structures. The
superior optical property and biocompatibility of PDMS polymer additionally popu-
larizes the technique. A Ni stamp master, originally fabricated by us for hot emboss-
ing and injection molding, also shows a high-degree of promise for PDMS casting,
because the durable Ni stamp allows a rapid and faithful replication of fluidic struc-
tures with a high throughput. By subsequently changing the PDMS channel surface
property through various treatment methods, mass-fabricated fluidic devices could
well be adapted to a vide variety of lab-on-a-chip applications.
The advantage and success of our fabrication procedures will be reinforced if the
fabricated device can be incorporated into external macro detection systems, and
hence chip characterization and application is also one of the objectives emphasized
in our research project.
Electrokinetic pumping is a fundamental strategy which uses a fluidic system
for fragment sizing, separation and sequencing of biological molecules. An essential
description of the basic phenomena in PBW fabricated PDMS channel hence has great
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importance, as the functionality of such a device needs to be verified in preparation for
more complicated analyte manipulations with a guaranteed performance efficiency.
Red blood cells are one of the most typical functioning systems in blood circula-
tion. A high degree of membrane elasticity endows the cell with a distinctive ability
to transform its basic shape into an irregular form in response to an external distur-
bance. Investigating such deformities requires a proper design to closely simulate a
capillary environment in vivo. A precisely defined elastic PDMS microchannel would
hence simulates such an environment.
From micro- to nanofludics, both fabrication technologies and detection modes
have experienced a revolution, not merely a qualitative miniaturization, but a real
metamorphosis. To deal with those smallest molecules involved in the investigation
of bio-organism(s), simulated environments require an attentive custom-design and
fabrication. It is expected that nanofluidic channel systems, in conjugation with
high-sensitivity fluorescence microscopy could stand out and represent a cutting-edge
technology enabling the identification and analysis of the phenomena characterized by
single molecules. With the participation of assorted polymer fluidic devices fabricated
through PBW based strategies, it has been demonstrated that it is possible to achieve
all of these exciting applications described above.
Lab-on-a-chip applications will certainly grow in importance in a wide range of
areas: from fluidics, through cell and molecule biology, to optics, sensing and synthe-
sized analysis. Lithographic technologies, in the foreseeable future, are expected to
continue as the dominant techniques for device fabrication. In our work, PBW, an
innovative lithographic technique, exhibits unique properties and versatility for pro-
ducing high-quality micro- and nano-scaled fluidic systems. The achievement of the
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project is not just the device fabrication itself, but more importantly the attempt to
combine various promising fabrication and detection methods together and establish
a successful combinational strategy. It is hoped that, in the future, the procedures
developed today could continue to represent a potent fabrication solution to fully
or partially satisfy the growing need of versatile on-chip detection and analysis, and
moreover can be potentially applied to the microelectronics fields. With further de-
velopment, in the future, Proton Beam Writing is expected to play a major role as a
future NGL technique and would be expected to make a remarkable contribution to
the steadily advancing micro- and nano-fabrication technologies.
Appendix A
PMMA and SU-8 spin-coating
curves
950 PMMA  spin speed
(a)
(b)
Figure A.1: 950PMMA A resist spin-coating curves (a) 9% ∼11% solid contents







Figure A.2: SU-8 2 ∼ 25: (a) spin coating curve for SU-8 in different densities (b)
developing time for exposed SU-8 with different thickness
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